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Abstract 
Caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) and zirconium molybdate (ZM) are two 
known problematic fission products that precipitate out within the Highly Active 
Storage Tanks (HASTs) at Sellafield, UK. Currently these HASTs do not have 
an in situ monitoring system where the behaviour of these products can be 
directly observed. Therefore, non-radioactive simulants of CPM and ZM have 
been successfully synthesised and further characterised to aid behavioural 
understanding, specifically within a suspension, in the hope of assisting with 
the planning of future waste management strategy. 
These fission products are potentially contributing to both mobility problems 
and ‘hot-spots’ with the HASTs, as a result of their suspension behaviours 
within the tanks, causing difficulty in re-suspension for onward processing and 
feasibly blocking pipes. Consequently, an understanding of their dispersion 
stability and behaviour is of crucial importance in limiting the potential for 
unexpected issues during Post Operational Clean Out (POCO).  
Non-radioactive simulants of spheroidal CPM and two differing morphologies 
of zirconium molybdate, cuboidal (ZM-1) and wheatsheaf (ZMCA-1) were 
successfully synthesised; confirmed via Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM), Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) and Fourier Transform Infrared 
(FTIR) spectroscopy. The kinetics of the CPM synthesis was reported for the 
first time, where is was found to be a first order reaction in respect to 
phosphomolybdic acid. In addition, two supplied ZM simulants (ZM-2 and 
ZMCA-2) with an elongated bipyramid and wheatsheaf morphology, 
respectively were also analysed.  
For the onward processing and immobilisation of these waste dispersions, 
centrifugal analysis was utilised to understand their suspension behaviours; 
sedimentation, compressive yield stress and permeability in both aqueous and 
2 M nitric acid environments (mimicking current storage conditions). The 
application of the LUMiSizer® for sedimentation, compressive yield stress and 
permeability experiments and the methodology applied for investigating the 
permeability of the simulants is, as far as the author is aware, reported for the 
first time in this research. Furthermore, mixed dispersions of CPM and ZMCA-
- vii - 
2 were also investigated in depth for the first time where it was proposed that 
they have strong particle-particle interactions influencing their dispersion 
behaviour. 
Overall, in comparing individual simulants CPM is reported be the most 
challenging to re-suspend and keep within solution as a result of its high 
instability in both water and nitric acid. The suspension behaviour for different 
ZM simulants provided different results, highlighting the significant impact of 
ZM’s morphology, where it is suggested a range will be present within the 
HASTs. When considering the mixed system of CPM:ZMCA-2 within both 
Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid regardless of the weight ratio of the simulants, 
an open difficult to compress bed network is formed, suggesting strong 
particle-particle interactions and high aggregation. 
The key message from this research is that the systems are complex, unstable 
and likely to aggregate whether individually or mixed within the acidic 
conditions of the HASTs. 
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This Chapter intends to cover the motivations behind this PhD thesis, 
including the scope of the research, specific objectives and how this thesis is 
structured.  
1.1 Research Scope and Aims 
This research aims to provide a better understanding of the behaviour of two 
specific problematic fission products precipitating out within Highly Active 
Storage Tanks (HASTs) at Sellafield. Currently, there is not enough 
behavioural understanding of the precipitation products; caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM) and zirconium molybdate (ZM) for effective Post 
Operational Clean-Out (POCO) strategic planning of the HASTs.  
The HASTs do not have an in situ monitoring system, consequently the 
behaviour of the Highly Active Liquor (HAL) temporarily stored within them, 
containing both CPM and ZM compounds cannot be directly monitored. 
Therefore, non-radioactive simulants are required to aid behavioural 
understanding to assist with the planning of future waste management 
programs. In a broad summary, the research scope of this project was to 
characterise the nuclear waste simulants CPM and ZM to assist with this 
planning of future waste management programmes. In order for this to occur 
the simulants first needed to be synthesised, which therefore became an initial 
objective. It was then intended for multiple techniques to be utilised in both 
physical and chemical characterisation, particularly, when considering further 
understanding their stability, settling, compressive yield stress and 
permeability behaviours in different environments. Mixed systems of CPM and 
ZM are also of particular interest as very little research has been currently 
done in understanding them. Additionally, an understanding of the differences 
in characteristics of various morphologies of ZM, would be advantageous in 
preparing for worst case behaviour scenarios. Finally, a better understanding 
of the formation of both CPM and ZM could provide more extensive 
information on their potential ratios within the HASTs. 
1.1.1 Industrial Background and Applications 
The UK nuclear industry has made significant positive progress in the past 
decade, especially in regards to its political favourability and improving its 
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public perception. A factor for this is the current energy crisis, whereby the UK 
is challenged to provide secure and sufficient energy to meet increasing 
demands and do so from a clean reliable source, in order to combat climate 
change (Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, 2006, World Nuclear 
Association, 2018a). Previous energy demands have been satisfied 
predominately by fossil fuels in combination with nuclear power and 
renewable energy sources. However, the production of oil by the UK in the 
North Sea has been steadily declining since 1999 forcing the UK to either 
import fossil fuels or fund an alternative source of energy (Mearns, 2013). 
Nuclear power currently provides the UK with approximately 21% of its 
electricity from 15 reactors, yet nearly half if this capacity will be retired by 
2025 (World Nuclear Association, 2018a). The UK has set targets to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions by 80% using 1990 as a baseline. In order to 
achieve this target low-carbon dioxide emitting energy sources must become 
the dominate source of electricity, not fossil fuels (UK Government, 2008). The 
Committee on Climate Change consider that to achieve this reduction in 
carbon dioxide emissions the energy for the UK must come from the mix of 
following sources; 40% nuclear, 40% renewable, 15% carbon capture and 
storage, and 5% unabated gas-fired generation (Committee on Climate 
Change, 2012). As a result, the UK Government is now in full support of a UK 
new-build nuclear programme, with new reactors financed by the private 
sector (Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, 2006). 
Despite the nuclear industry making positive progress, there is still a 
significant amount of legacy waste that needs to be addressed, in which we 
have a moral obligation to not leave for future generations. The industry 
originally began in Cumbria after the Second World War when the Windscale 
site in 1947 was established as part of the nuclear deterrent to produce 
weapon grade material (Biggs et al., 2009). Consequently, during the rapid 
progression of the nuclear civil energy industry, decommissioning and waste 
management were not comprehensively accounted for. A combination of bad 
practice, lack of planning and perhaps naivety in this has led to a mass of 
legacy waste and subsequently significant concerns still require addressing 
(Mort et al., 2013).  
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Reprocessing of Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) in the UK started in 1952 at the 
Windscale site when the First Chemical Separation Plant was commissioned 
to separate plutonium. This was a relatively small scale operation that 
progressively expanded until 1994 with the opening of the Sellafield Thermal 
Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP), which reprocesses spent oxide fuel for 
the UK and for several other countries, including Italy and Spain. At THORP, 
SNF is processed to allow 97% to be reused consisting of; 238-uranium, 235-
uranium and 239-plutonium. However, a stream of concentrated highly active 
fission products (HAL) is also formed as waste from this process accounting 
for the remaining 3%, as shown visually in Figure 1-1 (World Nuclear 
Association, 2018b). THORP handles waste from both British Advanced Gas-
Cooled Reactors (AGR) and Light Water Reactors (LWR) worldwide. Magnox 
SNF is treated at the Magnox Reprocessing Plant. 
 
Figure 1-1 Visual representation of the breakdown of Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF). 
 
Waste from both these plants is treated in the Highly Active Liquor 
Evaporation and Storage (HALES) plant and is referred to as HAL, containing 
fission products to be stored temporarily in specially designed HASTs, before 
vitrification (Edmondson et al., 2012). As reprocessing is coming to an end 
both THORP and the HASTs will be slowly emptied and undergo POCO prior 
to eventual decommissioning (Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, 2017). 
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The HAL will undergo further processing in the form of vitrification before 
eventual geological disposal (Dunnett et al., 2014). Currently, however, there 
is not enough understanding of the behaviour of the solid precipitates within 
the HAL, therefore restricting the planning of both the onward processing of 
the liquor and POCO development (Edmondson et al., 2012). It has been 
predicted that there will be a solid bed of precipitated fission products within 
the HASTs and prospective POCO plans including re-suspending these beds, 
perhaps via a washout reagent (Edmondson et al., 2012). If this is to be the 
case, an understanding of the HAL product’s stability in dispersions, their 
sedimentation behaviour and settled bed strength would be advantageous. 
Additionally, in considering the processing of the HAL for vitrification it may be 
of benefit to separate the solid and liquid water, through some sort of filtration. 
Therefore, it would be valuable to gain an understanding of the HALs 
filterability in determining whether this would be a viable option.  
In addition, there are concerns about the potential for hotspots from 
precipitating highly active radioactive fission products within the HASTs which, 
in turn could potentially lead to corrosion of the tanks and a radioactivity leak. 
The HASTs maintain a constant temperature of 50 – 60 oC, whilst attempting 
to keep the HAL products suspended in a nitric acid medium (Dobson and 
Phillips, 2006). There have been several problematic fission products 
identified within the HAL. CPM (Cs3PMo12O40.xH2O), is a known precipitation 
product that can convert to ZM (ZrMo2O7(OH)2.xH2O), within the HASTs under 
the right conditions. The physical behaviour of CPM is of concern due to the 
presence of the radioactive isotopes 134-caesium and 137-caesium, which, if 
concentrated in a settled bed, could form the aforementioned hotspots within 
the HASTs (Edmondson et al., 2012). ZM is known to cause issues due to its 
mobility properties leading to potential problems with pipe blockages, which is 
a concern in regards to transferring it during POCO. The exact HAL 
composition within the HASTs is unknown and therefore the ratio of CPM to 
ZM is unknown, with the conversion potentially anywhere between 0 and 
100%. Additionally, ZM is reported to take on different morphologies 
dependent on the conditions and additives of its synthesis. Therefore, a mix 
of ZM morphologies could be present within the HAL.    
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The primary focus of this research is to characterise CPM and ZM in relation 
to understanding their behaviours for the POCO planning of the HASTs, 
however there is also a broader scope of scientific interest. For example 
phosphomolybdates of alkali metals, have been studied in relation to using 
their reported cation-exchange properties for recovery of caesium and 
rubidium in solution (Krtil, 1960, Lento and Harjula, 1987, Bykhovskii et al., 
2006, Bykhovskii et al., 2009, Bykhovskii et al., 2010). Therefore, studies into 
characterising CPM are of interest as they can help to understand behaviours 
of analogue systems, such as ammonium phosphomolybdate. ZM has been 
investigated in respect to its ability as a gel to produce the medical diagnostic 
agent 99m-Technetium, hence studies into ZM behaviour could also be of 
interest to this area (Evans et al., 1987, Monroy-Guzmán et al., 2003, Monroy-
Guzman, 2008, Monroy-Guzman et al., 2011).  
Additionally, the nature of the fission product’s particle morphology is of 
general scientific interest, especially ZM, whose morphology encompasses a 
range of cuboidal shapes. For example the influence of particle shape when 
considering both sedimentation behaviour (Chong, 1979, Haider and 
Levenspiel, 1989, Loth, 2008, Gabitto and Tsouris, 2008) and permeability 
(Boskovic et al., 2005, Hakkinen et al., 2005, Wakeman, 2007, Beck et al., 
2009, Bourcier et al., 2016, Perini et al., 2019), specifically in the fine chemical 
and pharmaceutical industry.  
1.2 Specific Research Objectives 
The specific research objectives within this thesis are as following:   
 Synthesis of CPM and ZM in their non-radioactive forms, as the active 
material is too dangerous to handle, to provide material for 
characterisation. Additionally, ZM with another morphology was to be 
synthesised by the addition of citric acid, in order to compare shape 
influence on a range of physical, chemical and behavioural properties. 
For this reason the National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL) also provided 
two differing morphological simulants of ZM. 
 Titanium dioxide (TiO2) was to be used as a comparison material to the 
simulants and for some preliminary experiments, as the synthesis of 
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CPM and ZM did not yield large amounts of material for 
characterisation. TiO2 is used extensively within other industries i.e. 
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and paints. Therefore it is relatively well 
characterised. Additionally, it has previously been chosen as a suitable 
nuclear waste simulant in preceding studies, hence it being deemed an 
appropriate choice for this research (Paul et al., 2013, Bux et al., 2014). 
 The kinetics of the formation of CPM were to be investigated at different 
temperatures. In addition, the development of the ZM morphology over  
time from its CPM precursor was to be tracked. This was to improve 
understanding of the formation of the compounds to gain a better idea 
of the ratio of CPM and ZM present in the HASTs. 
 The simulants were to be characterised using; Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM), Infrared (IR) analysis and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
which were to be used in addition with a Malvern Mastersizer® to 
confirm particle size. Additionally, density would be checked along with 
the water content of the simulants via thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA).  
 Zeta potential measurements were to be taken along with some 
equilibrium pH investigations to investigate stability of the simulants in 
a dispersion. Furthermore, the solubility of the simulants would be 
investigated to support the zeta potential measurements, as little has 
been done in investigating the solubility of specific HAST replicated 
conditions.  
 The settling behaviours of CPM and ZM were to be investigated 
including the effects of temperature and pH (water and 2 M nitric acid) 
for both individual and mixed systems. As the ratio of CPM to ZM is 
unknown within the HASTs the settling of different ratios of CPM:ZM is 
important to understand, in order to gain insight into the potential range 
of behaviours of the possible combinations. 
 In order to understand the way the simulants form a settled bed, 
compressive yield stress investigations were to be conducted on both 
single and mixed systems, in both water and 2M nitric acid.  
 Finally, the permeability of these systems were also to be investigated, 
in order to understand the potential filterability of the simulants, which 
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could help to determine how viable a filtering option would be for 
POCO. For this an existing methodology was further developed (with 
Maksym Loginov), where kaolin was introduced as a preliminary 
material and for comparison to literature in validating the method.  
1.3 Thesis Delivery  
Chapter 1 is intended to introduce the relevance, scope and objectives of this 
research. Chapter 2 considers and discusses relevant literature related to this 
study, including those studies that have previously been conducted on both 
CPM and ZM, in addition to describing the components of the nuclear fuel 
cycle and covering some fundamental background science. 
Chapter 3 presents and discusses the synthesis and kinetics of the non-
radioactive simulants, followed by the results of a range of physical and 
chemical characterisation studies. The intention is for Chapter 3 to provide the 
foundations for the understanding of the experimental results presented in 
Chapter 4 and 5. The experiments designed for Chapter 4 and 5 were 
designed with the intention of providing more knowledge on how the 
dispersion properties of HAL may change once processing moves to a POCO 
stage. Chapter 4 focuses upon the surface charge, stability and settling 
behaviour of the simulants, considering both individual and mixed systems, in 
addition to the effects of pH. Compressive yield stress and permeability are 
investigated for both individual and mixed systems in different pH conditions 
in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 summarises the key conclusions made from 
this research and suggests potential ideas for future work.  
Each of the results Chapters (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) consist of a brief 
‘Introduction’ to reiterate the significance of the results they specifically 
present. This is followed by a ‘Materials and Methodology’ Section which 
presents all materials relevant to that Chapter, discusses in sufficient detail 
the basic principles of each piece of equipment employed and provides 
enough methodological detail for the experiments to be accurately repeated. 
The subsequent Section ‘Results and Discussion’ presents all the findings of 
the research related to that Chapter, including a discussion of their 
significance. Finally, a ‘Conclusion’ Section aims to bring all the results 
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together for that Chapter. Figure 1-2 presents a schematic of how the 
Chapters of this thesis are presented. 
 
Figure 1-2 A schematic illustration of how the Chapters of this thesis are 
presented.  
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The initial aim of this Chapter is to provide an insight into the nuclear fuel cycle 
(Section 2.1), focusing heavily on reprocessing (Section 2.1.1), which is the 
area most pertinent to this research. The main purpose of this Chapter, is to 
explore the studies that have preceded this research that have focused upon 
CPM and ZM (Section 2.2), therefore highlighting the areas of knowledge in 
which this research can contribute. Finally, relevant scientific theories (Section 
2.3) combined with appropriate literature will be discussed, with the aim of 
assisting the understanding of the results presented in Chapters, 3, 4 and 5.    
2.1 Nuclear Fuel Cycle 
The nuclear fuel cycle is a succession of industrial processes, which 
commence from the mining of raw natural uranium, to its processing and use 
in a nuclear reactor, right through to its eventual waste disposal. Figure 2-1 
shows a basic schematic of the UK nuclear fuel cycle. 
 
Figure 2-1 Basic schematic of the UK nuclear fuel cycle 
Uranium is a naturally occurring radioactive metal that when in sufficiently high 
concentration can be mined from uranium ore for use as nuclear fuel (World 
Nuclear Association, 2017). There are several different techniques used to 
mine uranium dependent on where the ore is in comparison to the surface, 
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the governing body responsible for the mining (country dependent) and the 
economics of the technique. The freshly mined uranium ore must first undergo 
a process referred to as milling, fundamentally grinding the ore and separating 
the uranium from the rock. The unwanted ‘rock’ mainly 238-uranium 
hexafluoride still contains radioactivity, therefore is stored nearby the mine 
(World Nuclear Association, 2017). The remaining uranium undergoes 
chemical conversion and enrichment of the fissile 235-uranium to between 3-
5%, as required for the specific reactor. The fuel is then fabricated in the 
specific form required for its designated reactor, more often than not in the 
form of ceramic pellets. The pellets are packed into fuel rods and arranged 
into a fuel assembly ready for insertion to the reactor.  
After its use and removal from the reactor the used fuel is temporally stored 
to allow cooling. Currently, in the UK used fuel can either then be reprocessed 
or undergo long term storage with the view of eventual geological disposal 
(Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, 2010). It is this back ‘portion’ of the 
nuclear fuel cycle that is most pertinent to this research. 
2.1.1 Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing 
Reprocessing within the UK began in 1952, with the processing of Spent 
Nuclear Fuel (SNF) from the two air-cooled Windscale reactors, with the 
original aim being to separate out plutonium for weapons. Currently, 
reprocessing is not necessarily economically viable as uranium as a raw 
material is relatively cheap, however as the popularity of nuclear power 
increases, this cost will inevitably rise. SNF contains approximately 96% of 
the original uranium with less than 1% of this being 235-uranium the rest 
comprising of; 95% 238-uranium, 1% 239-plutonium and 3% fission waste 
products (World Nuclear Association, 2018b). Reprocessing involves 
separating the uranium and plutonium from these waste products (Bodansky, 
2006). In the UK, this currently happens at both the Thermal Oxide 
Reprocessing Plant (THORP) and Magnox plant, where the SNF is first stored 
underwater to dissipate some of the heat before reprocessing, this can be 
from 180 days to 6 years dependent on the fuel type and reprocessing plant. 
Once cooled sufficiently the fuel is taken to the head end plant shear cave, 
where it is chopped up before being dissolved in concentrated nitric acid 
(Fountain et al., 2011). It is this dissolved solution that then undergoes 
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chemical separation and solvent extraction, processes that produce three 
highly active waste raffinates. The three raffinates include; plutonium, which 
is converted to plutonium oxide, uranium which is converted to uranium 
trioxide and fission products contained in nitric acid, which are stored within 
the Highly Active Storage Tanks (HASTs). Combined these raffinates contain 
nearly all the radioactivity that is processed at Sellafield (Mort et al., 2013). 
2.1.2 Highly Active Liquor Evaporation and Storage Plant  
The Highly Active Liquor Evaporation and Storage (HALES) plant at Sellafield 
consolidates and concentrates the raffinates from the separation processes of 
uranium and plutonium, though evaporation. The site receives the highly 
active raffinate from both the THORP plant and Magnox reprocessing plant. 
Currently, the HALES plant has four operating evaporators A-D, which have 
helped with the reprocessing pace before THORP was shut down 
(Edmondson et al., 2012). The process involves the highly active raffinate to 
be continually fed into the evaporator, with low operating pressures and 
temperatures reaching up to 60 oC (Edmondson et al., 2012). The feed flows 
into the evaporator vessels though a feed lute, in addition to going through a 
feed cooler before being boiled. Any evaporated acid is then recycled and 
used at the start of the cycle. Water is then added to the highly concentrated 
acidic Highly Active Liquor (HAL) to reduce the 11 M nitric acid concentration 
to around 2/3 M (Edmondson et al., 2012). At this point the HAL will be sent 
on to the HASTs. The whole process can take up to 5 weeks. Figure 2-2 
shows a simplified flow diagram of the HALES plant processes (Dobson and 
Phillips, 2006).  
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Figure 2-2 Simplified flow diagram of the Highly Active Liquor Evaporation 
and Storage (HALES) plant, Sellafield, UK (Dobson and Phillips, 2006). 
2.1.2.1 Highly Active Storage Tanks 
The twenty-one HASTs at Sellafield are an interim storage for the HAL, 
allowing radioactive heat to decay before it undergoes vitrification (Roth and 
Weisenburger, 2000). There are two types of HAST designs at Sellafield; eight 
‘old-side’ and thirteen ‘new-side’ (Edmondson et al., 2012). The eight ‘old-side’ 
cylindrical 70 cm3 stainless steel tanks are housed in underground concrete 
cells with their axis horizontal, built pre-1960s, have no inbuilt agitation system 
and contain up to three cooling coils (Dobson and Phillips, 2006). As 
reprocessing was progressing during the 1960s the volume of HAL was to 
increase and it was predicted that the ‘new’ HAL would be more active and 
precipitation of fission products within the tanks would increase. Therefore, 
the more modern stainless steel ‘new-side’ 150 m3 tanks were designed to 
have inbuilt agitation with seven jet ballasts and four airlift systems in addition 
to redundancy in cooling coils (Edmondson et al., 2012). Figure 2-3 shows a 
‘new-side’ tank positioned vertically, before it was commissioned with its 
cooling coils and agitation systems visible.  
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Figure 2-3 A ‘new-side’ Highly Active Storage Tank (HAST) positioned 
vertically, before it was commissioned with its cooling coils and 
agitation systems visible (Dobson and Phillips, 2006).  
As the HAL is significantly radioactive, radioactive decay will occur, which in 
turn can heat the liquor causing it to boil, hence the requirement of a cooling 
system. The temperature is similar to that of the evaporators reaching up to 
50 oC. Precipitation of solids can result in a settling bed which can inhibit heat 
transfer, block pipework, corrode steel and cause potential localised hot spots. 
The ‘new-side’ tanks contain seven cooling coils, five horizontal and two 
vertical, all acting independently, periodically isolated one at a time to test for 
activity via gamma pots. If they fail the activity test they can be isolated, as all 
coils are linked to a common delay tank, which prevents any excess activity 
getting back to the main cooling water system (McArthur et al., 2005). The 
‘new-side’ tanks consist of six peripheral jet ballasts and one slightly larger 
central one, that are operated on a sequence basis taking up to 30 mins 
(McArthur et al., 2005). The air lifts are in place to attempt to keep any solids 
that have been re-suspended from resettling. Figure 2-4 shows the positions 
of these jet ballast and air-lifts. 
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Figure 2-4 Layout of jet ballasts and air-lifts in a 'new-side' Highly Active 
Storage Tank (HAST) (McArthur et al., 2005). 
The eight ‘old-side’ tanks, which are currently not required for further storage 
can now progress to Post Operational Clean-Out (POCO), however this will 
prove challenging due to the nature of HAL (Edmondson et al., 2012). POCO 
is a transition phase between the normal operations of a plant and its 
decommissioning. It is a process which can span over years. Usually this 
occurs in two phases: surveillance and maintenance followed by care and 
maintenance. As THORP has ceased operations, POCO has to be considered 
now in order to reduce potential hazards at the earliest opportunity and enable 
ease of decommissioning (Nuclear Decommissioning Authority and Sellafield 
Ltd, 2018). However, the ‘old-side’ HASTs were not designed to consider end 
of life operation, POCO or decommissioning (Dobson and Phillips, 2006).  
Inside the ‘old-side’ HASTs it has been found that the fission products; 
caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), zirconium molybdate (ZM) and zirconium 
phosphate have formed an accumulation on the base. To empty these tanks 
the current planned approach is an initial wash out with water to dissolve the 
nitrates and zirconium phosphates (Edmondson et al., 2012). This leaves the 
reportedly insoluble CPM and ZM, which need to be removed through a 
suitable wash reagent (Jiang et al., 2005, Edmondson et al., 2012).  
Jiang et al. (2005) conducted an investigation into the dissolution of CPM and 
ZM by ammonium carbamate reporting the dissolution of CPM to be quicker 
than ZM. This study was built upon by research in 2012 conducted by 
Edmondson et al. (2012) on finding a suitable wash reagent for the POCO of 
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the ‘old-side’ HASTs, which concluded; to be either ammonium carbamate or 
sodium carbonate. Figure 2-5, shows the proposed wash sequence of the 
‘old-side’ HASTs into the ‘new-side’ tanks (Edmondson et al., 2012). Although 
the ‘new-side’ tanks are still being used they too will eventually need to 
undergo POCO although the hope is that with the inbuilt agitation systems the 
issue of solid settled beds will be less prevalent. In considering POCO it is 
vital to consider various processes to determine the most efficient and 
economically viable route in processing CPM and ZM. Therefore, a better 
understanding of the behaviour of both CPM and ZM will only be beneficial for 
POCO planning.  
 
 
Figure 2-5 Schematic of proposed 'old-side' Highly Active Storage Tank 
(HAST) wash sequence (Edmondson et al., 2012). 
In order to assist in predicting the behaviour of the solids in conjunction with 
the inbuilt agitation systems, a 4:10th replica of a ‘new-side’ HAST was 
constructed at the National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL), Workington, UK. Figure 
2-6, shows both a schematic and photo of this HAST replica rig.  
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Figure 2-6 Schematic and photo of 4:10th size inactive Highly Active Storage 
Tank (HAST) at the National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL), Workington, UK 
(Griffon, 2010-2011) 
Within the 4:10th replica rig, inactive simulants could be used in conjunction 
with the sequence of jet ballasts that occurs within the actual ‘new-side’ 
HASTs. The experimental results from this rig were applied to a computer 
model; GAHM Model for Jet Ballast Resuspension, which can help to predict 
the performance of the jets (McArthur et al., 2005). This model has been 
operational since 2001 and is being continually improved with data from the 
4:10th tank studies, which is not all currently available publically. The air lifts 
are reported to keep suspended solids circulating providing that are 
successfully re-suspended by the jet ballasts. The accurate performance of 
the jet ballasts is not completely known due to the difficulty of replicating the 
exact conditions of the HASTs. Bux et al. (2014) utilised the 4:10th tank to test 
an in situ characterisation system; Acoustic Backscatter System (ABS). In this 
study ABS was used in measuring sediment bed erosion by impinging jet 
ballasts and the data was used for modelling and POCO planning. For this 
study barytes was used to predict a ‘worst’ case scenario as its properties 
were deemed to be less favourable than the actual fission precipitation 
products (Bux et al., 2014). Further understanding of the behaviour of the 
solids within the HASTs is crucially important to feed into the GAHM Model for 
Jet Ballast Resuspension for a more accurate simulation, especially in regards 
to settling and yield stress (McArthur et al., 2005).   
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2.1.2.2 Highly Active Liquor 
HAL comprises of a number of fissions products several of which precipitate 
out in the nitric acid medium causing multiple issues within HASTs. The most 
problematic products include; barium/strontium nitrate, zirconium phosphates, 
CPM and ZM (Clelland, 1962). The amount of precipitate is dependent on the 
initial concentration of the fission product, the concentration of phosphate and 
the conditions in the tank; mainly the acidity (Clelland, 1962). There have been 
a number of studies that have investigated these precipitates, however, there 
is currently not a comprehensive understanding of their behaviour, hence the 
requirement for further research, such as with this project.  
Barium nitrate (Ba(NO3)2) is the least soluble of the aforementioned solids and 
is most likely to crystallise in highly acidic environments, therefore causing 
more of an issue within the evaporators. The solubility of barium nitrate has 
been the focus of several studies (Greene, 1937, Zhirnov and Moiseenko, 
1996, Hodgson et al., 2018). One of the first studies to publish data in regards 
to barium nitrate in concentrated nitric acid was conducted by Greene (1937), 
where he reported a logarithmic relationship of barium nitrate % to nitric 
acid%. Many years later Zhirnov and Moiseenko (1996) also investigated the 
solubility of Ba(NO3)2 with a focus upon its insolubility within the raffinates, 
where they reported a decrease in solubility as the concentration of nitric acid 
increased, a trend which was the same at both 30 oC and 60 oC. They reported 
that in order to maximise the degree of evaporation of the barium nitrate, the 
nitric acid concentration must be minimised, a condition that may not be 
plausible within the evaporators. The most recent study was published by 
Hodgson et al. (2018), studying the dissolution rate of barium nitrate in order 
to predict the time required to dissolve a settled bed, specifically in regards to 
the POCO of the HASTs. It was concluded that the rate of dissolution for 
barium nitrate would be slower than for other nitrates present within the 
HASTs and therefore it would be the limiting factor in respect to POCO. 
The radioisotopes of barium typically have a very short half-life (ms-s range). 
Therefore, its solubility is more of a concern than its radioactivity. Some of its 
longer lived isotopes, in the form of nitrates co-precipitate with 90-strontium 
nitrate (Sr(NO3)2, half-life 29 years) to form a barium-strontium complex. This 
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complex contributes significantly to the heat output in the HASTs through 
radioactive decay, potentially causing hotspots (Mishina et al., 2010).  
The composition and solubility of such barium-strontium precipitates within 
nitric acid have been extensively investigated (Mishina et al., 2010, Mishina 
et al., 2014a, Mishina et al., 2014b, Mishina et al., 2015). Strontium nitrate is 
reported to be more soluble than barium nitrate in nitric acid, until a 
concentration of ~ 7M nitric acid, where they then jointly precipitate. Mishina 
et al. (2015) reported that the nitric acid medium was crucial in the co-
precipitation of the nitrates by being incorporated within their composition.  
The morphology of both barium and strontium nitrate is reported to be cuboidal 
although their shapes are irregular, as can be seen in Figure 2-7 (Dunnett, 
2015). When barium-strontium complexes are formed they provide a range of 
particle sizes. The morphology of the HAL simulants is of particular interest 
as it can potentially affect their behaviour.  
 
Figure 2-7 Scanning Electron Micrographs (SEM) of barium nitrate, strontium 
nitrate and barium nitrate & 4 mole% strontium (left to right) (Dunnett, 
2015). 
 
A large quantity of zirconium is formed though the fission of 235-uranium and 
239-plutonium some of which goes on to form several different zirconium 
phosphates (Zr(HPO4)2∙nH2O). It is hypothesised that zirconium phosphate is 
the first product to precipitate out of the previously mentioned HAL products 
(Clelland, 1962). These phosphates do not directly cause a heat issue as 
zirconium is relative stable with an extremely long half-life. However, the 
phosphates do cause a mobility issue within the HAL, particularly as in high 
concentrations they can form a gel-like material, consequently increasing the 
viscosity of the HAL (Clearfield and Stynes, 1964). This gelatinous behaviour 
was reported when the crystal structure and ion exchange properties of 
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zirconium phosphates were investigated (Clearfield and Stynes, 1964). The 
structure is reported to be in a layered crystal consisting of zirconium atoms 
held by phosphate bridges strengthened by a hydrogen bond network. 
Zirconium phosphates are reported to be easily re-suspended after 
precipitation and therefore they don’t pose as much of a concern as with other 
precipitation products (Dobson and Phillips, 2006).  
Zirconium phosphate has also been studied as a catalyst and sodium 
zirconium phosphate as a material in immobilising nuclear waste (Segwa et 
al., 1987, Scheetz et al., 1994). The use of sodium zirconium phosphate was 
explored as an immobilisation material as a result of its ion exchange 
properties and structural flexibility (Scheetz et al., 1994). Future studies could 
investigate the possibility of utilising the zirconium phosphates within the 
HASTs to internally encapsulate nuclear waste.  
Combined the HAL produces approximately 2 Watts/litre of heat and has an 
activity of up to 20 TBq/litre (Dunnett, 2015). Although only accounting for 3% 
of the SNF the HAL contains 99% of its radioactivity, hence it being both a 
hazardous and dangerous solution if not processed appropriately (Dobson 
and Phillips, 2006). This hazardous nature highlights the importance of fully 
comprehending the behaviour of the HAL products in order to plan safe 
onward processing. Although as discussed barium-strontium nitrate and 
zirconium phosphates cause issues within the HASTs, given the extensive 
literature a lot is currently known about them. However, less is known about 
both CPM and ZM and therefore these are more of a critical safety concern in 
regards to the planning of POCO of the HASTs. Section 2.2, details the issues 
and previous studies related to CPM and ZM, which are the HAL products this 
research is concerned with. 
2.1.3 Vitrification  
With the end disposal route of High Level Waste (HLW) being geological 
disposal the waste must first be in a suitable form and immobilised, vitrification 
is the internationally accepted technology for this (Roth and Weisenburger, 
2000). The HAL contains a number of complex metal nitrates which are 
required to be converted into metal oxides, for easier handling. These metal 
oxides then undergo calcination, where they are evaporated and denitrated, 
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producing calcine, which is then mixed with borosilicate (Roth and 
Weisenburger, 2000). The mixing occurs in temperatures over 1000 oC to form 
the end product, an encapsulated glass block. This block is then allowed to 
cool and stored in containers before being sealed and stored. At Sellafield this 
process occurs at the Waste Vitrification Plant (WVP), which opened in 1990 
(Harrison and Brown, 2018). As the POCO of HASTs progresses both CPM 
and ZM solids will need to be removed and undergo vitrification; however this 
will result in a stream of enriched molybdenum entering the WVP, which has 
a low solubility in borosilicate glass (Dunnett et al., 2014). Therefore, a new 
glass formation will need to be developed to counteract this effect (Dunnett et 
al., 2014). Increasing the characterisation and understanding of both CPM and 
ZM, could also assist with the formation of a new glass formation.  
2.2 Caesium Phosphomolybdate and Zirconium Molybdate 
There have been a number of studies that have looked into both CPM and ZM 
specifically relating to the issues they cause within the HASTs, the challenge 
they pose to the WVP and the in situ conversion of CPM to ZM (Bradley et al., 
2004, Jiang et al., 2005, Edmondson et al., 2012, Paul et al., 2013, Paul et 
al., 2015, Dunnett et al., 2016). The issues they cause refer to CPM having  
the potential to cause ‘hotspots’ possibly affecting the integrity of the HASTs 
due to the presence of radioactive caesium (Edmondson et al., 2012). Where 
ZM causes mobility issues within the HAL when it is re-suspended by the jet 
ballasts in the HASTs and therefore potentially causing issues in future 
processing (Edmondson et al., 2012). This section aims to highlight the 
distinct lack of published studies focused on the stability, settling, compressive 
yield stress and permeability of these compounds. These aforementioned 
properties are critical in understanding in order to facilitate the onward 
processing of the HAL and the POCO of the HASTs.  Additionally, there has 
been no literature focused on investigating the properties of a range of 
CPM:ZM mixed systems, which is the most likely situation present within the 
HASTs.  
The relevant studies that focus upon both CPM and ZM, individually will first 
be discussed before the studies that have focused on both combined, thus 
highlighting the crucial gaps in literature this project aims to fill.  
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2.2.1 Caesium Phosphomolybdate 
There have been relative few studies investigating CPM directly, although 
there are a number of analogues that have been studied, such as ammonium 
phosphomolybdate, which is a potential cation-exchange material for selective 
recovery of Cs (Krtil, 1960, Lento and Harjula, 1987). Indeed, CPM has also 
been synthesised itself for the same purpose, and as a photocatalyst for the 
photodegradation of dye pollutant (Bykhovskii et al., 2006, Bykhovskii et al., 
2009, Bykhovskii et al., 2010, Ghalebi et al., 2016).  
CPM is part of a family of salts referred to as polyoxometalates (POM), which 
consist of a polyatomic anion with three or more transition metal oxyanions 
linked via oxygen atoms (Dermeche et al., 2009, Patel and Pathan, 2012, Zhu 
et al., 2014, Ghalebi et al., 2016). POM’s are of particular interest for their 
application in a range of fields, including medicine, electrochemistry and 
catalysis (Zhu et al., 2014). Typically, POM’s are synthesised either via a solid 
state synthesis route (Kang et al., 2004, Paul et al., 2015, Ghalebi et al., 2016) 
or via ion exchange (Friesen .D.A et al., 2000, Bykhovskii et al., 2006, Srilatha 
et al., 2012, Patel and Pathan, 2012).  
The physical behaviour of CPM in nuclear waste HAL is of concern due to the 
presence of the radioactive isotopes 134-caesium and 137-caesium, which if 
concentrated, could form potential hotspots within the HASTs (Edmondson et 
al., 2012). Paul et al. (2015) published a direct synthesis route to CPM, in 
order to study its morphology in nuclear HAL systems, this method was used 
in this research. 
CPM formation within the HASTs is dependent on co-precipitation of caesium 
ions, Cs+ and [PMo12O40]3-. Phosphomolybdic acid (H3PMo12O40) is known to 
be present within the HAL and is a pre-cursor to the formation of CPM, in 
addition to other POMs (Kang et al., 2004). CPM’s formation is also heavily 
reliant on the molybdate concentration, with it needing to be 1.8 g/l of 
molybdate for the CPM to precipitate out (Dunnett, 2015). The caesium 
isotopes of particular issue are 134-caesium (2 year half-life) and 137-
caesium (30 year half-life) as they contribute considerably to the heat output 
in the HASTs through radioactive decay, potentially causing hotspots similar 
to that of the barium-strontium complexes. As a result of its long-lived isotopes 
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several studies have focused on the removal of caesium from nuclear waste 
in order to decategorise the waste, allowing it to be disposed of via a more 
economic route (Carley-Macauly et al., 1981, Brown et al., 1996, Dozol et al., 
1999, Todd et al., 2004).  
When exploring the literature, little is found in the way of studies exclusively 
focused on CPM and those research papers that are found often refer to CPM 
in addition to ZM. However, in 2006 an investigation into the varying 
composition of CPM was undertaken in Russia (Bykhovskii et al., 2006). They 
reported the variable composition of CPM to be a cubic body-centred lattice 
of formula CsxH3-xPO4.12MoO3.nH2O where x = 0.8 – 3.0 in nitric acid 
solutions, this corresponds to the Paul et al. (2015) published formula where, 
x = 3. Bykhovkii et al. (2006) also reported that in acidic conditions CPM was 
practically insoluble, which correlates with its predicted precipitation behaviour 
in the HASTs resulting in the problematic localised hot spots. Although a 
specific value for its solubility was not reported. Bykhovkii et al. (2009), 
conducted a further study built upon this looking at caesium pre-concentration 
by recovery from solutions in the form of phosphomolybdate. In this study the 
effect of the presence of other compounds or impurities was investigated on 
the recovery of the caesium through CPM in nitric acid. Ten different 
compounds were studied in a variety of conditions and it was found that all 
still promoted the recovery of caesium, although at varying degrees. It was 
also reported that once the caesium was recovered via the precipitate it could 
be concentrated further by dissolving in sodium hydroxide allowing caesium 
magnesium phosphate (CsMgPO4) to precipitate out. Bykhovskii et al. (2010) 
used the knowledge gained from this previous study to help estimate the 
expected heat release during these same experiments.  
In an another non-nuclear related study Ghalebi et al. (2016), studied the 
potential for CPM to be used as a photocatalyst for the photodegradation of 
dye pollutant. In this study CPM was synthesised via a solid-state reaction, 
using phosphomolybdic acid and caesium chloride, without the application of 
heat, utilising an ultrasonic bath for mixing. Once synthesised CPM was 
characterised via Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (TEM), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Fourier-Transform 
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). Through directly comparing to 
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phosphomolybdic acid, it was found that CPM has less of a tendency to 
aggregate and subsequently produces smaller nanoclusters (Ghalebi et al., 
2016). The investigation determined CPM to be a very stable and suitable 
catalyst.    
POMs typically display a keggin structure, with a general formula of 
[xM12O40]n, where X is most commonly phosphorous and M is most commonly 
molybdenum or tungsten (Dermeche et al., 2009, Srilatha et al., 2012, Patel 
and Pathan, 2012, Ghalebi et al., 2016). Ammonium phosphomolybdate was 
the first compound to be reported with a keggin structure in 1826 by Berzelius 
(Berzelius, 1826). Figure 2-8, illustrates the structure of CPM, which is 
reported to include 12 Keggin cages of MoO3 with a tetrahedral phosphate 
(PO43-) group at the centre and three caesium (3Cs+) counter ions (Macheder, 
2011). Macheder (2011) in his thesis titled ‘Zirconium molybdate crystal 
growth and morphological control’ focused on ZM, although he also 
investigated the breakdown of CPM at temperatures of 95 oC and in 3 M nitric 
acid. He used both SEM and TEM  to determine that it took 4 h for the initial 
breakdown to start occurring.  
 
Figure 2-8 Schematic representation of CPM showing the Keggin cage, 
12MoO3 with a tetrahedral phosphate (PO43-) group at the centre. 
Molybdenum being purple, oxygen red and phosphorus orange 
(Macheder, 2011). 
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Paul et al. (2015) published a synthesis route to CPM via a double 
replacement reaction with two reactants; phosphomolybdic acid and caesium 
nitrate, dissociating and their respective ions forming CPM. Through this 
analysis Paul et al. (2015) published an Equation  
(1) for the synthesis of CPM, in addition to a net ionic Equation       (2).  
𝑯𝑷𝑴𝒐𝟏𝟐𝑶𝟒𝟎 ∙ 𝟏𝟒𝑯𝟐𝑶(𝒂𝒒) + 𝟑𝑪𝒔𝑵𝑶𝟑(𝒂𝒒)
∆





+ → 𝑪𝒔𝟑 𝑷𝑴𝒐𝟏𝟐 𝑶𝟒𝟎 ∙ 𝟏𝟒𝑯𝟐𝑶(𝒔)       (2) 
 
Paul (2014) reported CPM to have an average particle size of 200 nm but 
surmised this to actually be a combination of much smaller particles, a three 
step mechanism of which can be seen in Figure 2-9. Where the initial step 
involves the formation of primary particles, the second for formation of CPM 
aggregates and the third formation of larger aggregates.  
 
Figure 2-9 Depiction of the proposed three step mechanism of the formation of 
caesium phosphomolybdate, proposed by Paul (Paul, 2014). 
2.2.2 Zirconium Molybdate  
ZM has been the focus of several studies within literature, where it has been 
synthesised for various applications, such as a 99m-technetium generator 
(Evans et al., 1987, Monroy-Guzmán et al., 2003, Monroy-Guzman, 2008, 
Monroy-Guzman et al., 2011), a precursor for the formation of the negative 
thermal expansion material ZrMo2O8 (Lind et al., 2001, Varga et al., 2005) and 
predominately for nuclear waste based studies (Rao et al., 1986, Rao et al., 
1990, Izumida and Kawamura, 1990, Doucet et al., 2002, Magnaldo et al., 
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2004, Magnaldo et al., 2007, Usami et al., 2010, Vereshchagina et al., 2011, 
Xuegang et al., 2012, Paul et al., 2013, Zhang et al., 2013, Paul et al., 2015, 
Paul et al., 2017, Arai et al., 2018). Clearfield and Blessing (1972) were the 
first to publish a synthesis route for ZM, in order to characterise its ion 
exchange properties. Paul et al. (2015) further investigated this synthesis 
method, including using the addition of citric acid to alter the crystal 
morphology, the method of which was used in this research. ZM is known to 
cause issues within the nuclear industry, due to its mobility properties leading 
to potential problems with pipe blockages, for example (Edmondson et al., 
2012).   
Within the HASTs ZM is formed from CPM in combination with the nitric acid 
medium, zirconium ions and at elevated temperatures. Clearfield and Blessing 
(1972) were some of the first to discuss the synthesis of ZM through mixing of 
zirconium oxide dichloride and sodium molybdate before re-crystallising with 
hydrochloric acid in investigating its ion-exchange property. Rao et al. (1986) 
following on from this study investigated the formation of ZM under conditions 
encountered during reprocessing with varying concentrations of zirconium 
and molybdenum utilising Raman spectroscopy. They reported that complete 
precipitation of ZM occurs at conditions found within the HASTs; 3 M nitric 
acid. Other studies also investigated ZM and its precipitation in nitric acid, 
concluding with similar findings (Doucet et al., 2002). 
Zhang et al. (2013), conducted a study specifically looking at the precipitation 
of ZM in Japan. This is one of the only studies that directly investigates the 
solubility of ZM. ZM’s solubility was investigated in both 3 M and 5 M nitric 
acid from 70 oC to 100 oC, the results of which can be seen in Figure 2-10.  
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Figure 2-10 Solubility curves for zirconium molybdate (ZM) at 3 M and 5 M 
concentrations of nitric acid (Zhang et al., 2013). 
As temperature increases the solubility is found to decrease, however at 70 
oC the solubility in 5 M is higher than 3 M, a trend which reverses from 80 oC 
upwards. The values of solubility were very low, the highest value reading just 
over 4 g/L.  Anything less that 1g/L is considered to be insoluble, so although 
these values are above this they are still very low. Consequently ZM is often 
referred to as being insoluble. In comparing the parameters used to the 
HASTs conditions both the acidity and temperature are higher andtherefore 
the results of this study don’t provide directly applicable solubility data. In 
addition, the authors did not discuss the solubility method they applied to 
achieve these results. 
Bradley et al. (2004) first published the conversion of CPM to ZM within HAL, 
reporting high temperatures and low acidity as the optimum conditions. They 
investigated several parameters such as temperature, volume and 
concentration. Figure 2-11, is a published figure representing an example 
CPM-ZM conversation-time profile (Bradley et al., 2004). They concluded that 
heat promotes the breakdown of the CPM releasing molybdate ions that react 
with zirconyl ions. Therefore it is a two-step mechanism, not a direct 
conversion. This corresponds with Macheder (2011) reporting that CPM 
begins break down at high temperatures within 4 h.  
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Figure 2-11 Representation of an CPM (caesium phosphomolybdate) -ZM 
(zirconium molybdate) conversion concentration-time profile (Bradley et 
al., 2004). 
The conversion of CPM to ZM is still not fully understood. Paul et al. (2015) 
published an unbalanced chemical Equation                  (3) for the conversion 
and a net ionic precipitate Equation                     (4). Although this equation 
has been published, it has not been confirmed independently. However, it 
does provide a basis for the understanding of the conversion. 
𝑪𝒔𝟑𝑷𝑴𝒐𝟏𝟐 𝑶𝟒𝟎 ∙ 𝟏𝟒𝑯𝟐𝑶(𝒂𝒒)  + 𝟔𝒁𝒓𝑶(𝑵𝑶𝟑)𝟐(𝒂𝒒) + 𝟑𝑯𝑵𝑶𝟑(𝒂𝒒) + 𝟏𝟎𝑯𝟐𝑶(𝒂𝒒) →





+ → [𝒁𝒓𝑴𝒐𝟐𝑶𝟕 (𝑶𝑯)𝟐] ∙ 𝟐𝑯𝟐𝑶(𝒔)                     (4) 
 
Macheder (2011) also investigated the use of additives in changing the 
morphology of ZM, investigating eleven organic compounds. In Macheder’s 
(2011) thesis, an internal Sellafield document is referred to that was released 
in 2004, which is the first reported finding that ZM could exist in a non-cuboidal 
morphology. It was predicted that a different morphology could both alter and 
possibly improve dispersion behaviours. Therefore, in gaining an 
understanding of various morphologies of ZM, if one was deemed to display 
more advantageous properties over another, that morphology could be 
encouraged via doping.  
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Macheder (2011) found that over half of the chosen additives had no effect at 
all on the morphology of ZM, whilst four had a minor effect. From his studies 
he highlighted one organic compound, citric acid that did have a large effect 
on the morphology of ZM, causing an elongation of one of the axis, resulting 
in a reported rod-like structure. Once citric acid was identified as a viable 
additive several different concentrations were experimented with: 10, 20 and 
40 mol% (Macheder, 2011). Paul et al. (2015) later developed the 
methodology for using citric acid at 20 mol% as an additive in manipulating 
the morphology of ZM to form a compound referred to as zirconium 
citratomolybdate (ZMCA). Paul et al. (2015) explored two methods in 
synthesising ZMCA, once of which can be seen in Figure 2-12.  The first where 
the citric acid was added at the same time as the reactants and another where 
it was added at a 30 min delay to the reactants. It was determined that the 
second method provided the better product.  
 
Figure 2-12 Schematic of the second method Paul et al. (2015) attempted for 
the synthesis of zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA) (Paul et al., 2015). 
2.2.3 Combined  
Paul et al. (2013) published a study looking into both the sedimentation and 
rheological behaviour of CPM, ZM and titanium dioxide (TiO2), Figure 2-13, 
shows the sedimentation rate vs. volume fraction graph published for this 
study.  
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Figure 2-13 Sedimentation rate vs. volume fraction for caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM), zirconium molybdate (ZM) and titanium 
dioxide (TiO2) (Paul et al., 2013). 
For all simulants there is a decrease in settling as the volume fraction is 
increased. CPM has the faster settling rate compared to ZM for the lower 
volume fractions in addition to having a similar settling trend to titanium 
dioxide. This study provides a comparison for the settling of CPM and ZM as 
individual systems within water but does not investigate their settling 
behaviour in nitric acid (conditions expected within the HASTs) or when 
combined in a mixed system. Rheological studies were conducted on both 
CPM and ZM individually within nitric acid and water, reporting that the 
particles display Newtonian behaviour in water whereas within nitric acid the 
particles exhibit non-Newtonian behaviour. They concluded that further 
research is required into both the sedimentation and rheological behaviour of 
the HAL products. As previously mentioned in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 Paul 
et al. (2015) also investigated and published direct synthesis routes for both 
CPM and ZM which were applied in this research. 
Dunnett et al. (2016) carried out some physical characterisation studies on 
both CPM and ZM and presented their findings in a conference paper. Their 
study looked at particle size, density, settling, voidage, viscosity, yield stress 
and ZM morphology. Their results were directly comparable to Paul et al. 
(2013) and (2015). This is the first published study that has considered the 
properties of CPM and ZM in a mixed system with a 50:50 mix analysed in 
their rheology, viscosity, yield stress and settling studies. Within the 
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conference paper detailed results weren’t given for the properties of the mixed 
system but they were reported to be different from the single systems. It was 
reported that the mixed system behaved very similar to the ZM single system 
especially in terms of the rheology and viscosity measurements. For yield 
stress measurements on the mixed system it was found to be 90% reduced 
from the CPM yield stress even though only 50% of the CPM has been 
replaced, again suggesting the ZM dominates the properties of mixed 
systems, Figure 2-14 shows these results.  
 
Figure 2-14 Yield stress vs. solid volume for samples of caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM), zirconium molybdate (ZM) and the mixed 
system (Dunnett et al., 2016). 
Given the complexity of CPM and ZM dispersion behaviour, there is a critical 
need to study their formation, characteristics and behaviour under a range of 
conditions. For example, there is no current information on the kinetics of CPM 
formation, or what impact storage temperature changes may have on growth 
rates and final morphology. Also, the main route for formation of ZM in nuclear 
operations is from metal substitution reactions with precipitated CPM, in the 
current holding tanks. While it is known that these conversion reactions are 
very slow kinetically (Paul et al., 2015), exact time scales for ZM precipitation 
by this route are not known, although it has been reported that an increase in 
temperature and an decrease in acidity promotes the conversion (Bradley et 
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al., 2004). Different wash reagents for both compounds have also been 
investigated with a suggestion that doping could be used to change the 
morphology of ZM, which has potential to be advantageous for transport or 
separation, depending on properties, such as sedimentation rate (Jiang et al., 
2005, Edmondson et al., 2012). Consequently, a fuller understanding of the 
impact of ZM morphology on its dispersion behaviour is required, as the full 
consequence of varying morphology is unknown.  
Additionally, it is crucial to understand the behaviour of the mixed systems, as 
the ratio of CPM:ZM within the HASTs is unknown. Currently, there is little 
understanding on the impact of dispersion behaviour mixed systems will have. 
In order to plan a successful POCO strategy, it is important to know the 
‘extremes’ of potential behaviours that could be encountered to minimise 
unforeseen difficulties in handling and further processing of the HAL. 
Additionally, from the studies discussed in regards to both CPM and ZM, there 
is currently no published information on their permeability behaviour. 
2.3 Fundamental Aspects of Colloidal Synthesis, Stability 
and Dewatering.  
To comprehend the realistic conditions within the HASTs the precipitation 
behaviour of both CPM and ZM through an understanding of their stability and 
suspension properties are crucial. Additionally, in considering both future 
processing of both CPM and ZM in POCO and the potential requirement of a 
solid-liquid separation process, an understanding of both their compressive 
yield stress and permeability behaviour is required.  
Furthermore, in considering the wider scientific community, the influence of 
particle properties such as surface charge, size and shape on sedimentation 
and permeability behaviour is of particular interest, to a number of different 
industries (Chong, 1979, Wiesner M et al., 1989,  Liu and Joseph, 1993, 
Turney et al., 1995, Hlavacek and Remy, 1995, Waite et al., 1999, Channell 
et al., 2000, Pignon et al., 2000, Antelmi et al., 2001, Guan et al., 2001, 
Cabane et al., 2002, Hwang and Liu, 2002, Fan et al., 2004, Tomkins et al., 
2005, Boskovic et al., 2005, Hakkinen A et al., 2005, Wakeman, 2007, Beck 
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et al., 2009, Lau and Chuah, 2013, Dogonchi et al., 2015, Bourcier et al., 2016, 
Perini et al., 2019 ) 
2.3.1 Particle Stability 
In order to understand the sedimentation behaviours of both CPM and ZM 
within a dispersion, a measure of their surface charge and therefore their 
stability is crucial. The surface charge of a particle cannot be directly 
measured. Therefore, zeta potential measurements are utilised in their place. 
In order to understand the relevance and importance of zeta potential 
measurements an understanding of basic colloidal theory is required. 
The DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek) theory defines the 
simplest case of particle to particle interactions as a result of the balance 
between attractive van der Waals and repulsive electrostatic repulsions 
(Derjaguin and Landau, 1941, Verwey and Overbeek, 1948). The model only 
describes the most basic of systems and therefore fails against more complex 
systems. The DLVO theory bases the stability of a particle within a solution to 
be dependent on its total potential energy function VT, see Equation                                                   
(5). 
𝑽𝑻 =  𝑽𝑨 + 𝑽𝑹+𝑽𝑺                                                   (5) 
 
Where, Vs is the potential energy due to solvent, VA and VR are the attractive  
(Van der Waals) and repulsive (electric double layer) contributions, 
respectfully. See Equations (6) and (7) 
𝑽𝑨 =  −𝑨/(𝟏𝟐𝝅𝑫
𝟐)                                                 (6) 
 
𝑽𝑹 = 𝟐𝝅𝜺𝒂𝛇
𝟐𝒆(−𝒌𝑫)                                                 (7) 
 
Where, 𝐴 is the Hanmaker constant, 𝐷 is the particle separation, 𝜀 is the 
solvent permeability, 𝛼 is the particle radius, 𝜁 is zeta potential and k is a 
function of the ionic composition. 
The potential energy of the solvent only contributes marginally to the total 
potential. Therefore, the DLVO theory essentially states that the stability of a 
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colloidal system is dependent upon the balance between the van der Waals 
and electric double layer, as a result of the Brownian motion of the particles. 
If two particles have significant repulsion an energy barrier will arise 
preventing them from approaching one another (Kaszuba et al.)2010). 
However, if the particles collide with enough energy the barrier can be 
overcome allowing the attractive forces to adhere them together.  Essentially, 
if repulsive forces are more dominant than attractive forces, the colloidal 
system is said to be stable. Zeta potential is used to measure the stability of 
the systems in regards to the magnitude of the interactions between particles. 
In addressing the surface chemistry of particles within a dispersion, 
fundamental parameters of the dispersed phase have to be considered, the 
interfacial chemistry and the actual extent of the interface (Fairhurst, 2013). 
Fine particles are largely unaffected by gravity, instead their particle to particle 
interactions and stability are governed by both attractive and repulsive inter-
particle forces i.e. surface forces. The relevant surface forces to be discussed 
for this research are known as the van der Waals and the electrical double 
layer forces. The general factors that contribute to the behaviour of a 
dispersed system are: particle size and shape, surface properties, inter-
particle interactions and particle-solvent interactions. 
When a dispersion has a tendency to aggregate, this is as a result of van der 
Waals attractive forces between the particles. Van der Waals forces are also 
known as London or dispersion forces and are much weaker then chemical 
bonding (Hamaker, 1937). They exist as a result of the electrostatic attraction 
between temporary and induced dipoles formed due to movement of electrons 
(Bajd, 2006). Van der Waals forces can induce dipoles on surrounding 
molecules. Temporary dipoles are a result of electrons continuously moving 
so their exact location can never be certain, at a random point in time there 
could be an instantaneous, unpredictable ‘pile-up’ of electrons resulting in 
both electron-rich and electron-poor regions around the nucleus. Although this 
situation could exist for just 10-15 seconds it can polarise a neighbouring 
molecule, allowing their electron clouds to oscillate in sync with one another 
forming a net attractive force, i.e. van der Waals forces, as illustrated in Figure 
2-15. 
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Figure 2-15 Illustration of permanent, induced and instantaneous dipoles 
Equation                                               (8), shows the Hamaker constant, A, 
which can be used to estimate the strength of the van der Waals interactions, 
where C is the attractive interaction strength and p is the number density of 
the molecules in the solid (Hamaker, 1937). When A is positive it represents 
an attractive interaction andwhen it is negative it represents a repulsive 
interaction.  
𝑨 = 𝝅𝟐𝑪𝒑𝟏𝒑𝟐                                               (8) 
 
As discussed the van der Waals forces provide an attractive force for particle 
interactions andfor repulsive interactions the electric double layer theory can 
be applied. The double layer refers to two parallel layers of charge 
surrounding an object (Shaw, 1991). The first layer is referred to as the stern 
layer and comprises of ions of opposite charge to the surface charge of the 
object. The second layer is referred to as the diffuse layer which comprises of 
ions attracted to the surface charge though the coulomb force and electrically 
screens the stern layer (Shaw, 1991). It is termed the diffuse layer as it is 
made up of free ions that move under the influence of electric attraction, Figure 
2-16 illustrates the diffuse double layer .  
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Figure 2-16 Illustration of the interfacial double layer 
The thickness of the double layer is represented by the Debye length, k-1, 
which is reciprocally proportional to the square root of the ion concentration, 
C, as seen in Equation                                             (9).  
𝒌 = 𝟑. 𝟐𝟗 √[𝑪]                                              (9) 
 
The thickness of the layer will also be affected by an increase of the electrolyte 
concentration which will cause the layer to compress as there is an increase 
in counter-ions around the particle (Tindley, 2007).  Within aqueous solutions, 
pH also has an impact on surface ionisation as low pH conditions promote 
positively charged surfaces, as a result of excess H+ which can interact with 
the particles. Oppositely, high pH conditions promote negatively charged 
surfaces as a result of an increase in OH-. When considering dispersions, the 
surface of each charged particle has sites available for oppositely charged 
counter ions. Consider that all charged particles in the solution have the 
electric double layer; therefore they are surrounded by a diffusive layer of 
counter ions which provides electrical stability. If particles have the same 
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charge a repulsive force (i.e. electrical double layer repulsive force) is felt as 
a result of the osmotic pressure gradient (Shaw, 1991). 
It is extremely difficult to measure the surface charge/surface potential of a 
particle, therefore the zeta potential is often measured in its place. The zeta 
potential measures the particle charge and the immobile counter ions that 
surround it, approximately around the stern layer (Shaw, 1991). Zeta potential 
often serves as a measure of the stability of the colloidal system and is 
represented by symbol ζ, with units mV. Its magnitude whether positive or 
negative is proportional to the degree of repulsion between similarly charged 
particles (Shaw, 1991). A low value indicates attractive forces have overcome 
repulsive forces and aggregation may have occurred. A high value indicates 
the dispersion will resist aggregation with repulsive forces overcoming 
attractive forces, therefore indicating a stable colloid, see  Table 1 for zeta 
potential stability ranges. 




0 - ±5 Aggregation 
±5 - ±30 Instability 
±30 - ±40 Moderate stability 
±40 - ±60 Good stability 
>±60 Excellent stability 
 
The isoelectric point (IEP) of a sample is the pH at which the particles have 
no net charge (although they still contain charge sites) and therefore when the 
zeta potential is equal to zero (Shaw, 1991). Particles attain a surface charge 
in water due to the polarisation effect of water with its permanent dipole. There 
are several factors that can affect the reliability of zeta potential including 
particle concentration, sedimentation behaviour and electrolyte concentration 
(Shaw, 1991). If a sample is too concentrated the viscosity of the solution will 
be affected therefore disrupting the mobility of the solution when an electrical 
field is applied. If a sample sediments rapidly or aggregates the zeta potential 
will vary significantly providing an unreliable reading. Increasing the electrolyte 
concentration will result in a compression of the zeta potential curve and 
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therefore a decrease in zeta potential, although the IEP shouldn’t be affected. 
The general curve for zeta potential is expected to look similar to Figure 2-17. 
 
Figure 2-17 General zeta potential verse pH curve (Silver-Colloids.com, 2012) 
Particles with zeta potentials more positive than +30 mV or more negative 
than -30 mV are considered stable, as shown in Table 1. This term stable 
refers to the particle’s repulsive forces (generated from the electrical double 
layer) dominating. Once the zeta potential is within the unstable range, the 
particle’s attractive forces (generated from the van der Waals forces) 
dominate, resulting in the particles aggregating. Figure 2-18, depicts a 
schematic of what is meant by the term stable and unstable, with the grey 
circles representing individual particles.  
 
Figure 2-18 Schematic of both stable and unstable dispersions with the grey 
circles representing individual particles 
As previously mentioned (Section 2.2) both CPM and ZM are reported to have 
low solubility in acidic conditions, which corresponds to their sedimentation 
behaviour within the HASTs (Zhang et al., 2013). Within Paul’s (2014) thesis, 
there is a zeta potential curve for ZM, which can be seen in Figure 2-19. This 
shows the IEP for ZM to be around pH 4 and for it to increase in stability (>30 
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mV) as the pH decreases. One of the original aspects to this research will be 
producing a zeta potential curve for CPM. Additionally, a zeta potential curve 
for ZM will also be produced to compare to Paul’s (2014), to see if the trend 
of stability at low pH is consistent. For this reason it is also beneficial to 
understand the natural equilibrium pH of both CPM and ZM. 
 
Figure 2-19 Zeta potential curve for zirconium molybdate (ZM) and titanium 
dioxide (TiO2) (Paul, 2014) 
2.3.2 Sedimentation  
The settling behaviour of the HAL fission products, specifically CPM and ZM, 
is of great interest in direct relation to the current understanding of the 
conditions within the HASTs and in considering possible POCO strategies 
(Dunnett et al., 2016). If the products have a tendency to settle this could result 
in concentrated areas of radioactivity, referred to as hotspots, which could 
consequently damage the integrity of the tanks, resulting in a leak of 
radioactivity. Additionally, a settled bed would need to be eventually removed 
during POCO, therefore requiring re-suspension and/or washing out with a 
reagent. In either case an understanding of the dispersion stability of CPM 
and ZM in various pH environments would be beneficial in the planning of 
POCO strategy. For example, it may be more economically viable to use water 
as a re-suspension or washout reagent but if the fission products were to be 
unstable in this dispersion, it could potentially cause more issues longer term.  
The term settling or sedimentation refers to the preference of particles within 
a system to settle out of a dispersion medium to form a solid bed. For particles 
to settle there must be an over ruling force acting upon them such as gravity, 
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centrifugal acceleration or electromagnetism. In order to understand 
sedimentation it is important to understand how particles move within a 
dispersion.   
The random motion of particles within a fluid suspension as a result of 
collisions is referred to as Brownian motion (Einstein, 1956). As particles do 
not follow a set path or straight line their distance travelled cannot be 
calculated by simply knowing their initial and final positions. Therefore, other 
factors have to be considered such as temperature and particle size, in 
addition to diffusion of particles from high to low concentrated regions. 
Einstein was the first to define an equation for the mean square of 
displacement of a spherical particle in a given direction, x, as the result of 
Brownian motion, see Equation                                              (10), where, k is 
the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, µ is the fluid viscosity, 
α is the radius of the particle and t is time (Einstein, 1905, Einstein, 1956, 
Lemons and Gythiel, 1997).  
< 𝒙𝟐 > =
𝒌𝑻
𝟑𝝅𝝁𝜶
𝒕                                              (10) 
 
In considering a perfectly spherical particle three forces are known to be acting 
upon it; gravitational force, Fg, buoyancy force, Fb, and drag force, Fd, as seen 
in Figure 2-20 (Clarke, 2009). 
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Figure 2-20 Forces acting on a spherical particle settling in a fluid  
 
The gravitational force, Fg, is essentially the downwards pull of gravity, it is an 
attractive force and can be expressed several ways, see 
Equation                                                 (11). The expression shows that the mass of 
a body m, times its gravitational acceleration, g,  is proportional to the 
gravitational force. In addition the force can also be expressed against the 
volume of liquid it displaces V, the density of the fluid p and the density of the 
particle pp (Clarke, 2009).   
𝑭𝒈 = 𝒎𝒈 = (𝒑𝒑 − 𝒑)𝒈𝑽                                                 (11) 
 
The buoyancy force, Fb, is an upwards force as a result of a pressure gradient 
and is parallel and opposite to the gravitational force. Equation (12), shows 
that the buoyancy force is proportional to gravitational acceleration, g, the 
volume of liquid it displaces V and the density of the fluid p (Clarke, 2009). 
𝑭𝒃 = 𝒈𝒑𝑽                                                                    (12) 
 
The drag force, Fd, is slightly more complicated and acts in a parallel direction 
to the particle’s velocity. Equation                                                (13) shows the 
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relationship between the Fd drag force, the drag coefficient CD, area of particle 
Ap, density of the fluid p and settling velocity 𝑣𝑠
2 (Clarke, 2009). 




                                                (13) 
 
The drag coefficient is dependent on the Reynolds number, Re, which is a 
dimensionless quantity used to predict flow patterns (ref). The Reynolds 
number can be defined as can be seen in Equation (14) where p is the density 
of the fluid, u is the velocity of the fluid, d is the diameter of the sphere and µ 
is the viscosity of the fluid (Clarke, 2009). 
𝑹𝒆 =  
𝒑𝒖𝒅
𝝁
                                                    (14) 
 
The relationship between the drag coefficient and the Reynolds number 
determines the flow of the fluid either turbulent or laminar. Laminar flow is 
considered to be ordered whereas turbulent flow is random.  




]                                                        (15)) is an 
expression that determines the settling velocity of a spherical particle by 
utilising its resisting drag force, the expression is valid for Reynolds number 
of less than 1 i.e. very small particles (Stokes, 1851, Miller, 1924). Where, Vs 
is the terminal settling velocity of the particle, g is the gravitational 
acceleration, pp is the density of the setting particle, pi is the density of the 
fluid, D is the diameter of the particle and n is the viscosity. Stokes’ Law makes 
several assumptions such as: laminar flow, spherical particles, no temperature 
influence, homogenous material and that particles do not interact with one 
another.  




]                                                        (15) 
 
It is predicted that ZM would deviate from Stokes’ law expected behaviour as 
a result of its non-spherical morphology (Macheder, 2011, Paul et al., 2013, 
Dunnett et al., 2016). For CPM despite its spherical shape, it is expected to 
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aggregate and therefore also deviate from Stokes’ law expected behaviour  
(Paul et al., 2013). 
When considering sedimentation, there are four regions that can be related to 
the settling velocity (or rate) of particles, these are illustrated in Figure 2-21 
(Yang, 2003). 
 
Figure 2-21 Illustration of the various potential settling regimes within a 
system dependent upon particle interactions with black spheres 
representing particles. Complete with settling velocity vs. time curve.  
Discrete settling is when the particles within a dispersion act independently of 
one another, with no inter-particle forces; it is the simplest of the four regions, 
often a result of low concentrated solutions and can also be described as free 
settling (Yang, 2003). Flocculant settling is more dependent on the particle 
properties and how they interact, often governed by their tendencies to 
aggregate forming larger particles. In the hindered settling region the particles 
have a much stronger interaction with one another, dominating the behaviour 
of the region (Yang, 2003). This effect is increased at high concentration with 
the inter-particle forces restricting the movement of the particles, forcing some 
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to settle. The final region consists of compressive settling and has been much 
less studied; essentially it is the formation of a compressed bed (see Section 
2.3.3). 
As previously mentioned Stoke’s Law provides a prediction of sedimentation 
rate for spherical particles in ideal conditions and relates to the ‘free falling’ of 
an individual particle (Stokes, 1851). Often systems are more complex than 
this and undergo hindered settling, which is expected for both CPM and ZM 
(Dunnett et al., 2016).  
When hindered settling is predicted to occur there are a number of 
parameterised models that can be considered (Lester et al., 2005, Skinner et 
al., 2015, Usher et al., 2013) and other empirical settling models such as 
Vesilind (Vesilind, 1968), Steinour (Steinour, 1944), and Michaels and Bolger 
(Michaels and Bolger, 1962). The most widely used correlations are based on 
the Richardson and Zaki power-law relationship (Richardson and Zaki, 
1954a). For the purpose of this research both the Vesilind model and the 
Richardson and Zaki power-law relationship are explored. For more 
information on the aforementioned models, refer to the relevant studies.  
The Vesilind Equation                                                 (16), relates settling 
velocity, vs to concentration, X, through the theoretical settling velocity, v0 and 
settling parameter, k (Vesilind, 1968)  
𝒗𝒔 =  𝒗𝟎𝒆
−𝒌𝑿                                                (16) 
 
The Vesilind theory was developed to describe how the hindered settling 
tendency of a system negatively affects settling velocity. Both the theoretical 
settling velocity, v0 and settling parameter, k, can be determined by using 
linear least-squares regression of log vs against concentration X over a range 
of concentrations. This expression is typically applied to the study of 
sedimentation behaviour of sludges (Liu and Joseph, 1993, Stypka, 1998, 
Balbierz and Rucka, 2017, Bye and Dold, 1999, Stricker et al., 2007) including 
those relating to nuclear waste sludges (Johnson et al., 2016). 
 
Richardson and Zaki investigated several materials with regards to 
sedimentation and liquid-solid fluidisation in which they devised 
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Equation,                                                            (17), which is still commonly 




= 𝜺𝒏                                                            (17) 
 
The Richardson and Zaki equation relates V hindered settling velocity to the 
terminal settling velocity Vs, through the bed voidage and the Richardson-Zaki 
index, n. The model has been applied in several studies including those of 
non-spherical particles (Chong, 1979, Turney et al., 1995, Tomkins et al., 
2005, Bargieł et al., 2013). Maude and Whitmore (Maude and Whitmore, 
1958), considered the Richardson-Zaki index to be a function of particle 
shape, size and Reynolds number. They proposed a generalised equation of 
the Richardson-Zaki relationship (Equation (18)), where u is the settling rate, 
and ε , porosity. Therefore, linear settling rates ln(u) can be plotted to against 
the log of the porosity ln(1) – Φ), to determine the n values. 
𝐥𝐧(𝒖) = 𝒍𝒏𝒖𝟎 + 𝒏𝒍𝒏𝜺                                                   (18) 
 
When considering sedimentation, particle size, shape, density and strength of 
particle to particle interactions all have an influence. Many theories consider 
spherical particles, however often in industry different shaped non-spherical 
particles are found. The more a particle varies from a spherical shape the 
more factors such as orientation must be considered. When a sphere settles 
its orientation is irrelevant, for a non-spherical shape such as a rod shaped 
particle its orientation becomes more crucial. This is particularly  prevalent 
when considering the varying cuboidal morphology of ZM. 
Several studies have investigated the settling of non-spherical elongated 
particles, reporting that they will oscillate during their sedimentation, therefore 
settling with different orientations (Chong, 1979, Liu and Joseph, 1993, Turney 
et al., 1995, Fan et al., 2004, Tomkins et al., 2005, Lau and Chuah, 2013, 
Dogonchi et al., 2015). The most stable orientation of an elongated particle is 
said to be when it is horizontal and therefore perpendicular to the direction of 
flow (Fan et al., 2004, Lau and Chuah, 2013). Liu and Joseph (1993) 
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investigated the orientation of elongated cylindrical shapes, considering both 
their concentration and weight. They reported that in low concentrations the 
elongated particle will settle in its most stable orientation, increasing drag and 
therefore decreasing its settling rate. When concentration increases the 
particles start to settle vertically, therefore reducing drag and potentially 
increasing the settling rate. They also reported that in respect to weight, the 
heavier the cylindrical shape, the more likely they are to settle in the more 
stable horizontal position, demonstrated in Figure 2-22. This study highlights 
the various variables that need to be considered that can impact the 
orientation of elongated particles.  
 
Figure 2-22 The effect of cylinder weight on the tilt angle (Liu and Joseph, 
1993) 
Even though Paul (2014) extensively studied CPM and ZM, the study only 
investigated them as individual systems (Paul, 2014). Only one study has 
been published looking at the settling properties of a combined mixed system 
of CPM and ZM (Dunnett et al., 2016). This study only considered a 1:1 weight 
ratio mix and focused upon the amount of individual solid volume required to 
hinder settling. The lack of studies on mixed systems of CPM and ZM, 
highlights a gap in which this research can apply. Especially considering that 
the ratio of CPM:ZM within the HASTs is unknown, therefore a range of 
different mixed systems should be considered. In doing this a ‘worst case’ 
combination can be identified, therefore assisting in the extremes of POCO 
planning.  
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2.3.3 Compressive Yield Stress  
The compressive yield stress of a material is ‘an implicit function of the 
strength of the interparticle bridging forces’ (Landman and White, 1994). 
Essentially, is it the maximum stress applied to a settled particle network, in 
which the network cannot be compressed (collapsed) any further. It is reported 
that for a range of systems, the compressive yield stress is independent of the 
compressive history of the material (Miller et al., 1996, Green and Boger, 
1997). Therefore, the compressive yield stress can be determined via the 
application of a pressure or load onto the settled bed of a system.  
There have been several methods developed in determining the compressive 
yield stress of a system, such as pressure filtration (Green and Boger, 1997, 
Green et al., 1998, Channell et al., 2000) and drying consolidation (Brown and 
Zukoski, 2003). The method chosen for this research was first developed by 
Buscall (Buscall, 1982) then developed with White (Buscall and White, 1987) 
utilising a multiple-step equilibrium sediment height technique via the 
application of centrifugal force. Both Miller et al. (1996) and Green and Boger 
(1997) did a comprehensive study into the various methodologies for 
determining compressive yield stress. Both studies concluded that each 
technique produces equivalent results, although Green and Boger (1997) 
reported centrifugation to be the easiest to implement. It was also reported 
that the compressive yield stress increases with the inverse square of particle 
size (Miller et al., 1996).  The method utilised within this research is a multiple-
step equilibrium sediment height technique via the application of centrifugal 
force published and detailed by Yow and Biggs (Yow and Biggs, 2013). 
For a bed or particle network to be compressed, the bonds between the 
particles and/or aggregates must be broken and reformed (Channell et al., 
2000). Therefore, the more force required to compress a network the stronger 
the interparticle forces are within a bed. In addition, the amount of bonds 
required to be broken within a network will have an effect on the compressive 
yield stress. Furthermore, the presence of aggregates is known to have an 
effect on the ability of the particle network to be compressed (Channell et al., 
2000). Figure 2-23, shows a basic illustration of what is expected when a 
centrifugal force is applied and then increased on a settled sample for both 
stable and aggregated particles. This illustration demonstrates that a more 
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open network can often form when particles are strongly aggregated as they 
cannot be compressed further. 
 
Figure 2-23 An illustration of what is expected when a centrifugal force is 
applied and then increased on a settled sample for both stable and 
aggregated particles. 
A number of studies have looked into the compressibility of different clays, 
with the three most common being bentonite, illite and kaolinite (Mitchell, 
1993). The compressibility of these clays is of particular interest as clays are 
often used in geoenvironmental practise to form waste containment barriers 
(Daniel, 1993). Therefore, an understanding of the effect of possible 
contaminants of their properties, specifically on their compressibility is of 
particular interest (Mitchell, 1960, Olson and Mesri, 1970, Sridharan and Rao, 
1973, Moore C.A and Mitchell J.E, 1977, Chen et al., 2000, Angle and Gharib, 
2017). It was found in these studies that the compressibility of kaolinite varied 
depending on the chemistry of the contaminant, contradicting the double layer 
theory. However, the reasoning behind this varied dependent on the study. 
Mitchell (1960) concluded that it was a result of large particle sizes with 
irregular surfaces, not collapsing parallel to one another. Other hypothesises 
were that the behaviour of the clay was controlled by mechanical factors 
(Olson and Mesri, 1970, Sridharan and Rao, 1973). Moore and Mitchell (1974) 
were however, one of the first to discuss the effects of van der Waals forces, 
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concluding that shear strength increased with attractive forces. Without the 
influence of contaminants kaolinite is said to settle with its clay platelets in a 
parallel fashion, as demonstrated by Figure 2-24 (Horpibulsuk et al., 2011). 
 
Figure 2-24 Illustration of kaolin clay platelets compressing parallel to one 
another (Horpibulsuk et al., 2011).  
The stability and aggregation of a system has a significant effect on its 
compressive yield stress. Previously, aggregated alumina has been 
investigated as the behaviour of aggregated suspensions within a variety of 
industries can cause a number of issues (Channell et al., 2000). It was found 
that as the pH of the alumina system was increased, the interparticle potential 
becomes more attractive, forming aggregates and consequently becoming 
harder to compress, as shown in Figure 2-25. The study concluded that 
heterogeneities such as aggregates or large voids have a significant effect on 
the compressive yield stress of a system. Channell et al. (2000) also 
suggested that introducing heterogeneities by manipulating the system could 
be advantageous in regards to filtration.   
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Figure 2-25 Effects of interparticle pair potential on the compressive yield 
stress of flocculated alumina suspensions (Channell et al., 2000). 
2.3.4 Permeability  
Solid-liquid separation techniques are utilised across a broad range of 
industries including; pharmaceuticals, oil and biotechnology. Permeability is 
effectively a measure of a dispersed material’s ability to be filtered, 
consequently being separated into its corresponding solid and liquid 
components.  
The filterability of both CPM and ZM are of direct interest in regards to the 
POCO planning of the HASTs and their subsequent handling in respects to 
further processing and vitrification. In general, if a solid is permeable it should 
be easy to filter, which could be a beneficial POCO technique applied to the 
HAL within the HASTs. This is in respect to the filtering of solid CPM and ZM 
from a potential wash out reagent to hypothetically separate the solid and 
liquid waste. The ultimate end disposal route for the CPM and ZM is 
vitrification (Section 2.1.3) before eventual geological disposal. Therefore all 
solids will need to be re-suspended in a suitable vitrification medium for this 
to occur (Dunnett et al., 2014). If the vitrification process isn’t compatible with 
the POCO wash out reagent then filtration could be an option to separate the 
solids from the reagent pre-vitrification. Therefore, the study into the 
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permeability of CPM and ZM is a pro-active investigation, to gain an insight 
into whether this is a viable POCO option, as no previous studies have 
characterised this property.  
Additionally, from a wider scientific perspective, the influence of particle 
properties on permeability is of interest, particularly to the fine chemical and 
pharmaceutical industries. Ideally, for an optimal filtration process the particles 
would be as large as possible, as near to spherical as possible, and have a 
monosize distribution (Wakeman, 2007). However, practically this optimum 
ideal is often not the case. In considering particle size, smaller particles are 
more likely to affect filter pores and consequently increase cake resistance 
(Tomas and Reichmann, 2002).  
Particle size is said to have a larger effect on the permeability of a cake in 
comparison to particle shape, however the further a shape deviates from 
spherical the more impact on the resistance of the cake it has (Bourcier et al., 
2016). Bourcier et al. (2016) investigated the permeability of a range of particle 
shapes with varying sizes including: spheres, cubes, platelets and needles, 
the results of which can be seen in Figure 2-26. These results were 
comparable to those found by Beck et al. (2009) in respect to spheroidal 
shapes particles displaying a higher resistance than both needle and 
polyhedral shaped particles.  
 
Figure 2-26 Cake specific resistance vs pressure for  a range of particle 
shapes with varying sizes including: spheres, cubes, platelets and 
needles (Bourcier et al., 2016). 
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In considering the effect of particle shape on permeability there have been a 
number of studies that have  investigated non-spherical particles (Boskovic et 
al., 2005, Hakkinen et al., 2005, Wakeman, 2007, Beck et al., 2009, Bourcier 
et al., 2016, Perini et al., 2019).  Boskovic et al. (2005) investigated and 
compared the permeability of both spherical particles and cubic. They found 
that filtration efficiency is significantly different for cubic and spherical 
nanoparticles. Concluding that it was the nature of motion of the particles once 
settled on the filter medium that was the reason. Spherical particles could 
effectively roll or slide whereas cubes had a tendency to tumble.   
Furthermore, a number of studies have investigated the impact of aggregated  
particles upon cake resistance (Wiesner et al., 1989, Hlavacek and Remy, 
1995, Waite et al., 1999, Pignon et al., 2000, Antelmi et al., 2001, Guan et al., 
2001, Cabane et al., 2002, Hwang and Liu, 2002). With the general consensus 
being that a more aggregated system will result in a more permeable system, 
due to increased particle size and the presence of more voids. 
For the purpose of this research, permeability refers to the ease of the nuclear 
waste simulants to transmit a fluid through them when compressed as a solid 
bed. If a substance is referred to as highly permeable it essentially means it 
lets liquid pass through easily, if it is impermeable no fluid will be able to pass 
through. Porosity is closely linked to permeability, as it is a measure of the 
spaces in a material, whereas permeability is how close these spaces are 
linked.  Darcy’s law (Darcy, 1856) is typically used to calculate permeability, 
Equation                                                (19), where ΔP is pressure loss, L is the 
bed depth, μ is the viscosity of the fluid, K is permeability of the bed and Us is 







𝑼𝑺                                               (19) 
 
As an alternative, cake (term used interchangeably with the solid bed) 
resistance, α,  which is the inverse of permeability is often used, as shown in 
Equation                                                 (20) (Rushton et al., 1996).  Where, 
ρs the density of the solid, ε is the porosity and k is again, the permeability. 
Typically, in a compressible cake, as the pressure is increased upon it, the 
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cake porosity decreases and therefore the cake resistance increases (Endo 
and Alonso, 2001). 
𝜶 =  
𝟏
𝒌(𝟏−𝜺)𝝆𝒔
                                                  (20) 
 
There is a complex derivation and integration, Equation (21), that is formed 
from a combination of Equations                                               (19)(19) and (20) 
of which there is the addition of the medium resistance, Rm.  In addition, there 
is an assumption the pressure drop over the cake is the sum of the pressure 
drop over the cake and filter medium. Where V is the volume of liquid collected 
at time t, c is the mass of the dry cake per unit volume of filtrate and A is the 
filtering surface area. The derivation for this will not be discussed for this 
report, for more information see Rushton (1996). By plotting t/V vs V, a linear 
plot should occur where the slope is proportional to the average cake 









                                  (21) 
 
The traditional way to determine permeability is a series of dead-end filtration 
tests (Lu et al., 1998, de Krester et al., 2001, Teoh et al., 2006). However,  
there are some practical restrictions with this method i.e. not good for small 
quantities, simultaneous analysis difficult and low pressure regions hard to 
measure (Loginov et al., 2014). For the HAL CPM and ZM simulants, dead-
end filtration tests are not practical as the volume required for these tests is 
too high. Centrifugation is another alternative technique that has been 
commonly used, studied and modelled (Valleroy and Maloney, 1960, Green 
et al., 1996, Smiles, 1999, Chu and Lee, 2002, Barr and White, 2006, Usher 
et al., 2013, Fukuyama et al., 2013). Where three different approaches have 
been adopted;  
[1] Analysis of the height of the sediment; limitation due to applicability of 
chosen equations (Murase et al., 1989, Lee et al., 2003, Curvers et al., 
2009, Loginov et al., 2012).  
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[2] Analysis of the kinetics of centrifugal sedimentation-consolidation; 
complicated analysis due to creep phenomenon, sediment channelling 
and polydispersity of particles (Iritani et al., 1993, Iritani et al., 1994, 
Loginov et al., 2011, Loginov et al., 2012, Hwang et al., 2001).  
[3] Analysis of data of centrifugal filtration; simultaneous measurements of 
the filtrate volume, cake height and liquid height above the cake. Rarely 
used method due to rarity of specific centrifugal devices (Chu and Lee, 
2002, Hwang et al., 2001, Hwang and Chou, 2006, Fukuyama et al., 
2013). 
Loginov et al. (2014) published a novel method of multistage centrifugation to 
determine filterability of various mineral suspensions (Loginov et al., 2014). 
Where their results were comparable to the traditional method of dead-end 
filtration tests. This methodology was developed upon for this research, with 
the assistance of Maksym Loginov to determine the permeability and therefore 
cake resistance for the HAL simulants; CPM and ZM. 
Considering studies into the permeability of nuclear materials Féraud et al. 
(2013) published a novel test cell design that could be used within a glove box 
and therefore, with radioactive material (Feraud et al., 2013). Their new design 
allowed accurate pressure tracking in addition to measurement of the cake 
resistance. Further development of this system could be utilised in analysing 
potential samples of HAL, if there reaches a time where obtaining an active  
sample is possible. Bourcier et al. (2016) further utilised this test cell in 
investigating both the influence of particle size and shape properties on cake 
resistance and compressibility (Bourcier et al., 2016). Where it was concluded 
that cake filterability is impacted by both particle size and shape, therefore 
both need to be taken into consideration when considering the permeability of 
a material.  
2.4 Conclusions  
Through this literature review it has been demonstrated that further 
characterisation of the nuclear waste simulants CPM and ZM is crucial for 
future waste management strategies. Throughout Section 2.2 there were a 
number of studies discussed in regards to CPM and ZM, that have 
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characterised the simulants as individual systems. However, there has only 
been one investigation that considered them as a mixed system, although not 
in significant depth (Dunnett et al., 2016). It is a necessity to understand the 
suspension behaviour of CPM and ZM within a combined mixed system, as 
this is the most likely situation within the HASTs, therefore allowing for more 
realistic predictions of HAL behaviour.  
Furthermore, there is little found in the way of the zeta potentials of both CPM 
and ZM, which could provide vital information on the stability of the simulants 
within different environments. Additionally, an understanding of their stability 
could help in predicting and explaining various suspension behaviours such 
as sedimentation and permeability. The sedimentation behaviour of the 
simulants is of great interest in considering the current understanding of the 
conditions within the HASTs i.e. if there is a settled bed of solids present. 
Moreover, if there were to be a settled bed, would it be easily re-suspended? 
Hence, there is a requirement to understand the compressive yield stress of 
the simulants.  
The permeability of the nuclear waste simulants CPM and ZM has never 
before been investigated highlighting another gap within research that this 
project can address. Understanding their ability to be filtered could prove 
crucial in POCO planning of the HASTs and their subsequent handling in 
respects to further processing and vitrification. If the simulants are found to 
have a low permeability the option of filtration could be viable.  
Overall, the more realistic an understanding of the current situation within the 
HASTs, the more streamline the POCO process will be, therefore decreasing 
cost and more importantly increasing safety. 
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Chapter 3 Synthesis, 
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3.1 Introduction  
The Highly Active Liquor Evaporation and Storage (HALES) plant at Sellafield, 
UK, consolidates waste raffinates from the reprocessing of Spent Nuclear Fuel 
(SNF) though dissolution in nitric acid, before concentrating via evaporation 
(Edmondson et al., 2012). The waste Highly Active Liquor (HAL) is made up 
of several fission products, though this research focuses on two; caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM, Cs3PMo12O40.xH2O) and zirconium molybdate (ZM, 
[ZrMo2O7(OH)2].xH2O), which precipitate out during temporary storage within 
the HASTs before eventual vitrification (Dobson and Phillips, 2006). In order 
to aid behavioural understanding of these HAL precipitated dispersions, in the 
view of assisting with POCO planning and onward processing, 
characterisation is required on non-radioactive simulants.  
Although there is not a substantial amount of studies directly investigating 
CPM, there are a number of analogues that have been studied, such as 
ammonium phosphomolybdate, which is a potential cation-exchange material 
for selective recovery of Cs (Krtil, 1960, Lento and Harjula, 1987). Indeed, 
CPM has also been synthesised itself for the same purpose, and as a 
photocatalyst for the photodegradation of dye pollutant (Bykhovskii et al., 
2006, Bykhovskii et al., 2009, Bykhovskii et al., 2010, Ghalebi et al., 2016). 
The physical behaviour of CPM in nuclear waste HAL is of concern due to the 
presence of the radioactive isotopes 134-caesium and 137-caesium, which, if 
concentrated, could form potential hotspots within the HASTs (Edmondson et 
al., 2012). Paul et al. (2015) published a synthesis route to non-active CPM, 
in order to study its morphology in nuclear HAL systems, and this method was 
also used for this research. 
There have been a number of studies that have focused upon ZM as a 
technetium-99m generator (Evans et al., 1987, Monroy-Guzmán et al., 2003, 
Monroy-Guzman, 2008, Monroy-Guzman et al., 2011), a precursor for the 
formation of the negative thermal expansion material ZrMo2O8 (Lind et al., 
2001, Varga et al., 2005) and predominately for nuclear waste based studies 
(Rao et al., 1986, Rao et al., 1990, Izumida and Kawamura, 1990, Doucet et 
al., 2002, Magnaldo et al., 2004, Magnaldo et al., 2007, Usami et al., 2010, 
Vereshchagina et al., 2011, Xuegang et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2013, Paul et 
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al., 2013, Paul et al., 2015, Paul et al., 2017, Arai et al., 2018). Within nuclear 
waste based studies ZM is the focus as a result of its mobility properties 
leading to potential problems with pipe blockages (Edmondson et al., 2012). 
Paul et al. (2015) published a synthesis method to ZM that was utilised in this 
research. In addition they described a method using the addition of citric acid 
to alter the crystal morphology, again this was utilised in this research.  
A number of studies have focused upon both CPM and ZM, specifically 
relating to the issues they cause within the HASTs, the challenge they pose 
to the Waste Vitrification Plant (WVP) and the in situ conversion of CPM to 
ZM (Bradley et al., 2004, Paul et al., 2015, Dunnett et al., 2016). However, at 
present there have been no studies focusing on the kinetics of CPM formation 
and the impact of temperature. Additionally, the exact time scales for the in 
situ conversion of CPM to ZM is not known, although it has been reported that 
an increase in temperature and a decrease in acidity promote the conversion 
(Bradley et al., 2004).  
Therefore, this Chapter presents the non-radioactive synthesis methodologies 
for these simulants, with an investigation into the kinetics of formation of CPM 
and tracking of the morphology of ZM. In addition to presenting a number of 
physical and chemical properties of the synthesised non-active CPM and ZM 
of various morphologies, some provided by the National Nuclear Laboratory 
(NNL) are also considered. Characterisation was both intended to confirm the 
identification of the simulants and provide information on certain properties 
which will assist in the analysis and discussion of results presented in future 
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3.2 Materials and Methodology  
For ease of reading, a summary of the HAL simulants that have been 
characterised throughout this research is shown within Table 2, which details 
the samples, their origin, morphology and what they will be referred to 
throughout this thesis. The subsequent Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 will elaborate 
further on the origin of these simulants.  
Table 2 Detailing the simulants investigated during this research including, 
their origin, morphology and what they will be referred to throughout 
this thesis. 


















Provided (Section 3.2.1) Cuboidal  ZM-2 
Zirconium 
citramolybdate 
Provided (Section 3.2.1) Wheatsheaf ZMCA-2 
*morphology confirmed via SEM, Section 3.3.1 
3.2.1 Materials 
In order for the simulants to be characterised they first had to be synthesised, 
the methodology for this is discussed and depicted in Section 3.2.2. These 
nuclear waste analogues are costly to produce and do not yield a large volume 
of material (discussed Section 3.3.1) to allow for significant bulk 
characterisation. Consequently, this limitation of material volume dictated the 
choice of some of the experimental methods that were chosen for this 
research.  
Additionally, the NNL provided two different non-radioactive ZM (ZM-2 and 
ZMCA-2) simulants, industrially synthesised by Johnson Matthey (Royston, 
UK) with differing morphologies that were also characterised alongside the 
ZM (ZM-1 and ZMCA-1) simulants that were synthesised for this project. The 
details of the precursors for the synthesis of the nuclear waste simulants 
(CPM, ZM-1 and ZMCA-1) are detailed in Table 3. Note that ZMCA refers to 
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zirconium citramolybdate, a term first published by Paul et al. (2015) in 
reference to the end product of a ZM synthesis route that incorporated citric 
acid. The exact conditions of the Johnson Matthey synthesis route were not 
provided, however it is known that the ZMCA-2 simulant was the product of a 
synthesis route incorporating citric acid, hence the notation.  
Table 3 Stating the precursors used in the synthesis of caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM), zirconium molybdate (ZM-1)  and zirconium 
citramolybdate (ZMCA-1), including their formula, purity and supplier. 
Material  Formula Purity  Supplier 
Phosphomolybdic acid  H3PMo12O40 Solid 80 
% 
Acros Organics 
Caesium nitrate CsNO3 Solid 
99.9% 
Aldrich 
Nitric acid  HNO3 Solution 
70% 
Fisher Scientific 
Zirconyl nitrate  ZrO(NO3)2 Solution 





Citric acid  C6H8O7 Solid 
99% 
Fisher Scientific 





3.2.2 Simulant Synthesis  
The synthesis of CPM, ZM-1 and ZMCA-1 were conducted in a 500 ml 
jacketed reaction vessel, which utilised silicon oil for heating, an over-head 
stirrer for agitation and a condenser under reflux for the cooling of any 
potential gaseous by-products. The vessel was fitted with an inlet for the 
precursor materials to be added and an outlet where the nuclear simulant 
products could be collected once synthesised. Figure 3-1 shows a schematic 
of this 500 ml jacketed reaction vessel set-up.     
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Figure 3-1 Schematic of the 500 ml jacketed reaction vessel, with overhead 
stirrer, precursor inlet, condenser, product outlet and heating oil set-up. 
3.2.2.1 Caesium Phosphomolybdate  
The synthesis of CPM involves a double replacement reaction with two 
reagents; phosphomolybdic acid (H3PMo12O40.xH2O) and caesium nitrate 
(CsNO3), as shown in Equation    (22).  
H3PMo12O40·xH2O(aq) + 3CsNO3(aq)             Cs3PMo12O40·xH2O(aq) + 3HNO3(aq)   (22) 
 
Separately, at a 1:3 molar ratio, equal volume solutions, 250 ml, of 
phosphomolybdic acid and caesium nitrate, were prepared by dispensing the 
solids independently into 2 M nitric acid solutions. These solutions were 
continuously stirred, separately at room temperature (25 oC) until all solids 
had fully dissolved, taking up to 1 h. The 250 ml caesium nitrate solution was 
then added to the empty 500 ml reaction vessel before being heated to 50 oC 
simultaneously being stirred at 100 rpm. When the temperature reached 
equilibrium the phosphomolybdic acid was added over a 1 h period at 
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approximately 4.5 ml/min. Once both solutions were within the vessel they 
were kept at 50 oC and stirred at 100 rpm for approximately 48 h. The 
methodology for this synthesis was originally established through an internally 
circulated document within the NNL, later published by Paul et al. (2015) and 
comparable to the work reported by Jiang et al. (2005) and Edmondson et al. 
(2012). During the 48 h reaction time, a yellow solid precipitated out which 
signified CPM had formed, Figure 3-2 shows this CPM solid.  
 
Figure 3-2 Photo of dry solid caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM). 
 
In order to obtain the CPM solid the suspension was first drained through the 
product outlet before the solid was allowed to settle and the supernatant 
decanted, then the remnants of the supernatant were dried off with use of an 
oven set at 70 oC. The dry solid was then washed several times with Milli-Q 
water and dried again in an oven set at 70 oC. The final product was stored as 
a dry solid power and used in characterisation experiments.   
Additionally, the influence of temperature on the synthesis of CPM was 
investigated through the reaction being independently conducted at 25 oC and 
at 100 oC. The results of the synthesis at 100 oC are to be discussed in 
Chapter 4. For temperature investigations all other parameters were kept the 
same as the original synthesis method depicts.  
The percentage yield for CPM synthesised at 50 oC was also calculated 




 𝒙 𝟏𝟎𝟎%                        (23), using the balanced chemical 
Equation𝑯𝑷𝑴𝒐𝟏𝟐𝑶𝟒𝟎 ∙ 𝟏𝟒𝑯𝟐𝑶(𝒂𝒒) + 𝟑𝑪𝒔𝑵𝑶𝟑(𝒂𝒒)
∆
→ 𝑪𝒔𝟑𝑷𝑴𝒐𝟏𝟐 𝑶𝟒𝟎 ∙ 𝟏𝟒𝑯𝟐 𝑶(𝒔) +
𝟑𝑯𝑵𝑶𝟑(𝒂𝒒)   
(1).  
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𝑷𝒆𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒀𝒊𝒆𝒍𝒅 =  
𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒀𝒊𝒆𝒍𝒅
𝑻𝒉𝒆𝒐𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒀𝒊𝒆𝒍𝒅
 𝒙 𝟏𝟎𝟎%                        (23) 
 
In order to calculate the theoretical yield, the accurate mass of the reactants 
used in the synthesis; phosphomolybdic acid and caesium nitrate were 
recorded. Their respective equivalent in moles were then calculated by 
dividing the reactants mass by their molar mass. Stoichiometry was then used 
for each individual reactant to find the mass of product produced, where the 
limiting reactant was determined to be phosphomolybdic acid. The actual yield 
was taken to be the mass of the dry product, after washing and drying within 
the oven. 
Reaction Kinetics Experiments  
The reaction kinetics were investigated for the formation of CPM at both 25 
oC and 50 oC, through the use of Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy. In 
order to track the rate of the synthesis of CPM, a UV-Vis spectrophotometer 
(discussed in Section 3.2.3.3) was utilised in tracking the concentration of one 
of the reactants; phosphomolybdic acid (also the limiting reagent), as the other 
reactant, caesium nitrate, was found to not be significantly UV-Vis active. 
Before the synthesis was conducted, a calibration curve was generated for 
various diluted concentrations of phosphomolybdic acid versus their 
absorbance, taken at wavelength 458 nm. Once the synthesis had begun, 
regular 2 ml aliquots of the reaction solution were taken at varying time periods 
(~ every 20 min), which were then diluted by 100 within 2 M nitric acid. These 
aliquots were then centrifuged for 5 min at 2000 rpm in order to remove any 
CPM solid formed before the remaining supernatant underwent UV-Vis 
spectroscopy, a schematic of this experimental procedure is shown in Figure 
3-3.  
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Figure 3-3 Schematic of the kinetics experiment procedure for the tracking of 
phosphomolybdic acid concentration in the synthesis of caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM). 
 
The absorbance value of the supernatant at wavelength 458 nm was then 
compared to the calibration curve previously plotted for phosphomolybdic 
acid, to determine its concentration at that particular time. The corresponding 
concentrations were plotted against the time they were taken and the gradient 
taken of the plot in order to determine the rate constant. 
3.2.2.2 Zirconium Molybdate  
The conversion of CPM to ZM-1 also occurred in the 500 ml jacketed reaction 
vessel, shown in Figure 3-1. This synthesis method was also based on an 
internally circulated document within the NNL, later developed and published 
by Paul et al. (2015) and comparable to the work reported by Clearfield et al. 
(1972). A solution of zirconyl nitrate was dissolved in 6 M nitric acid, with a 
total volume of 250 ml, that was first conditioned by heating at 100 oC under 
reflux for 1 h, where the colour of the solution changed from milky white to 
transparent. This solution was then added at a 1:1 volume ratio to a 90 oC, 
250 ml, stirring solution of CPM in 2 M nitric acid over 1 h at 15ml/5min and 
then left at this temperature for 2 weeks at 100 rpm. During this 2 week 
synthesis regular aliquots of the ZM-1 synthesis solution, were taken and dried 
for analysis to track the morphology change via SEM (discussed in Section 
3.2.3.1). The reaction equation for the ZM-1 synthesis can be seen in Equation      
(24). 
Cs3PMo12O40·xH2O(aq) + 6Zr(NO3)2(aq)          6[ZrMo2O7(OH)2·xH2O](aq)     (24) 
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After the 2 week reaction time a white solid ZM-1 precipitated out, as shown 
in Figure 3-4.  
 
Figure 3-4 Photo of dry solid zirconium molybdate (ZM-1). 
 
In order to obtain the ZM-1, the suspension was first drained through the 
product outlet before the solid was allowed to settle and the supernatant 
decanted, then the remnants underwent an extensive washing procedure, first 
with 1 M ammonium carbamate, then with 2 M nitric acid and finally Milli-Q 
water before being oven dried at 70 oC and the ZM-1 solid powder used for 
analysis.  
The same synthesis method for ZM-1 was repeated but with the addition of a 
75 ml, 20 M citric acid solution being added to the CPM solution over 1 h at a 
rate of 6.25ml/5min once half of the zirconyl nitrate solution had been added. 
This method was published by Paul et al. (2015), with the intention of the ZM 
being formed having a different morphology to the original ZM-1. Paul et al. 
(2015) refereed to this ‘new’ ZM as zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-1). 
Figure 3-5 shows an overview of the various synthesis routes discussed in 
this Section. 
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Figure 3-5 Summary of the various synthesis routes of Highly Active Liquor 
(HAL) simulants conducted for this research. 
 
3.2.3 Characterisation Techniques and Methodologies  
3.2.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Particle shape analysis was done through the use of both a SU8230 SEM 
(Hitachi, Krefeld, Germany) and a tabletop microscope TM3030Plus (Hitachi, 
Krefeld, Germany). 
A SEM produces images via scanning a sample with a focused high-energy 
beam of electrons that can be utilised in obtaining information such as size 
and morphology of particles. The electrons are produced via a hot cathode 
source, for the Hitachi this is a tungsten filament, which when heated forms 
an electron cloud. The electrons are then directed through the use of 
oppositely charged plates and a series of electromagnetic lenses forming an 
incident beam composed of highly energised electrons. These electrons scan 
and interact with the sample producing characteristic x-rays in addition to 
secondary and backscattered electrons, which are detected and used to form 
an image of the sample. The secondary electrons are weak energy electrons 
formed when the incident beam knocks out an electron from the inner shell of 
an atom, referred to as inelastic scattering. A backscattered electron occurs 
when the incident beam collides with a nucleus of a sample atom and bounces 
back out, referred to as elastic scattering. Images taken of simulants for this 
research were from detected secondary electrons. Figure 3-6, shows a 
schematic of an SEM set-up.  
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Figure 3-6 Schematic of the inner workings of an Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM). 
 
The samples were prepared using a carbon based adhesive disk in which the 
dry ground up solid samples were placed. For the SU8230 SEM these 
samples were then platinum coated, for the tabletop microscope TM3030Plus 
they were left as they were. The SU8230 provided a higher resolution image 
as it has nearly 10 fold the magnification capability of the TM3030Plus. 
Therefore, the TM3030Plus was generally used as a quick check of the 
particle shapes before they were imaged accurately on the SU8230. 
Additionally, the TM3030Plus was used to analyse the aliquots taken during 
the ZM-1 synthesis, as it was easy to access for short time frames. 
3.2.3.2 Particle Density 
The density of the simulants is of importance to know as the values were used 
to calculate weight percentage concentrations and in some applied analysis 
equations. A AccuPycTM 1330 Pycnometer (micromeritics, Norcross, GA 
USA) was used to make these measurements, which utilises the pressure 
change of helium in a known calibrated volume to determine the density. In 
terms of sample preparation, first an empty sample cup is weighed, before the 
dry solid sample is placed within it, packing the cup at least two-thirds full. 
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Both the sample cup and the sample were then allowed to dry in an oven at 
70 oC for ~ 4 h. The weight of the dry solid is then determined by subtracting 
the weight of the empty sample cup from the full. Once the sample cup and 
sample are placed within the pycnometer, the volume of the sample can be 
determined via displacement and hence the density can be calculated. Figure 
3-7 shows a schematic of the principles of the AccuPycTM 1330 Pycnometer.  
 
Figure 3-7 Schematic of the principle inner workings of an AccuPycTM 1330 
Pycnometer. 
3.2.3.3 Ultraviolet Spectroscopy    
In order to determine the kinetics of the synthesis of CPM, a UV-Vis 
spectrophotometer PE Lambda XLS (PerkinElmer, Waltham, UK) was 
utilised. The spectrophotometer was used to determine the concentration of 
phosphomolybdic acid. 
A UV-Vis spectrophotometer utilises the UV-visible spectral region, with the  
UV region of light scanned being typically from 200 to 400 nm wavelengths, 
and the visible light from 400 to 800 nm. The instrument houses a UV-visible 
light source which releases a beam of light that is separated into its component 
wavelengths by a monochromator, in this case a prism. Each monochromatic 
beam in turn is split into two equal intensity beams by a half-mirrored device. 
One beam then passes through a cuvette containing a solution of the diluted 
sample. The other beam, passes through an identical cuvette containing only 
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the solvent, in this experiment  2 M nitric acid, which is referred to as the blank 
or reference. Figure 3-8 shows a schematic of a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. 
 
Figure 3-8 Schematic of the principles of an Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) 
spectrophotometer. 
 
The intensity of light passing through the sample is then compared to the 
intensity of light passing through the blank. The ratio of these intensities is 
called the transmittance, usually expressed as a percentage, which can be 
easily converted to absorbance, A. The theory behind this is known as the 
Beer Lambert-Law, shown in Equation                                                           (25), 
where I0  and I are the intensities of the blank and the sample respectfully, ɛ is 
the molar absorption coefficient of the sample for a certain wavelength, L is 




= 𝜺 𝑳 𝑪 = 𝑨                                                          (25) 
 
Prior to the synthesis experiment being conducted a calibration curve was 
determined for the concentration of phosphomolybdic acid vs. absorbance. 
For this a phosphomolybdic acid solution was made up in 2 M nitric acid at the 
same starting concentration it would be for the CPM synthesis (Section 
3.2.2.1). This concentration was then diluted by 100 with 2 M nitric acid, to 
avoid overloading the spectrometer detector. The absorbance was then 
recorded for this maximum concentration of phosphomolybdic acid, in addition 
to various percentage dilutions of this ‘maximum’ concentration (80, 60, 40, 
20, 10%) also being recorded. From this data a calibration curve was plotted 
with an R2 value of 0.98 and this can be seen in Figure 3-9.    
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Figure 3-9 Calibration curve of the ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorbance 
values of phosphomolybdic acid at various concentrations, taken at 
wavelength 458 nm. Complete with line of best fit equation, error bars 
and an R2 value of 0.98.  
 
Once the calibration curve was plotted the aliquots of the CPM synthesis could 
be analysed, following the procedure discussed in Section 3.2.2.1. The 
concentration of the phosphomolybdic acid within that aliquot could then be 
determined and then plotted against the time it was taken to evaluate the 
kinetics of the CPM synthesis at both 25 oC and 50 oC. It should be noted that 
aliquots were analysed in triplicate (with an average standard deviation of 3% 
of the mean value) where an average of the results is reported. Standard 
deviation was calculated using the equation displayed in Appendix Fig. 3. 
3.2.3.4 Powder X-ray Diffraction  
A D8 x-ray diffraction analyser (Bruker, Coventry, UK) was used to analyse 
the crystalline structure of the samples, for both identification and comparative 
purposes of the simulants.  
The majority of materials have an XRD pattern which is characteristic of their 
structure, essentially a fingerprint that can be utilised to identify a compound. 
The XRD technique utilises x-rays that are directed onto a solid powder which 
are then scattered via the lattice planes of the crystals which results in a 
diffraction plot where intensity is plotted against 2θ, the angle of the detector. 
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Once the diffraction pattern has been obtained it can be identified via 
comparison to The International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) online 
database, if no match is found the pattern can be indexed and details of its 
lattice parameters determined. The diffraction pattern can also provide 
evidence of impurities, which are usually excess unreacted precursors. The x-
rays are produced through the bombardment of a metal with electrons, in the 
case of the Bruker D8, copper is the metal used with an electron beam of 40 
keV. The electrons are produced from a hot filament made of tungsten, 
similarly to an SEM electron source (Section 3.2.3.1). The copper source (Cu 
Kα) has a wavelength of 1.54 Å, the energy of the radiation source is 1.6kW, 
and measurements were taken over the 2θ range 10-60˚ with a step size of 
0.032˚ 2θ and a scan speed of 0.2 s per step. An overall diffraction pattern is 
formed by the scattering of the bombarding x-rays (incident beam) off various 
layers of atoms within the solid and detecting the diffracted beam, shown in 
Figure 3-10.  
 
Figure 3-10 Schematic of the workings of an x-ray diffraction (XRD) analyser.  
 
For the diffraction to occur the spacing between the atom layers must be close 
to the wavelength of the radiation utilised and the sample must be crystalline. 
When a peak occurs in the pattern it is representative of constructive 
interference i.e. two layers are in phase and will obey Bragg’s Law Equation 
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                                                 (26), where, θ is the angle of incidence of the x-
ray, n is an integer, λ is the wavelength, and d is the spacing between atom 
layers.   
𝒏𝝀 = 𝟐𝒅𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽                                                 (26) 
 
The samples were prepared by approximately 1 g of powder being tightly 
packed into a sample mount.  The raw data for the diffraction pattern was then 
extracted before comparison to the ICDD  online database. 
3.2.3.5 Infrared Spectroscopy 
The functional groups of the simulants were identified through Fourier 
Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy carried out using a Thermo iS10 
(ThermoFisher, Waltham, UK) with a ZnSe ATR attachment, at a resolution of 
4 cm-1 and 64 scans. 
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy utilises the IR region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum similar to how UV-Vis spectroscopy (Section 3.2.3.3) utilises the UV 
and viable light regions. Essentially the IR instrument utilises light of multiple 
frequencies to shine at the sample to determine how much is absorbed, it does 
this using an IR light source, a beam splitter and both a fixed and moving 
mirror, shown in Figure 3-11. The detector can then formulate the results to 
work out the absorption at each wavelength. The peaks or troughs in the 
spectrum are indicative of functional groups of the compound, essentially 
allowing identification of the compound like a fingerprint. Resulting in an IR 
spectrum which is principally a graph showing IR light absorbance vs 
frequency. 
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Figure 3-11 Schematic of the principles of Fourier Transform Infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR). 
 
Dry power samples were placed upon the sample holder before being 
clamped into place and the IR spectroscopy conducted. 
3.2.3.6 Thermogravimetric Analysis  
Thermal dehydration of the simulants, used to determine the amount of bound 
water was measured via thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), using a TGA/DSC 
1100 LF (Mettler Toledo, Leicester, UK).  
A TGA works by tracking the mass change of a sample over time with 
controlled temperature variations. Mass change at certain temperatures 
(usually < 400 oC) can be equated to the loss of loosely bound water 
molecules. In order to conduct the experiment a crucible, the material of which 
is dependent on the temperature profile used, is filled with a sample and is 
placed into the TGA on a precision balance along with an empty identical 
reference crucible. The crucibles are then heated within a furnace, during the 
experiment thermocouples underneath the crucibles monitor their 
temperature. The mass of the sample is continuously monitored throughout, 
with an inert purge gas flowing over the sample controlling the environment. 
Figure 3-12 shows a schematic of a TGA set-up. 
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Figure 3-12 Schematic of a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) set-up. 
 
For each experiment, a 0.1 g sample was packed into an alumina crucible and 
heated using a temperature profile from 30 oC to 400 oC at a heating rate of 
10 oC.min-1 under a nitrogen gas atmosphere. Where the temperature profile 
is determined to be reproducible to within +/- 1 oC, established from multiple 
(triplicate) runs.  
3.3 Results and Discussion  
3.3.1 Synthesis, Morphology and Reaction Kinetics 
The SEM images in Figure 3-13 present images, at various magnifications of 
CPM, which was synthesised at 50 oC in the 500 ml jacketed reaction vessel 
for 48 h. These images for are in agreement with those previously published 
with CPM exhibiting a spheroidal shape (Paul et al., 2015, Ghalebi et al., 2016, 
Dunnett et al., 2016). Image a) (Figure 3-13) shows clearly that the particles 
are not uniform in size even though they are comparable in their spheroidal 
morphology. The primary particle size visually observed from these images is 
~300 nm with a range of larger agglomerates having sizes of up to ~2 µm.  
Image b) (Figure 3-13) shows a higher magnification image of the range of 
particles sizes. These spheroidal particles seem to be polycrystalline and 
consist of agglomerated nanoclusters. Images c) and d) (Figure 3-13) provide 
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a higher magnification of one of the individual spheroidal particles, where 
these nanoclusters can be seen on the roughened surface of a CPM particle.  
 
Figure 3-13 Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images of caesium 
phosphomolybdate particles (CPM), complete with scale bars for 
comparison. The images were taken at different magnifications; a) 2k, b) 
10k, c) 35k, d) 65k. 
 
Paul (2014) proposed a three step mechanism for the formation of the overall 
CPM particles, which can be seen in, Section 2.2.1, Figure 2-9. In stage 1, the 
formation of the primary particles occurs, the size of which have yet to be 
determined by either Paul (2014) or this research. In stage 2 aggregation of 
these primary particles occurs through the attractive van der Waals forces in 
the system, forming a primary spheroidal CPM aggregate with a size of ~300 
nm. Finally, in stage 3 these primary aggregates themselves form larger 
secondary aggregates, with an overall size of a few microns.  
For the synthesis of CPM at 50 oC, a 79% yield was determined after 
synthesis, with the phosphomolybdic acid determined to be the limiting 
reagent. This is a high value considering the draining of CPM in solution from 
its original vessel, into the washing vessel and finally to where it was weighed 
in its drying vessel, all potentially contributing to mass loss. The formation of 
CPM at such a high percentage yield, over a relatively short reaction time, in 
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conditions similar to that of the HASTs, suggest it is likely to form easily in high 
quantities. If this is the case depending on its stability, hotspots within the 
tanks could potentially occur with the presence of highly radioactive caesium 
isotopes. 
CPM was also synthesised at 25 °C to investigate the effect of temperature 
on its synthesis and morphology, Figure 3-14 shows an SEM image of these 
particles. The particles in the image display the expected spheroidal 
morphology of CPM and corresponds well to the CPM synthesised at 50 oC 
(Figure 3-13) (Paul et al., 2015, Dunnett et al., 2016, Ghalebi et al., 2016). 
This suggests that an application of heat is not actually required for successful 
synthesis to occur and that it does not alter the final particle morphology. 
Several studies that have synthesised CPM have also not applied heat and 
have successfully synthesised CPM (Jiang et al., 2005, Edmondson et al., 
2012, Ghalebi et al., 2016). However, no previous study has directly compared 
the effect of temperature on the synthesis before.  
 
Figure 3-14 Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM) synthesised at 25 oC, completed with relevant 
scale bar. The magnification being 25k. 
 
The origin of the application of the temperature 50 oC by Paul et al. (2015) 
appears to be from an internal document from NNL and is likely applied as 
this is the temperature of the HASTs, where it is both formed and stored. 
Although the application of temperature may not be required for the synthesis 
of CPM, it is the temperature in which it will form within the HASTs and 
therefore it will be the route utilised for the CPM experimented upon 
throughout this thesis, unless stated otherwise.   
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The synthesis of CPM involves a double replacement reaction with two 
reactants; phosphomolybdic acid (H3PMo12O40·xH2O) and caesium nitrate 
(CsNO3). This is discussed in detail by Paul et al. (2015). Phosphomolybdic 
acid is UV-Vis active, which allowed the precipitation kinetics of CPM to be 
tracked via measuring the phosphomolybdic acid decrease in concentration 
over time. Figure 3-15 shows the rate of reaction plot determined for the CPM 
synthesis conducted at both 25 °C and 50 °C, through tracking of the 
phosphomolybdic acid concentration.  
 
Figure 3-15 Rate of reaction graph showing first-order kinetics for the co-
precipitation reaction of caesium nitrate and phosphomolybdic acid 
forming caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) at 25 °C and 50 °C with 
corresponding reaction equation. 
 
It was found to be a first-order reaction with respect to phosphomolybdic acid, 
which is in excess to the caesium nitrate, giving a rate constant of 0.04 min−1 
for the reaction at 25 °C and of 0.09 min−1 for the reaction at 50 °C. This result 
demonstrates for the first time the fast kinetics at which CPM is formed within 
laboratory conditions. Previously published synthesis routes of CPM have not 
quoted exact reaction times, although it is implied that the reaction was 
completed quickly (Kang et al., 2004, Jiang et al., 2005, Edmondson et al., 
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2012, Ghalebi et al., 2016). Paul et al. (2015), published reaction times of ~48 
h, however at the higher temperature it is clear that the actual reaction is 
almost at completion within 2.5 h. This study is the first to directly investigate 
the speed of formation of CPM both without applied temperature and at 50 oC. 
While the reaction environment will differ within the HASTs as a result of the 
complex nature of the HAL, average temperatures are kept within 50–60 °C, 
suggesting a similar synthesis rate of CPM to that found at 50 °C could be 
feasible. This information could prove critical in understanding the amount of 
CPM formed within the HASTs. With the relative ease of formation, it is highly 
likely that due to the high relative proportions of caesium within the fission 
products, CPM will form easily and in high amounts. POCO planning can then 
consider a potential large quantity of radioactive CPM within the HASTs and 
design relevant processes with this in mind. Once the behaviour of CPM within 
dispersion is understood further in terms of its stability, settling and 
permeability (Chapters 4 and 5), POCO planning will have a range of ‘worst 
case’ scenarios to consider.    
In large industrial processes the economics of synthesis procedures are 
incredibly important, therefore knowing CPM can form without the application 
of heat and over a short space of time, is an attractive aspect of the synthesis. 
This is because applying heat over prolonged periods of time can be costly. 
For the nuclear industry, if non-active CPM is going to be continually utilised 
in research and in large quantities, cost reduction is crucial. This study has 
demonstrated the simplicity of synthesising CPM, which could allow the 
nuclear industry to synthesise greater quantities for scale-up experiments. 
The more realistic the conditions experimented upon i.e. scale, temperature, 
pH, quantities, the more pertinent information that can be provided for POCO, 
again saving costs.     
Figure 3-16 shows the SEM images of both ZM-1 (image a) and b)) and 
ZMCA-1 (image c) and d)). ZM is most commonly known to be discrete 
cuboidal in shape which is demonstrated in the images of ZM-1 (Macheder, 
2011, Paul et al., 2015, Dunnett et al., 2016). The SEM images of ZMCA-1 
show a shape somewhat resembling a sheaf of wheat, hence from here on in 
referred to as “wheatsheaf” morphology.  
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Figure 3-16 Scanning electron micrograph of: (a) and b)) zirconium molybdate 
(ZM-1); and (c) and d)) zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-1). The images 
magnifications being; a) 1.79k, b) 7k, c) 1.79k d) 7k. 
 
Occasionally during the growth of a crystal, if subjected to parameters different 
to which it is usually formed within, two or more crystals can grow and 
essentially pass through each other (Jawson and Dove, 1956). This is a 
process known as crystal twinning. There are many ways in which a crystal 
can twin, for wheatsheaf morphology it is generally thought of as multiple 
twinned needles, which grow out and fuse together rather than staying as 
individual needles (Lussier et al., 2011). The mineral staurolite displays a 
similar wheatsheaf shape to that displayed by ZMCA-1 (Hurst et al., 2018). 
The twinning of crystals is a result of additive molecules and occurs by 
stabilization of one or more crystal faces (Wang et al., 1998). It is the addition 
of citric acid interacting with the molybdenum in solution, forming 
citratomolybdate complexes in the ZM synthesis that alters the expected 
cuboidal morphology of the particles (Macheder, 2011, Paul et al., 2015).  The 
acid binds to certain faces of the ZM, reduces their growth, and therefore alters 
the particle aspect ratio (Samotus et al., 1991, Cruywagen et al., 1995, Zhou 
et al., 1997). For both Paul et al. (2015) and Macheder (2011), the use of citric 
acid to alter the morphology of ZM, produced rod-like particles, not the 
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wheatsheaf shape found in this research. However, both did find evidence of 
some twinning, just not as pronounced as for ZMCA-1. The wheatsheaf 
morphology for ZM has been referenced previously by Edmondson et al. 
(2012), where they attributed the shape to be a result of the presence of 
tellurium, an element not present in the synthesis of ZMCA-1. 
It is clear that the formation of ZM is very sensitive to a number of parameters 
and is susceptible to additives that have a direct influence on its morphology. 
For this reason, it is important to increase understanding of a range of ZM 
morphologies to determine which shape has the most desirable behaviour 
properties, for potential doping. Additionally, there could well be a range of ZM 
morphologies present within the HASTs, so it is crucial to understand their 
behaviours in order to prepare for a range of POCO scenarios.      
The conversion of CPM to ZM involves a two-step mechanism, first involving 
the breakdown of CPM, allowing free molybdate ions to react with the zirconyl 
ions, in the zirconyl nitrate solution (Bradley et al., 2004). Even though ZM has 
been synthesised in a number of studies, very few use CPM as a starting 
reagent (Bradley et al., 2004, Macheder, 2011, Paul et al., 2013, Paul et al., 
2015, Dunnett et al., 2016, Paul et al., 2017). Of these studies only Macheder 
(2011) and Paul et al. (2015) make any reference to the time the conversation 
takes, both stating ‘up to 14 days’. Therefore, the conversion of CPM to ZM-1 
was qualitatively tracked, via SEM of intermediate structures over a period of 
ten days, the images of which are presented in Figure 3-17. 
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Figure 3-17 Scanning electron micrographs taken at various times during the 
tracking of zirconium molybdate (ZM-1) synthesis from a caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM) precursor over 10 days. The images 
magnifications being; Day 4) 12k, Day 6) 12k, Day 8) 12k, Day 10) 7k. 
 
Through Days 0–6, it was observed that the particles remain predominantly 
spheroidal in their morphology and nanometre in size, representative of CPM. 
In addition, the solids all remained yellow in colour, visually a characteristic 
expected for CPM. For the solids precipitating out from Day 8 to Day 10, there 
appeared to be a mix of yellow and white solids suggesting that ZM-1 was 
beginning to form. The SEMs taken at Days 8 and 10 also suggest this, as the 
cuboidal micrometre particles that would be expected of ZM can be seen to 
appear, in addition to the spheroidal CPM particles coating the ZM-1. Once 
Day 10 was reached, the solids were washed with 1 M ammonium carbamate, 
which dissolved the CPM particles, resulting in the clear cuboidal particles, as 
seen in Figure 3-16 image a) and b) (Jiang et al., 2005, Edmondson et al., 
2012). This sequence of SEM images demonstrates the length of time it takes 
for ZM to transform from CPM in a highly controlled environment. Additionally, 
the conversion yield from CPM to ZM remains low, estimated to be ~30–40%. 
An exact percentage yield couldn’t be determined due to the extraction of 
regular aliquots of the reaction solution. The full conversation of CPM to ZM-
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1 takes 10 days which, is much slower than CPM forming rapidly within hours 
as shown in the kinetics studies, suggesting that there could be a higher 
concentration of CPM in contrast to ZM within the HASTs. However, tank 
conditions and specific compositions of the HAL within the tanks are variable, 
and thus the ratio of CPM:ZM is extremely difficult to predict. Considering the 
amount of time that HAL is left in the tanks, which is often in the order of 
months, potentially large quantities of ZM could form that would need to be 
considered for POCO. This issue highlights the importance of understanding 
both systems individually and mixed. Due to the long periods of time for ZM-1 
to form this allows for slow crystal growth and therefore in the case of ZMCA-
1, allowing time for twinning to occur. 
The NNL, provided two samples of ZM that had differing morphology to the 
traditional cuboidal shape expected by ZM, Figure 3-18 shows the SEM 
images of these provided ZM (ZM-2 and ZMCA-2) samples.  
 
Figure 3-18 Scanning electron micrograph of: a)  zirconium molybdate (ZM-2); 
and b) zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-2). The images magnifications 
being; 1a) 25k, 1b) 10k, 2a) 3.5k, 2b) 2.5k. 
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ZM-2, shown in Figure 3-18 (image 1 and 2 a)) displays an elongated square 
bipyramid shape with truncated ‘pyramid tops’. Due to the uniqueness of this 
morphology it is difficult to determine whether this shape has previous been 
seen within literature. Square bipyramid shapes have previously been seen, 
specifically relating to nanoparticles of gold (Liu and Guyot-Sionnest, 2005, 
Navarro et al., 2012) and iron (Lu et al., 2016). Navarro et al. (2012), found 
that the formation of square bipyramid shapes was largely time dependent, 
finding seven days to be optimum for their gold nanoparticles. It has already 
been stated that ZM morphology is sensitive to a number of parameters, the 
exact conditions of the ZM-2 synthesis have not been provided, therefore an 
exact mechanism for this growth pattern is unknown. As with the wheatsheaf 
shape it is likely formed through a form of twinning, with certain faces growing 
at different rates due to being inhibited by an additive (Nelson, 2019). 
ZMCA-2, Figure 3-18 (image 1b and 2 b)) shows a more pronounced 
wheatsheaf shape, comparable to that of ZMCA-1, the twinning of these 
crystals is more evident in image 2b. It is noted that both the ZM-2 and ZMCA-
2 particles used were produced at an industrial scale with different reaction 
conditions to the laboratory synthesised ZM-1, and it is likely that the final 
morphology of the particles is sensitive to various factors, such as; 
concentration of the citric acid reactants added, potential trace contaminants 
or even different precursor materials (Macheder, 2011). As the chemistry of 
the HAL and the conditions of the HASTs are largely unknown, it is not 
unreasonable to suggest a mix of ZM morphologies could be present, and 
therefore ZM-2 or ZMCA-2 may represent a more realistic simulant particle 
shape than the well-defined cuboidal ZM-1. Additionally, depending on the 
morphology of the ZM and the properties it exhibits, doping the HAL to 
promote a morphology change before POCO could be advantageous 
(Edmondson et al., 2012). This complexity re-enforces the need to 
characterise various morphologies of ZM to investigate the potential 
differences in physical and chemical properties, in order to determine the 
potential ‘extremes’ of ZM’s behaviour. 
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3.3.2 Physical and Chemical Characterisation  
The densities of the simulants are given in Table 4. When compared to 
literature, values of 3.82 g/cm-3 were reported for CPM and values of 3.41 
g/cm-3  for ZM (Paul et al., 2013, Dunnett et al., 2016). The CPM synthesised 
for this research has a higher density than this reported value, however it is 
not a significance difference. The densities for the ZM samples range from 
3.61 – 3.82 g/cm-3, which is comparable to literature. The AccuPycTM 1330 
Pycnometer achieves calibration to within +/- 0.02 % of true zero. Therefore 
density measurements presented have an uncertainly of +/- 0.02 % of their 
presented value. 
Table 4 Reporting the density values for caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), 
zirconium molybdate (ZM-1 and ZM-2) and zirconium citramolybdate 
(ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2) 
Simulant Density (g/cm3) 
Caesium Phosphomolybdate (CPM)  4.15 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZM-1) 3.67 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZMCA-1) 3.73 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZM-2) 3.61 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZMCA-2) 3.82 
 
Figure 3-19, shows the XRD patterns for CPM , ZM-1, ZMCA-1, ZM-2 and 
ZMCA-2. All the ZM and ZMCA patterns, were compared to The ICDD online 
database, where they correlated with the ICDD number 04-011-0171. 
Confirming in all these samples the simulant is ZM. All these ZM morphologies 
are reported to crystallise as a body-centred tetragonal lattice with space 
group I41cd, lattice parameters a = b = 11.45 Å, c = 12.49 Å and angles α = β 
= γ = 90o.Although the morphologies of the ZM samples are all quite different, 
the XRD patterns show their bulk crystal structure remains the same. The 
XRD patterns for these samples also agree with those published within 
literature (Clearfield and Blessing, 1972, Paul et al., 2015, Paul et al., 2013). 
Whilst the pattern for CPM was not found in the ICDD database, it is in good 
correlation to the patterns for CPM found within literature (Bykhovskii et al., 
2006, Paul et al., 2015). On analysis CPM is reported to crystallise in a 
cuboidal lattice with space group Pn-3m, lattice parameters a = b = c = 11.79 
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Å and angles α = β = γ = 90 o. Lattice parameters presented, according to the  
XRD manufacturer, have uncertainty values of +/- 0.0001 Å associated with 
them, whilst lattice angles presented have uncertainty values of +/- 0.02 o. As 
the patterns correlated well with both previous literature and the ICDD it was 
not deemed necessary for further analysis on this patterns. For a more in 
depth understanding of the crystalline structure of the nuclear waste simulants 
CPM and ZM, refer to Paul (2014).  
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Figure 3-19 X-ray Diffraction patterns for caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), 
zirconium molybdate (ZM-1 and ZM-2) and zirconium citramolybdate 
(ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2). 
 
IR analysis was used as a fast method for fingerprinting the synthesised 
compounds, in addition to comparing them to the provided simulants. Figure 
Figure 3-20, presents the FTIR spectra for CPM , ZM-1, ZMCA-1,  ZM-2 and 
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ZMCA-2. The CPM spectrum published by Ghalebi et al. (2016), is in good 
agreement to the CPM spectrum published here. The spectrum published by 
Rao et al. (1990), is in good agreement to the ZM (ZM-1, ZMCA-1,  ZM-2 and 
ZMCA-2) spectra shown in Figure 3-20. The spectra for all ZM samples show 
a band between 3000 cm-1 and 3300 cm-1, which is representative of the O-H 
group, with the band at 1600 cm-1 representing the O-H-O bonds. The 
‘fingerprint’ region is below 1000 cm-1 corresponding to metal to oxygen 
groups. If the sample was to be anhydrous, the IR spectrum would differ with 
no bands between 400 – 700 cm-1 (Rao et al., 1990). The ZM-1 and ZMCA-2 
spectra differ slightly from the ZMCA-1 and ZM-2 spectrum with more intense 
bands around 1000 cm-1, potentially equated to the presence of more bound 
water molecules present in the structures. The ZMCA-1 spectrum has slightly 
more intensity around the 3000 – 3500 cm-1 region suggesting the presence 
of more O-H groups.  For the CPM spectrum, the higher region, from 1250 
cm-1 upwards, is largely similar to the ZM spectra (representing the O-H and 
O-H-O groups with slight intensity differences). The ‘fingerprint’ region (< 1000 
cm-1) highlights clear differences in intensity from the ZM spectra, due to the 
main metal bonding, indicating IR probe analysis may potentially be useful as 
an in situ technique to determine compositional differences, in CPM:ZM 
mixtures. Although uncertainty values are not associated with the IR spectra, 
it was found that when repeating on fresh sample (three times) the spectra 
were accurately reproduced.   
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Figure 3-20 Infrared (IR) spectra of caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), 
zirconium molybdate (ZM-1 and ZM-2) and zirconium citramolybdate 
(ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2). 
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Figure 3-21 presents the TGA plots of CPM, ZM-1, ZMCA-1,  ZM-2 and 
ZMCA-2, over a temperature range from 30 oC to 400 oC. For CPM, the water 
loss begins below 100 oC and continues until ~400 oC, with a total mass loss 
equating to 13 moles of water, therefore resulting in a chemical formula of: 
Cs3PMo12O40.13H2O. This value is in good agreement with the reported 
literature values, which are generally between 9 and 14 moles of water, 
dependent on the drying method chosen (Clearfield and Blessing, 1972). In 
the present study, CPM was dried using an oven at 70 oC for 12 h. Therefore, 
it is possible some of the initial water loss could potentially have been strongly 
adsorbed bound water, or water with extremely low binding energy, however 
given the length of drying time, it is not assumed to be from any free water.  
In comparison, the dehydration process for all ZM morphologies has a clearer 
start and end temperature. For ZM-1, the mass loss starts around 100 oC and 
stops just before 200 oC, equating to 3 moles of water and a chemical formula 
of ZrMo2O7(OH)2.3H2O, which is the same value reported in literature (Zhang 
et al., 2013). The TGA curve for ZM-2 is almost identical to that of ZM-1 and 
also correlates to a loss of 3 moles of water and a chemical formula of 
ZrMo2O7(OH)2.3H2O. The dehydration process of ZMCA-2 is similar to ZM-1 
and ZM-2, but appears to begin at a slightly slower rate and lower 
temperature, while again the mass loss stops just before 200 oC. This curve 
equates to a loss of 4 moles of water giving formula; ZrMo2O7(OH)2.4H2O, 
showing a difference in bound water content between the ZM-1, ZMCA-2 and 
ZM-2 samples. For ZMCA-1 the mass loss appears to occur in a twostep 
process, the first from 100 – 150 oC, the second from 150 – 250 oC, in total 
equating to 5 moles of water, giving formula; ZrMo2O7(OH)2.5H2O . It is 
expected that this may be a result of the citric acid incorporation, although, 
again differences in reaction conditions may also be a cause. The extra water 
present in ZMCA-1 is also consistent with the slight variation in the FTIR 
spectra (Figure 3-20) with the increased intensity around 3000 - 3500 cm-1 for 
ZMCA-1 compared to the other ZM simulants. It is highlighted that ZM-1 and 
ZM-2 both of which have a cuboidal shape, have 3 moles of water, whereas 
the higher aspect ratio ZM samples, ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2, have 5 and 4, 
respectively. Suggesting that the higher aspect ratio ZM, potentially has 
different surface chemistry, which could influence its dispersion behaviour. 
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It should be considered that when quoting the number of moles of water as a 
whole number, that this value has been calculated and rounded up. Therefore, 
it may be more accurate to assume a range of moles of water rather than an 
exact value.  
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Figure 3-21 Thermogravimetric analysis curves of caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM), zirconium molybdate (ZM-1 and ZM-2) and 
zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2). CPM shows a loss of 
13 moles of water, ZM-1 a loss of 3, ZMCA-1 a loss of 5, ZM-2 a loss of 3 
and ZMCA-2 a loss of 4. 
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3.4 Conclusions  
This Chapter has presented both results and discussion on the synthesis, 
kinetics and a range of properties of the non-radioactive simulants CPM and 
ZM. CPM, with spheroidal particle shape (synthesised at 25 oC, and 50 oC) 
ZM-1, with a cuboidal morphology and ZMCA-1 with a wheatsheaf 
morphology were successfully synthesised and characterised using SEM, 
XRD, IR and TGA. In addition, provided ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 were also 
characterised, with a square bipyramid and wheatsheaf shape, respectfully. 
CPM, was found to have formula, Cs3PMo12O40.13H2O, crystallise with space 
group Pn-3m and have an IR spectrum comparable to literature. The reaction 
kinetics of CPM precipitation were investigated at various temperatures, 
finding it to be a first-order reaction with respect to the reactant 
phosphomolybdic acid, and able to form at room temperature. While the 
kinetics of CPM synthesis was very fast, ZM-1 formation from CPM was slow, 
being reported to convert only partially after ~10 days. The ease of formation 
of CPM compared to ZM suggests that within the HASTs there could be a 
larger proportion of CPM in comparison to ZM. Additionally, as the formation 
of ZM is sensitive to the effects of additives, it is likely that any ZM formed will 
contain a range of morphologies 
The four ZM simulants varied not only in their morphologies but also their 
densities and water content. Characterising such a range of ZM morphologies 
means that the ‘worst case’ ZM properties can be identified, which will 
ultimately help with POCO planning. For all ZM simulants they were identical 
in terms of their crystal properties, with space group I41cd. Their IR spectra 
were also comparable, and compared well to literature. ZM-1 and ZM-2 had 
chemical formula of ZrMo2O7(OH)2.3H2O, ZMCA-2 of ZrMo2O7(OH)2.4H2O 
and ZMCA-1 of ZrMo2O7(OH)2.5H2O. Noting that the lower aspect ratio ZM 
(ZM-1 and ZM-2) has lower water content than the higher aspect ratio ZM 
(ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2), suggesting differences in surface chemistry relating 
to morphology.  
Overall, the results highlight the complex morphology and various properties 
of these precipitated nuclear wastes, which will assist in the understanding of 
future results looking at their dispersion behaviours.  
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4.1 Introduction 
An understanding of both the stability and settling behaviour of particulate 
suspensions is vital for a number of industries in order for them to optimise 
solid-liquid separation processes (Piazza, 2014). The Stoke’s Law was 
designed to allow a prediction of sedimentation rates for spherical particles 
within ideal conditions (Stokes, 1851). However, a limitation of Stoke’s Law is 
that it does not consider hindered settling, which is common for more complex 
particulate systems. 
There are a number of parameterised models that have been designed to 
assist in predicting hindered settling (Lester et al., 2005, Skinner et al., 2015, 
Usher et al., 2013), in addition to empirical settling models such as Vesilind 
(1968), Steinour (1944), and Michaels and Bolger (1962). Where perhaps the 
most widely used correlations are based on the Richardson and Zaki (1954) 
power-law relationship.  
The stability of a particulate system, particularly whether it will form 
aggregates plays a crucial part in understanding its sedimentation behaviour 
(Allain et al., 1995). Additionally, when considering the influence of particle 
properties on sedimentation behaviour, a number of studies have investigated 
the role of particle shape, specifically shapes deviating from spherical (Chong, 
1979, Liu and Joseph, 1993, Turney et al., 1995, Fan et al., 2004, Tomkins et 
al., 2005, Lau and Chuah, 2013, Dogonchi et al., 2015). It is reported that non-
spherical elongated particles, often oscillate during sedimentation and settle 
with different orientations, with the most stable orientation being when 
perpendicular to the direction of flow  (Fan et al., 2004, Lau and Chuah, 2013). 
As highlighted in the previous Chapter, ZM has a range of morphologies, of 
which it would be beneficial to characterised in terms of understanding the 
potential differences in stability and sedimentation. 
The previous Chapter presented a range of physical and chemical 
characterisation results for the individual simulants (CPM, ZM-1, ZM-2, 
ZMCA-1, ZMCA-2), predominantly in their dry solid form. These results were 
vital in providing the foundations upon which this Chapter was designed. It is 
crucial to further the knowledge of how the suspension properties of CPM and 
ZM may change once processing moves to a POCO stage, where the relative 
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concentrations of nitric acid may be diluted, potentially altering dispersion 
stability, amongst other properties. One major concern in regards to CPM and 
ZM is that during their storage within the HASTs, they precipitate out forming 
settled beds (Edmondson et al., 2012). Potentially resulting in localised heat 
spots, which could affect the integrity of the tanks. Currently, the ratio of CPM 
to ZM existing within the HASTs is unknown, within each of the 21 tanks there 
could be a ratio ranging from  0 – 100% of either CPM or ZM and any 
combination in-between. An understanding of mixed system settling 
behaviour will give a more realistic view of the current conditions within the 
HASTs and assist in the planning of future processing of the HAL.  Therefore, 
the stability and settling behaviour of dispersions of the nuclear waste 
simulants both individually and mixed must be investigated, within both 2 M 
nitric acid and a more neutral medium; Milli-Q water. Any increase in the 
understanding of the potential behaviour of the HAL will hopefully aid in the 
assisting of the planning of future waste management strategy. Therefore, this 
Chapter presents stability and settling behaviour of individual CPM and ZM 
dispersions, with CPM at ambient and evaluated temperatures, in addition to 
mixed systems, in both 2M nitric acid and Milli-Q water.  
4.2 Materials and Methodology 
4.2.1 Materials 
The simulants presented in Section  3.2 (Table 2) continued to be studied 
within this Chapter with the addition of CPM that was synthesised at 100 oC 
and a purchased sample of TiO2.  
As the synthesis of the simulants (CPM, ZM-1 and ZMCA-1) did not yield a 
large amount of material, the volume limitation meant some preliminary 
research for this project was conducted on the well-studied mineral oxide 
particle, TiO2. TiO2 in its anatase/rutile mixed form was purchased from 
Venator Materials PLC (formally Huntsmans Pigments Ltd.) with product code 
TS46424.  
CPM was synthesised at 100 oC following the synthesis method described in 
Section 3.2.2.1, with all parameters remaining as stated apart from the 
increase of temperature.  
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In terms of any other additional reagents used in addition to those listed in 
Section 3.2.1 (Table 3), potassium hydroxide (KOH) and potassium nitrate 
(KNO3) both supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Co Ltd were acquired for the zeta 
potential experiments, discussed in Section 4.2.2.2..  
As a result of lack of material, ZM-1 and ZMCA-1 were not comprehensibly 
studied in terms of all the experiments conducted within this Chapter.  
4.2.2 Characterisation Techniques and Methodologies  
4.2.2.1 Particle Size Laser Diffraction Analysis  
A Mastersizer® 2000 (Malvern, Worcester, UK) was used to determine the 
particle size distribution of the simulants. The Mastersizer® utilises laser 
diffraction in measuring the size of the particles, its optimum particle 
measurement size being < 100 nm to > 2 mm. Once the sample is within the 
loop system of the Mastersizer®, the intensity of the light-emitting diode (LED)  
scattered from the laser is measured and correlated to the particle size 
distribution. In order for the Mastersizer® software to do this, the Mie theory 
is utilised, which predicts the light scattering behaviour of all materials under 
all conditions (Eshel et al., 2004). The theory predicts particles of certain sizes 
can be determined by a ‘fingerprint’ scattering pattern correlating to that size, 
Figure 4-1 shows a schematic of the Mie theory principle. In the case of the 
Mastersizer®, the light scattering pattern is determined first and then back 
calculated to determine a particle size distribution. Caution should be taken 
when using the Mie theory to measure non-spherical particles, as it is based 
upon spherical particles. However, for the basis of this project the 
Mastersizer® technique was determined sufficient for a comparison of particle 
sizes between simulants.  
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Figure 4-1 Schematic of the Mie Theory underlying principle. 
The sample particles were dispersed within Milli-Q water and sonicated for 10 
min before being added to the Mastersizer® until the 10% by volume value 
set on the software was met. The dispersed sample was then pumped around 
a loop system at 1500 rpm whilst being measured 10 times with each 
measurement over 10 s, with the software calculating the distribution of 
particle sizes. In addition, the D10, D50 and D90 values were determined by 
the Mastersizer® as the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles of the cumulative 
distribution, respectively. These D values were therefore inclusive of any 
bimodal particle size distributions but were sufficient enough to provide 
comparative sample information. The Mastersizer® is reported by the 
manufacturer to be accurate to within +/- 0.6 % of the reported particle size.  
 
Polydispersity Index 
A Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern, Worcester, United Kingdom) was used to 
calculate the polydispersity index, which is a parameter determined from a 
Cumulants analysis of an intensity–intensity autocorrelation function. This was 
only for CPM simulants synthesised at 50 oC and 100 oC. More detail about 
the Zetasizer can be found in, Section  4.2.2.2. 
4.2.2.2 Zeta Potential Measurements 
The zeta potential of the simulants at various pH values were determined 
using a Zetasizer Nano ZS, which directly measures the electrophoretic 
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mobility and then uses this to calculate the zeta potential via an internal 
algorithm. The Zetasizer uses Laser Doppler micro-electrophoresis and a 
patented technique referred to as M3-PALS© (Phase Analysis Light 
Scattering). The Zetasizer utilises the presence of an electrical charge on a 
particle by applying an electric field in which it can interact with i.e. 
electrophoresis. When the electric field, 𝐸, is applied the particles within the 
dispersion are attracted to the electrode of opposite charge via a specific 
velocity, 𝜈. These values can be used to calculate the electrophoretic 
mobility,µewhich in turn can be used to calculate the zeta potential, 𝜁. 
Equations (27) and (28) show the link between these terms. The 
electrophoretic mobility, µe is linearly related to zeta potential, 𝜁  through the 
Henry equation (Equation 𝜻 = 
𝟒𝝅𝜼
𝜺
𝒇(𝒌𝒂)𝝁𝒆                                          (28)), 
where 𝜀 is the dielectric constant, n the viscosity and f(ka) Henry’s function 
(Henry and Lapworth, 1931) . 
𝝁𝒆 =  
𝝂
𝑬
                                                 (27) 
𝜻 =  
𝟒𝝅𝜼
𝜺
𝒇(𝒌𝒂)𝝁𝒆                                          (28) 
Henry’s function is often accepted as 1.5 as a consequence of zeta potential 
measurements being taken in aqueous medium with an electrolyte (potassium 
nitrate for these experiments); this is known as the Smoluchowski 
approximation and this approximation was applied for all measurements 
(Shaw, 1991) . 
Dispersions of the simulants were prepared with concentrations of 1000 ppm 
in a 10−4 M potassium nitrate solution. Nitric acid and potassium hydroxide 
solutions between 0.01 and 0.1 M were used to adjust the pH of the samples. 
For every sample, five measurements were taken and repeated on fresh 
samples 3 times, where an average of these results is presented. In all cases 
a DTS1070 cell was used and periodically calibrated through a standard 
solution to check for derogation of the cell. In measuring the pH a pre-
calibrated Mettler Toledo MP225 pH meter was utilised. Where zeta potential 
results are presented an uncertainty value of +/- 0.12 mV is associated with 
them, as reported by the Zetasizer manufacturer. 
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4.2.2.3 pH Investigations 
The Mettler Toledo MP225 pH meter was also used in several pH based 
experiments. Various concentrations of the synthesised simulants (CPM, ZM-
1 and ZMCA-1) were made up in Milli-Q water and regularly monitored to 
determine if there was any change in their pH over time. Additionally, all HAL 
simulants had their equilibrium pH determined at a concentration of 5 vol%.  
Where pH values are reported an uncertainty value of +/- 0.01 pH is 
associated with them, as reported by Mettler Toledo. 
4.2.2.4 Solubility Studies 
A simple gravimetric analysis method was used for solubility studies of 
synthesised CPM, ZM-1 and ZMCA-1 in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid 
environments. In 20 ml vials the chosen solvent was saturated by the relevant 
simulant. Each of these vials were then placed on a shaker for 24 h at ambient 
temperature (25 oC) before being left for 12 h at the same temperature 
allowing the solids to settle. The supernatant was then emptied through the 
use of a pipette into pre-weighed vials and then weighed again before being 
placed in an oven at 70 oC. The vials were re-weighed over the course of 
several days until they gave a consistent value suggesting all liquid had been 
evaporated. Then the following Equations 𝒎𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 =
𝒎𝒗𝒊𝒂𝒍+𝒍𝒊𝒅+𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 − 𝒎𝒗𝒊𝒂𝒍+𝒍𝒊𝒅                           (29) - 𝑲𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒗𝒆𝒏𝒕 =
𝒎𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅
𝒎𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒕𝒆
                                              
(32) were used to calculate solubility in terms of mass of the solute per unit 
mass of solution, where m, is mass of the applicable subscript and k is the 
solubility. The experiment was conducted at three temperatures, 25 oC, 50 oC 
and 65 oC. 
 
𝒎𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝒎𝒗𝒊𝒂𝒍+𝒍𝒊𝒅+𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 − 𝒎𝒗𝒊𝒂𝒍+𝒍𝒊𝒅                           (29) 
𝒎𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅 = 𝒎𝒗𝒊𝒂𝒍+𝒍𝒊𝒅+𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅 − 𝒎𝒗𝒊𝒂𝒍+𝒍𝒊𝒅                              (30) 




                                              (32) 
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4.2.2.5 Centrifugal Settling 
A LUMiSizer® (LUM GmbH, Berlin, Germany) was used to study the 
dispersion settling stability, where sedimentation studies for the simulants 
were conducted in triplicate (with an average standard deviation of 5% of the 
mean value) where an average of the results reported. Standard deviation 
was calculated using the equation displayed in Appendix Fig. 3. For aesthetic 
purposes, in presenting experimental results error bars were not plotted upon 
the figures associated with sedimentation. 
The LUMiSizer® employs a centrifugal force (up to 4000 rpm) that can be 
utilised in measuring the settling rate (amongst other things) of solids within a 
dispersion, with the advantage of up to 12 samples being simultaneously 
measured. Additional benefits of the LUMiSizer® include the requirement of 
only a small quantity of material and the ability to set the temperature of the 
samples from 4 oC to 60 oC .The intensity of transmitted light, is detected as 
a function of time and sample height/length.  
The LUMiSizer® measures the solids settling rate via applying centrifugal 
force and using LED light sources that emit light at different wavelengths to 
produce-transmission profiles at set time intervals. In order to do this the 
LUMiSizer® utilises STEP-TechnologyTM (Space and Time resolved 
Extinction Profiles). This technology allows the tracking of the whole sample  
instantaneously. Essentially the intensity of the light transmitted from the 
sample is detected and converted into transmission profiles. Figure 4-2, 
shows an illustration of a LUMiSizer® cell with light being transmitted through. 
When there is a solid bed not as much light can be transmitted, therefore the 
transmission percentage will be low. When this is tracked over time, the rate 
of settling can be calculated. The technique produces light transmission 
profiles that correspond to particle concentration, where low concentration is 
represented by high transmission, and vice versa.  
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Figure 4-2 An illustration of a LUMiSizer® cell with light being transmitted 
through a settling sample with varying degrees of light being picked up 
by the sensor. 
From the produced transmission profiles, a transmission percentage threshold 
is chosen and the data from this threshold extracted. It should be noted as a 
limitation of the technique when a specific threshold is chosen it represents a 
certain fraction of the particles at a certain size. A single threshold cannot 
capture the full behaviour of a polydispersed suspension. This extracted data 
can be used to plot the bed height vs. time, where the initial settling rate for 
each simulant at that specific rpm can be determined. The sedimentation rates 
can then be back calculated to estimate the settling rate at gravity, assuming 
linear dependence on RCA (relative centrifugal acceleration), using Equations 
𝑹𝑪𝑨=𝟏.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓  ×  𝒓 ×  𝒓𝒑𝒎𝟐                                (33) and (34). Here,  r is 
the radius of the instrument plate where the dispersion is housed (130mm for 
the LUMiSizer®) and rpm is the revolutions per minute of the experiment 
(Lerche and Sobisch, 2007). Section 4.3.3.1, presents this analytical process 
in respect to CPM in Milli-Q water, to aid understanding of its application.  
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= 𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒐𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚                (34) 
(34) 
For the settling experiments the centrifuge speed was set between 500 and 
2000 rpm at 25 °C or 50 oC, depending on the experiment. For clarity a 
summary of settling experiments that were undertaken is presented in Table 
5. Transmission profiles were taken every 10 s with the total number of profiles 
equalling between 255 and 1000 (the maximum amount of profiles). 
LUMiSizer® polyamide (PA) disposable cells (110-134 xx) with 2.0 mm optical 
path length were used. 
The Stokes (Stokes, 1851), Vesilind (Vesilind, 1968) and Richardson-Zaki 
(Richardson and Zaki, 1954c) theories were then utilised in analysing and 
comparing the settling rates of the simulants, all of which were discussed in 
Section  2.3.3.  
Table 5 Summary of sedimentation experiments untaken for this research, all 
in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid 
Simulant  Concentration (vol%) 
Caesium Phosphomolybdate (CPM) 2,4,8,12,16 
Caesium Phosphomolybdate (CPM) at 50 oC  4 
Titanium Molybdate (TiO2) 2,4,8,12,16 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZM-2) 2,4,8,12,16 
Zirconium Citramolybdate (ZMCA-2) 2,4,8,12,16 
Mixed systems (CPM:ZMCA-2) 4  
Mixed System Determination 
Currently, there has only been one published investigated into CPM and ZM 
as a mixed system, which looked at a 50:50 mix (Dunnett et al., 2016). As 
there is an unknown ratio of CPM:ZM within the HASTs, it is crucial to 
understand their behaviour when mixed as well as individually. In order to 
prepare mixed dispersions of CPM and ZMCA-2, the weight ratios presented 
in Table 6, were used to form a total concentration of 4 vol%. In order to 
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calculate the total volume percent, the densities of both the simulants were 
used, Table 4 (Section 3.3).  
Table 6 Weight % for caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM):zirconium 








4.3 Results and Discussion    
4.3.1 Particle Size Distribution  
As both TiO2 and CPM synthesised at 100 oC have been introduced for the 
first time in this Chapter, their SEM images are presented in Figure 4-3.  
 
Figure 4-3 Scanning Electron Micrographs of titanium dioxide TiO2 and 
caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) synthesised at 100 oC. The images 
magnifications being; a) 25k, b) 22k. 
The SEM image of TiO2 seen in Figure 4-3 image a), demonstrates its 
spheroidal morphology, consisting of bound agglomerated clusters of 
nanocrystallites, which appear comparable to the morphology of CPM, and 
therefore an appropriate comparison material, from a morphological 
perspective. The density of TiO2 is reported to be 4.23 g/cm3. 
CPM was synthesised at 100 °C to investigate the effect of temperature on its 
morphology Figure 4-3image b) shows the SEM images of these particles. 
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The particles in the image compare well initially in terms of the expected 
spheroidal shape of  CPM. Accurate particle size comparison is difficult to 
make via SEMs, therefore the Mastersizer® laser diffraction technique was 
utilised to determine the particle size distribution data for all the simulants, the 











































Figure 4-4 Particle size distributions of caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) 
synthesised at 50 °C and 100 °C, titanium dioxide (TiO2), zirconium 
molybdate (ZM-1 and ZM-2) and zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-1 and 
ZMCA-2). 
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Particle size distributions for each simulant were repeated in triplicate with 
only one distribution displayed per simulant in Figure 4-4, the reproducibility 
of these repeated spectra was within 1 % variation. To complement the 
particle size distribution data the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles for each 
sample is provided in Table 7, in addition to the polydispersity index for both 
CPM simulants. 
Table 7 Detailing the D10, D50 and D90 values for caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM) synthesised at 50 °C and 100 °C, titanium 
dioxide (TiO2), zirconium molybdate (ZM-1 and ZM-2) and zirconium 
citramolybdate (ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2). In addition to the polydispersity 
index for CPM synthesised at 50 °C and 100 °C. 
Simulant D10 D50 D90 PDI 
Caesium Phosphomolybdate (CPM) 
at 50 oC 
0.168 0.303 0.571 0.125 
Caesium Phosphomolybdate (CPM) 
at 100 oC 
3.295 249.72 399.221 0.558 
Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) 0.375 0.687 1.326 - 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZM-1) 4.994 10.123 23.958 - 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZMCA-1) 0.152 0.272 15.789 - 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZM-2) 2.98 4.89 8.245 - 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZMCA-2) 5.167 14.476 30.704 - 
 
When considering the particle size distribution data in Figure 4-4, noticeably 
the CPM synthesised at 50 oC, TiO2, ZM-2, ZM-1 and ZMCA-2 exhibit 
essentially mono-modal size distributions with, respectively, increasing peak 
mean values of size. Whereas, the CPM synthesised at 100 oC and ZMCA-1 
display bi-modal particle size distribution. 
For the CPM synthesised at 100 °C, it was found that, although spheroidal 
particles were formed, as shown in Figure 4-4, there was an increase in large 
agglomerates and a greater range of particles varying in size and with irregular  
shape, especially compared to the CPM synthesised at 50 °C. A potential 
reason for the differences may be that the faster reaction kinetics that occur 
with an increase in temperature result in less time for the nanocrystallite 
clusters to form into self-similar spheroidal particles through diffusion 
interaction. Additionally, at 100 °C, it would be expected that formed CPM 
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would be less stable, as it is known to be a temperature range in which its 
breakdown should begin to occur (Bradley et al., 2004, Macheder, 2011). 
Hence, precipitates may partially re-solubilise, especially outer surfaces, 
leading to fusion of nanocrystallite clusters. It is therefore possible that over 
the 48 h time period of the synthesis that the higher temperature initially 
increased the rate of the reaction before becoming detrimental to CPM 
forming and promoting its breakdown. It is also known that in addition to an 
increase in temperature the acidity of the solution must also increase to fully 
breakdown the CPM, which may explain why the CPM in this sample only 
appears partially broken down.  
The D50 value of CPM synthesised at 50 °C is 300 nm, which corresponds 
relatively well with the SEM images of CPM nanoclusters shown in Chapter 
3 Figure 3-13. These SEM images show that these nanoclusters are made 
of smaller particles, which could be responsible for the D10 value. In addition, 
larger aggregates were shown to be present in the system through the SEM 
images, which could be responsible for the larger D90 value.  In comparison, 
the CPM synthesised at 100 °C has a significantly higher D50 value of 250 
μm, which is even larger than visually evident from the SEM images (Figure 
4-3). Although individual crystallite sizes appear via SEM to be fairly similar 
to those formed at lower reaction temperatures, it is clear they cluster to a 
much greater degree and become extremely agglomerated, resulting in the 
high D50 value. The secondary smaller peak representing the finer particles 
ranging between 300 nm to 20 μm, likely represents both individual particles 
and smaller agglomerates. The polydispersity index (PDI) for CPM 
synthesised at 100 °C is 4.5 times larger than the CPM synthesised at 50 °C, 
which is attributed to the bimodal distribution of the CPM synthesised at 100 
°C. For the remainder of this research only CPM synthesised at 50 oC will be 
discussed.  
The TiO2 simulant was predicted to have a slightly larger particle distribution 
than the CPM particles synthesised at 50 °C, due to agglomeration, as 
evidenced in the SEM images (Figure 4-3) and confirmed by the D50 value 
of ~ 700 nm for TiO2 in comparison to the CPM D50 value of 300 nm.  
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For ZM-1 the cuboidal particles have a D50 value of 10 µm which is around 
30 times larger than the CPM synthesised at 50 oC. ZM-2 displays a smaller 
D50 of 5 µm and ZMCA-2 displays the largest D50 value of 14 μm.  As ZM 
formation from CPM has been shown to be a slow reaction (Section 3.3.1), 
larger sized crystals are predicted to be formed, as generally slower reactions 
form larger crystals. Therefore, in comparing ZM-1 to ZM-2, if Johnson 
Matthey have attempted to speed up the reaction, it could have resulted in 
some smaller crystal formation. However, the exact reaction conditions are 
unknown.  For ZMCA-2, as previously discussed significant twinning of the 
crystals is evident in the SEM images increasing the equivalent volume 
sphere diameter of the wheatsheaf shapes, as seen in Figure 4-5, repeated 
for ease of reading.  
 
Figure 4-5 Scanning electron micrograph of zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-
2). The images magnifications being; 1b) 10k, 2b) 2.5k. 
When comparing all the simulants, ZMCA-1 has the smallest reported D50 
value of 300 nm,  even though it appears to have particles ~ 10  μm via its 
SEM images,  Figure 4-6 repeated for ease of reading. However, it does have 
a bimodal distribution and a D90 value of 16 µm. The exact reason for its 
bimodal distribution is unclear, however it is suggested on looking at the SEM 
images that there is a presence of a range of wheatsheaf sizes. There is 
potential that whilst within the loop of the Mastersizer®, some of the particle 
needles could break forming the small size fraction shown within its particle 
size distribution.  
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Figure 4-6 Scanning electron micrograph of: (c) and d)) zirconium 
citramolybdate (ZMCA-1). The images magnifications being; c) 1.79k d) 
7k. 
In comparison to the literature, the CPM synthesised at 50 °C particle size is 
within a similar range when comparing to Paul et al. (2015). While the particle 
sizes for the ZM-1 and ZM-2 correlate with the ZM particle sizes found by 
Dunnett et al. (2016). ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2 both have particle size values 
that don’t compare to the literature, which is attributed to their unusual 
wheatsheaf shape and high aspect ratio. 
4.3.2 Stability  
The zeta potentials of all simulants as a function of pH are shown in Figure 
4-7. For CPM, the Isoelectric Point (IEP) could not be obtained confidently due 
to the observed variation at very low pH, likely because of the high effective 
counter ion concentration. However, through extrapolation, the IEP appears 
to be in the region of pH 1–1.5. The IEP for CPM has never been previous 
reported. TiO2 had the highest IEP at just over ~pH 4, which compares well to 
previous literature on measurements of anatase and rutile mixtures (Mandzy 
et al., 2005, Liao et al., 2009). The IEP, for ZM-1, ZM-2 and ZMCA-2, was 
around pH 2.5, whereas for ZMCA-1 the IEP read to be around ~pH 4.  
 




















































Figure 4-7 Zeta potential curves for caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), 
titanium dioxide (TiO2) and zirconium molybdate (ZM-1 and ZM-2) and 
zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2) measured in 
concentrations of 1000 ppm in 10-4 M in potassium nitrate solution. 
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The zeta potential data largely suggests that, in low pH conditions, such as 
those experienced in the HASTs, the ZM species will be positively charged 
(ZMCA-1 the most) thus likely charge stabilised, while the CPM may be close 
to an uncharged state or negatively charged. Therefore, considering CPM, 
given its IEP is very low, within acidic conditions it may aggregate, which is 
evident from its SEMs, Figure 3-13 (Section 3.3.1). It is worth considering that 
within the HASTs, the high acid concentration in the processing environments 
will mean that there is a high effective electrolyte concentration (resulting from 
acid counter ions), potentially collapsing the electric double layer around the 
particles, despite any native charge at low pH. Thus, it is important to study 
dispersion stability in both acidic and more neutral environments, the latter of 
which may represent conditions in POCO. 
Even though XRD patterns (Figure 3-19) for all ZM samples matched, ZMCA-
1 showed slight variation in its IR spectrum and TGA plot (Figure 3-21), 
suggesting there is potentially a difference in its surface chemistry. It is 
suggested that this difference could be a result of the surface adsorption of 
citric acid (Macheder, 2011, Paul et al., 2015, Paul et al., 2017). As a 
secondary effect of the citric acid (the primary being the influence on aspect 
ratio) it appears to alter the surface chemistry of the crystals, perhaps lowering 
affinity for hydroxide bonding leading to a slightly higher IEP.  
Whilst there is little current literature in regards to the zeta potential of the 
nuclear waste simulants, similar negative potential trends have been found for 
SrMoO4 particles across a broad pH range (Mukherjee et al., 2016). 
Additionally, studies conducted  on molybdenite (MoS2), a similar species to 
molybdate, have also measured low IEPs (Tabares et al., 2006, Lu et al., 
2015). In regards to molybdenite, surface groups are thought to react with 
water forming MoO42- ions which dominate the interaction potential. 
A potential hypothesis for the IEP’s of the simulants is that as CPM and ZM 
incorporate molybdenum into their chemical formulas, their surface molybdate 
groups may partially dissociate to form hydrates in water. The mechanism of 
which is conceivably through their bound water groups, which have been 
shown to exist via TGA (Figure 3-21). This mechanism could lead to strong 
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negative charges from OH¯ groups and therefore the negative potentials for 
ZM shown in Figure 4-7. In addition, if the bound water formed hydrate groups 
on the simulant particles, the dispersions would potentially acidify from the 
release of the H+ ions.  Therefore, the synthesised simulants (CPM, ZM-1 and 
ZMCA-1), had their equilibrium pH measured at various concentrations, the 
results of which are shown in Figure 4-8.  
 













Figure 4-8 Equilibrium pH (after 48 h) for caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) 
and zirconium molybdate (ZM-1) and zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-
1). 
The equilibrium pH for all simulants were also measured (at 5 vol%), with 
Table 8, displaying these results.  
 
Table 8 Presenting the equilibrium pH values for caesium phosphomolybdate 
(CPM) and zirconium molybdate (ZM-1 and ZM-2) and zirconium 
citramolybdate (ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2). at 5 vol%. 
Simulant Equilibrium pH 
Caesium Phosphomolybdate (CPM) 1.51 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZM-1) 2.45 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZMCA-1) 1.50 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZM-2) 2.13 
Zirconium Molybdate (ZMCA-2) 1.26 
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For the concentration vs. pH graph, seen in Figure 4-8, it can be seen that as 
concentration increases the pH decreases, most notable for ZM-1. Both CPM 
and ZMCA-1 reach a region where their equilibrium pH values fall below pH 
1.5 as their concentration goes beyond 4 vol%. As can be seen from the 
equilibrium pH results, all simulants have pH values that buffer < pH 3 for all 
concentrations. These low pH values suggest that ‘acidification’ is occurring, 
with the formation of the hydrate groups, leading to the release of H+ ions.  
The equilibrium pH for CPM and ZMCA-1 is ~pH 1.5, for CPM this is near the 
extrapolated IEP, suggesting that even in Milli-Q water CPM would be 
unstable. For ZMCA-1, its IEP is much higher than its equilibrium pH, 
suggesting it will likely be positively charged and stable in Milli-Q water. The 
equilibrium pH for ZM-1 was slightly higher at pH ~ 2.4, near its IEP, 
suggesting instability in Milli-Q water.  ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 have equilibrium pH 
values of ~2.1 and ~1.3, respectfully. For ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 both their IEP’s 
are higher than their equilibrium pH, suggesting that they could be naturally 
positively charged with some potential partial aggregation and instability.  
Through TGA, shown in Figure 3-21, ZM-1 and ZM-2 were shown to have 
fewer moles of water present in their chemical formula than both ZMCA-1 and 
ZMCA-2. Both ZM-1 and ZM-2 have equilibrium pH values > pH 2, whereas 
both ZMCA-1 and ZMCA-2 ≤ pH 1.5. Having less water available to form 
hydrate groups would consequently mean fewer H+ ions being released 
andtherefore a higher equilibrium pH, as less acidification could occur.  
It is noted that the pH of titania dispersions in Milli-Q water was close to 
neutral, although very slightly acidic due to the use of deionised Milli-Q water 
(~pH 5.5–6). 
Initially, the solubility of the synthesised simulants (CPM, ZM-1 and ZMCA-1) 
were investigated to test if there was any measurable dissolution of the bulk 
particles, that could explain some of the zeta potential and equilibrium pH 
data. Additionally, the solubility of CPM and ZM has not previously been 
reported as an exact value for the HAST conditions, although it is widely 
accepted that both have low solubility (Bykhovskii et al., 2009, Zhang et al., 
2013). The gravimetric method was simple to conduct and was done for CPM, 
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ZM-1 and ZMCA-1 in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid at three different 
temperatures; 25 oC (room temperature), 50 oC and 65 oC. Room temperature 
was chosen as a reference point, whereas the others correspond with 
temperatures experienced within the HALES plant and within the HASTs. 
Figure 4-9 shows the solubility curves for the various systems that were 
investigated.  
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Figure 4-9 Solubility vs temperature graph for caesium phosphomolybdate 
(CPM),  zirconium molybdate (ZM-1) and zirconium citramolybdate 
(ZMCA-1), in both 2 M nitric acid and Milli-Q water. 
 
On initial inspection the results appear to have some significance however, all 
solubilities of all systems at every temperature vary a maximum of +/- 0.025 g 
of solute in 1 L of solvent from 0 g of solute in 1 L. It is not possible for a 
solubility to be a negative number which suggests this number could be a 
result of experimental error. This is even more plausible as the sample sizes 
were very small due to lack of synthesised material, which would contribute to 
the error. Even if considering the largest positive value of 0.004g/L this is still 
well below the 0.01g of solute in 1 L value required to class a substance as 
soluble. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, a study conducted into the solubility 
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of ZM found the highest value to be 4 g/L which is 1000 times more than the 
value of 0.004 g/L for this study (Zhang et al., 2013). This study did not 
elaborate on their methodology and their conditions were different to those 
investigated in this research so it is difficult to determine why there is such 
difference. Figure 4-9 shows a general trend of an increase in solubility from 
room temperature to 50 oC, which is an expected trend for solubility. The 
increase in temperature correlates with an increase in kinetic energy that 
allows solids to be dissolved easier, therefore increasing the solubility. From 
50 oC to 65 oC there is a general trend of a decrease in solubility which is 
consistent with the previous study’s trend (Zhang et al., 2013). Using the 
results shown in Figure 4-9, the conclusions drawn from this solubility study 
are that CPM, ZM-1 and ZMCA-1 are insoluble and despite pH changes 
observed in the equilibrium pH, no measurable dissolution is occurring. 
Therefore, further confirming the hypothesis of the hydrate groups forming 
allowing the release of the H+ ions, being responsible for the low equilibrium 
pH values. The solubility could be investigated further to find an exact value 
with more advanced techniques such as Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 
(AAS) or a reflection mode IR probe which could pick up peaks from sample 
supernatants to indicate the presence of the simulants. 
4.3.3 Sedimentation  
In order to understand the sedimentation results and analysis presented and 
discussed in this Section, a thorough example analytical process of the CPM 
in Milli-Q water data is detailed. 
4.3.3.1 Procedure for Sedimentation Analysis 
The LUMiSizer® STEP-Technology software produces transmission vs. 
position plots, as shown in Figure 4-10, a), for CPM in Milli-Q water at 4, 8 and 
16 vol%. From these raw profiles, various data can be extracted (at a chosen 
threshold of 40% in this example) such as; time, (s), radial position of the 
meniscus (R, mm), temperature (oC) and speed (rpm). For this experiment, a 
threshold of 40% was chosen, as on analysis it was deemed the best 
representative threshold allowing for comparison of all samples. The position 
of the meniscus can be easily converted to bed height (Hb, mm) by Equation 
𝑯𝒃 = 𝑹𝑶 − 𝑹(𝒕)                                              (35). The bed height can then be 
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plotted against time as shown in Figure 4-10, b), where the gradient of the line 
before it plateaus is equivalent to the initial settling rate, as shown in Figure 
4-10, c). This settling velocity could then be converted to settling at gravity, 
using Equations shown in Figure 4-10 d) and discussed in Section 4.2.2.5. 
𝑯𝒃 = 𝑹𝑶 − 𝑹(𝒕)                                              (35) 
 
 
Figure 4-10 Schematic of the procedure used to analyse sedimentation data 
from raw Lumisizer transmission profiles to a bed height vs time plot 
where the zoomed in part of the plot shows the initial settling rate. 
 
Once the settling rate for all the concentrations were converted to settling 
under gravity the values were plotted on a log settling rate vs. concentration 
graph. The Vesilind model shown by Equation 𝒗𝒔 =  𝒗𝟎𝒆
−𝒌𝑿                                    
(36), could then be fitted to the data; where settling velocity, vs is related to 
concentration, X, through the theoretical settling velocity, v0 and settling 
parameter, k (Vesilind, 1968). 
𝒗𝒔 =  𝒗𝟎𝒆
−𝒌𝑿                                    (36) 
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Figure 4-11, displays the Vesilind plot with the natural log of the settling rate 
(ln µ) vs. volume fraction (ɸ) plot for CPM in Milli-Q water, complete with R2 
value. 
 
















Figure 4-11 Vesilind plot of the natural log of the settling rate (ln µ) vs. volume 
fraction (ɸ) plot for caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) in Milli-Q water. 
Complete with R2 value.  
 
The Richardson-Zaki, Equation 
𝑽
𝑽𝒔
= 𝜺𝒏                                         (37), 
relates V hindered settling velocity to the terminal settling velocity Vs, though 




= 𝜺𝒏                                         (37) 
The linear form of this equation, Equation𝐥𝐧(𝒖) = 𝒍𝒏𝒖𝟎 + 𝒏𝒍𝒏𝜺                                       
(38), allows linear settling rates ln(u) to be plotted against the log of the 
porosity ln(1–Φ), to determine the n values. 
𝐥𝐧(𝒖) = 𝒍𝒏𝒖𝟎 + 𝒏𝒍𝒏𝜺                                       (38) 
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Therefore, the Richardson-Zaki power-law hindered settling model could be 
applied to the data, where the natural log of the linear settling rates ln(u) is 
plotted against the log of the porosity ln(1 - ɸ) as seen in Figure 4-12.  
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Figure 4-12 Richardson-Zaki plot for caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) in 
Milli-Q water. Complete with linear relationship equation and R2 value. 
 
For the purpose of the sedimentation results (Section  4.3.3.3) both setting 
rate vs. concentration plots with the Vesilind fit and Richardson-Zaki plots are 
shown for the simulants. Bed height vs. time plots for CPM, TiO2, ZM-2 and 
ZMCA-2 are all displayed in Appendix Fig. 1.  
4.3.3.2 Stokes Estimation 
To estimate the expected differences in settling rates for the simulants the 




]                                   (39) was used 
to theoretically estimate the free settling velocities for the simulants in both 
Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid (Stokes, 1851). Where, Vs is the terminal 
settling velocity of the particle, g is the gravitational acceleration, pp is the 
density of the setting particle, pi is the density of the fluid, D is the diameter of 
the particle and n is the viscosity. 




]                                   (39) 
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The D50 values provided in Table 7, were used for the particle diameter and 
density values from Table 4 were used. Water density and viscosity were 
taken as for standard temperature and pressure with a density of 998.21 kg/m3 
and viscosity of 1 mPas. Fluid properties for the 2 M nitric acid solution were 
taken from literature with a density of 1070 kg/m3 and viscosity of 1.2 mPas  
(Rhodes and Hodge.Jr, 1929). Figure 4-13, shows displays the estimated 



























































Figure 4-13 Estimated Stokes’ settling rates for caesium phosphomolybdate 
(CPM), titanium dioxide (TiO2), zirconium molybdate (ZM-2) and 
zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-2) in both Milli-Q water (black) and 2 M 
nitric acid (red). 
 
The calculated rates plotted in Figure 4-13, indicate that all particles should 
have slightly lower settling rates in 2 M nitric acid (with a reduction of ~20%, 
from the increased density and viscosity of the fluid). Additionally, as the 
particle size distribution increases from CPM<TiO2<ZM-2<ZMCA-2, the 
settling rate also increases. However, the Stokes equation does make an 
assumption that the particles are spherical, which both ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 are 
not. The Stokes equation does not take into consideration the increased drag 
associated with particles moving away from the typical spherical shape. It is 
accepted that as aspect ratios increase, their corresponding drag coefficients 
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also increase which would in turn hinder their settling rates (Haider and 
Levenspiel, 1989, Agarwal and Chhabra, 2007, Gabitto and Tsouris, 2008, 
Loth, 2008, Lau and Chuah, 2013, Dogonchi et al., 2015). This is more of an 
issue for ZMCA-2 due to its elongated wheatsheaf shape. Therefore, it is 
expected that the simulant behaviour will deviate from Stokes settling theory, 
with CPM potentially settling the quickest as a consequence of its reported 
small particle size.  
Figure 4-14 compares the experimentally determined settling rates of 4 vol% 
dispersions of the simulants to the Stokes estimation. It is not expected that 
these will directly correlate as they are within the normal hindered settling 
zones, but they represent realistic concentrations for the HASTs. Therefore, 
the comparison is more of a qualitative observation to indicate differences in 
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Figure 4-14 Experimentally determined settling rates for caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM), titanium dioxide (TiO2), zirconium molybdate (ZM-
2) and zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-2), all at 4 vol% in both Milli-Q water 
(black) and 2 M nitric acid (red). 
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For CPM the Stokes’ law has been underestimated, however for TiO2, ZM-2 
and ZMCA-2 is has been overestimated. For all simulants their actual settling 
rate within acid is higher than in Milli-Q water, whereas the Stokes estimation 
predicted the reverse. This is because the Stokes equation does not take into 
account the pH of a fluid or the stability of the solids within it.  
The difference in experimental settling rates for CPM is minimal for the two 
conditions, which would suggest similar levels of dispersion stability. As CPM 
has a naturally low equilibrium pH, it is assumed that in both conditions it is 
near its IEP, suggesting coagulation is occurring in both. Specifically within 
the 2 M nitric acid the nitrate counter ions would contribute to collapsing the 
electric double layer, destabilising the system. Therefore, it is expected that 
CPM is unstable at low pH, and consequently settles quickly, especially in 
comparison to the other simulants in water, as it does. TiO2 in Milli-Q water 
settles slower than any other system, which coincides with the zeta potential 
data indicating good stability at neutral pH. 
It is not just shape factor to consider in comparing the simulant ’s settling 
behaviour, their particle size also has an influence. It is known that on 
increasing particle sizes for spheres that their settling velocity also increases 
(Stokes, 1851, Gibbs et al., 1971). CPM is likely to be aggregated as 
demonstrated from the zeta potential and equilibrium pH data. Therefore its 
actual particle size is predicted to be much larger than the 300 nm measured 
in the Mastersizer®. Within the Mastersizer® cell the pH is more likely to be 
around neutral, as particle concentrations are within the ppm range thus, 
acidification is not observed. Therefore, the Mastersizer® data may not 
necessarily correlate to what we observe at higher concentrations for the 
sedimentation behaviour. This highlights the complexity of CPM as an 
individual system, where even after a number of experiments only now can a 
judgement call be made on its likely aggregation state and stability.  
For ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 their representative drag coefficient will be larger than 
that of a sphere (Haider and Levenspiel, 1989, Lau and Chuah, 2013, 
Dogonchi et al., 2015), due to their irregular morphology. Therefore, they will 
likely settle slower than CPM. This is true for both ZM simulants, apart from 
ZM-2 in acid. ZM-2 has an equilibrium pH very close to its IEP of pH 2.5, 
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therefore within Milli-Q water it is predicted to be slightly positively charged 
although still within the unstable region. Within acid, it is likely the influence of 
the high electrolyte conditions that have significant impact on increasing the 
settling rate. 
For TiO2, ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 they all sediment at considerably higher rates in 
the acidic environment, indicating that the high electrolyte conditions lead to 
significant coagulations of the dispersions, likely through the collapse of the 
electric double layer. For ZMCA-2 the difference between the settling rates in 
both environments is less than that for ZM-2, as even though the IEP’s are the 
same, ZMCA-2’s equilibrium pH is lower. Therefore, in the Milli-Q water 
environment ZMCA-2 will be more positively charged than ZM-2 and 
consequently slightly more stable, settling slower. Additionally, due to its 
particle shape and size it will have a larger drag coefficient, as a consequece 
of its high aspect ratio. Therefore it will settle slower than ZM-2 and deviate 
from what Stokes law would predict (Haider and Levenspiel, 1989, Lau and 
Chuah, 2013, Dogonchi et al., 2015). The Stokes law is limited by making 
assumptions of spherical particles, low particle concentration and laminar 
flow, hence such deviation from predicted to actual settling rates. It is 
suggested that sedimentation behaviours are also influenced by particle 
charge, stability within a given medium and morphology.  
It should be noted that, the presented settling data were taken at a single 
threshold of 40%. A single threshold represents a certain fraction of the 
particles, but it does not capture complete settling data, especially for 
polydisperse systems. For example, when the ZMCA-2 settling data were 
analysed at a range of thresholds, calculated linear settling rates vary by 
almost an order of magnitude (comparing 10% and 80% thresholds). While 
the 40% threshold was chosen as a fixed value to allow comparison of all 
samples, it appears this likely correlates to a fraction of the dispersion that is 
under the medium sizes. Therefore, caution should be taken when extracting 
data using light transmission as a means of observing a clear interface where 
there are a range of particle sizes. These issues are extenuated in centrifugal 
systems, as they tend to separate particles further under the centrifugal force. 
Although for the purpose of this study it is deemed sufficient from a 
comparative view point. 
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4.3.3.3 Vesilind and Richardson-Zaki Plots. 
The Vesilind plot showing the natural log of the settling rates at gravity (ln µ) 
plotted against volume fraction (ɸ) in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid for 
CPM, TiO2, ZM-2 and ZMCA-2, can be seen in Figure 4-15, with 
corresponding R2 values. Note there were some discrepancies found at 2 
vol% for CPM, TiO2, and ZMCA-2, in addition to 4 vol% for ZM-2. Therefore, 
the settling rates for these values were not plotted, the reasons will be 
discussed in relation to the Richardson-Zaki data. Additionally, for ZM-2 due 
to experimental error no data for 2 vol % could be reported. 
 
Figure 4-15 Vesilind plot of the natural log of the settling rate (ln µ) vs. volume 
fraction (ɸ) for  caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), titanium dioxide 
(TiO2), zirconium molybdate (ZM-2) and zirconium citramolybdate 
(ZMCA-2) in both Milli-Q water (black) and 2 M nitric acid (red). Complete 
with R2 values.  
 
It can be seen in Figure 4-15 for all simulants that the settling rate decreases 
with an increase in concentration. A consequence of an increase in 
concentration results in more particle-particle interactions, therefore more 
opportunities for aggregation, hence increasing the size and drag force of the 
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particles and decreasing the settling rate. This correlation of a decrease in 
settling rate with increase of the concentration was also reported by Paul 
(2014) and Dunnett et al. (2016). The settling trends of the CPM in both 
conditions is very similar, as would be expected from the stability and Stokes 
discussion (Section  4.3.2 and 4.3.3.2). TiO2, ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 all clearly 
settle quicker in the acidic environment than within Milli-Q water, which was 
also reported by Paul (2014).  
The Vesilind model is valid for the hindered settling region, which is 
appropriate for the simulants as they are expected to aggregate, as discussed 
in Section 4.3.2 and therefore settle within this region. Considering the R2 
values of the fits in Figure 4-15, all have R2 values ≥ 0.84. Suggesting a good 
fit with the Vesilind model. The free settling velocity predicted from the Vesilind 
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Figure 4-16 Free settling velocities predicted from the Vesilind model for 
caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), titanium dioxide (TiO2), zirconium 
molybdate (ZM-2) and zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-2), in both Milli-
Q water (black) and 2 M nitric acid (red). 
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It is observed that CPM settles almost identically within both environments, as 
previously seen and discussed when considering the 4 vol % data (Figure 
4-14). From this analysis is it further assumed that CPM is aggregated in both 
environments as previously concluded in Section 4.3.3.2.  
There is significant difference in the settling rates of TiO2, ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 
in acid compared to in Milli-Q water highlighting again the significant impact 
of the high effective electrolyte concentration within acid.  
Considering the morphology and size of ZM-2 in comparison to ZMCA-2, it is 
potentially easier for ZM-2 elongated square bipyramid shape particles to form 
aggregates and consequently increasing the overall particle size, hence ZM-
2’s faster settling rates, despite ZMCA-2 being reported to be three fold larger. 
Additionally, larger particle sizes can sometimes decrease the amount of 
particle-particle interactions as a result of a decrease in surface area available 
to interact (Vesaratchanon et al., 2008). With ZMCA-2 being a large 
wheatsheaf shape, even if unstable it may be difficult for it to form aggregates. 
The orientation of the ZMCA-2 could also impact the formation of large 
aggregates. Fan et al. (2004) reported that slender i.e. elongated non-
spherical particles will oscillate during sedimentation, therefore settling with 
varying orientations rather than attempting to minimise their drag (by settling 
with a vertical orientation, parallel to the flow). When considering the 
orientation of an elongated particle the most stable orientation is considered 
to be when it is horizontal, therefore perpendicular to the direction of flow (Fan 
et al., 2004, Lau and Chuah, 2013). Liu and Joseph (1993) reported that in 
considering an increase of particle concentration, this perpendicular 
orientation, eventually changes so that the particle orientates vertically, 
therefore parallel to the flow. In the case of ZMCA-2 at the highest 
concentration of 16 vol% the slowest settling rate is observed, therefore 
suggesting a mix of both orientation and size effects influence its 
sedimentation behaviour.  
For additional quantitative analysis, the sedimentation of the simulants for the 
range of concentrations in both Milli-Q water and acid were analysed using 
the Richardson-Zaki power-law hindered settling model, with data presented 
in Figure 4-17. 
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Figure 4-17 Richardson-Zaki plots for caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), 
titanium dioxide (TiO2) zirconium molybdate (ZM-2) and zirconium 
citramolybdate (ZMCA-2) in both Milli-Q water (black) and 2 M nitric acid 
(red). Complete with linear relationship equations and R2 values..  
 
The discrepancies for the 2 vol% concentrations and 4 vol% for ZM-2 
previously mentioned are believed to be a result of two different regions of 
settling as shown by the two linear fits in Figure 4-17.  Multiple settling regions 
have also been previously observed for aggregated systems such as kaolinite 
at 0.7 % (Michaels and Bolger, 1962) and for magnesium hydroxide over a 
similar volume % of around 2.4 (Johnson et al., 2016). The exact reasoning 
behind these multiple settling regions is uncertain, although there are a 
number of hypotheses. Michaels and Bolger (1962) attributed the two regions 
to be the formation of chains and networks of aggregates around a threshold 
concentration. Whereas Johnson et al. (2016) attributed the two regions to be 
the change from discrete aggregates settling to the hindered settling of the 
aggregates (essentially collective settling of the aggregates). The hypothesis 
suggest by Johnson et al. (2016) was first reported for calcium carbonate, 
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where two critical concentrations were observed, representing changes in 
settling regions (Allain et al., 1995). Allain et al. (1995) reported the initial 
critical concentration to represent the transition of discrete aggregates settling 
to hindered settling and the second to represent the gel point of the 
suspension. 
In the case of the simulants, for both CPM and TiO2 is suggested that there 
are two different hindered settling regions. With the initial settling region being 
dominated by large aggregates, then the second region with a lower exponent 
where it is no longer clear what the average size of the aggregates are, 
because the spacing between them approaches the spacing between 
individual particles within the aggregates. Essentially the change in behaviour 
occurs for aggregates, when the inter-particle spacing between particles in 
aggregates starts to approach the length-scales of spacing between 
aggregates.   
For the ZM simulants it is less likely to do with aggregation, especially as they 
have been reported to be more stable in Milli-Q water. However, it is 
suggested that in the less concentrated dispersion, the irregular particles are 
allowed a greater degree of freedom to re-orientate, which would therefore 
lead to more hindered settling effects and a rapid reduction in settling rate 
between the lower concentrations (4 vol % to 8 vol % for ZM-2 and 2 vol % to 
4 vol % for ZMCA-2). This is especially the case for ZMCA-2, where once the 
concentration goes up to a certain threshold, the wheatsheaves no longer 
have the same degree of freedom to re-orientate, leading to a lower hindered 
settling exponent in the second settling region.  
The exponent values associated with the fits can aid understanding on the 
coagulation of the simulants, in addition to the influence of particle shape. For 
non-agglomerated spherical dispersions, an exponent of ~4.65 would be 
expected (Richardson and Zaki, 1954a). The general fits on the second 
settling region for all simulants have R2 values of ≥ 0.88 showing a good fit to 
the Richardson-Zaki power-law.  
For spheroidal CPM, its exponent values were 8.51 and 10.11, in Milli-Q water 
and acid, respectively, while for the TiO2, its exponents were 9.19 and 3.58. 
For CPM the values are nearly double that expected for a spherical system, 
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inferring a high degree of aggregation in both systems. The fast settling rate 
and high exponent of CPM in both systems is consistent with its shape, size 
and instability previously discussed. The exponent value for TiO2 is also 
doubled for a spheroidal system in Milli-Q water, reporting a similar exponent 
value to that previously reported of 8.8 (Turian et al., 1997). The high exponent 
in water suggests a degree of aggregation whereas the exponent value is < 4 
in acid. Spheres give the lowest degree of drag and therefore the lowest 
exponents, consequently it should not be possible for this value to occur within 
a settling system. A potential possibility is that the system initially settles at 2 
vol % then transitions to within the compression region. 
For the ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 simulants, as discussed both show similar trends 
across the concentration regime measured, with their settling rates in acid 
being faster than that in Milli-Q water. Additionally, there are some similarities 
in the power-law exponent values, for ZM-2 in Milli-Q water it is 7.18 while for 
ZMCA-2 it is 11.30. These values are higher than expected for ‘spherical’ 
particles, which is expected due to the cuboidal and wheatsheaf shapes of the 
ZM (Bargieł et al., 2013). It has been previously reported that high exponent 
values occur from the enhanced drag on non-spherical particles due to their 
shape (Chong, 1979, Turney et al., 1995, Tomkins et al., 2005). Indeed, shape 
factor may help explain the exponent value for ZMCA-2, as the orientation of 
the elongated wheatsheaf/rod-like particles may have an additional effect on 
the drag, which will likely be greater if they adopt a horizontal orientation (Loth, 
2008, Dogonchi et al., 2015). The exponent values are again both similar in 
acid, at 5.13 and 3.99 for ZM-2 and ZMCA-2, respectively. In this case the 
exponent values in Milli-Q water are higher than in acid, even though settling 
rates are lower. This behaviour may indicate that while agglomerates are 
smaller in Milli-Q water, they have a more open structure, which increases 
hindered settling effects. Additionally, in comparing the differences between 
ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 it may be the aggregated ZM-2 clusters actually have a 
reduced drag in comparison to the elongated and slightly more stable ZMCA-
2 particles.  
Therefore, in considering the settling results for the individual simulants in 
potential POCO environments, lower acidity wash waters may aid in stabilising 
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ZM dispersions, reducing issues of sedimentation on transfer, whereas effects 
on CPM will likely be minimal. 
4.3.3.4 Mixed System Settling Behaviour 
Figure 4-18, displays the settling rates for the mixed systems of CPM:ZMCA-
2, at 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 weight ratios with a total concentration of 4 vol% in Milli-
Q water and 2 M nitric acid.  
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Figure 4-18 Experimentally determined settling rates for individual and mixed 
systems of caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM ) and zirconium 
citramolybdate (ZMCA-2) at 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 weight ratios at 4 vol% in 
Milli-Q water (black) and 2 M nitric acid (red). 
 
There have been a number of studies investigating the settling of different 
sized spherical particles with the same density (Davies, 1968, Lockett and 
Bassoon, 1979, Mirza and Richardson, 1979, Greenspan and Ungarish, 1982, 
Kondrat’ev and Naumova, 2006, Kondrat’ev and Naumova, 2007, 
Krishnamoorthy, 2010) and with different densities (Masliyah, 1979, 
Patwardhan and Tien, 1985). However, there has been little done in the way 
of investigating the settling of a system, that has particles with different sizes, 
shapes, densities and surface charges. 
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On visual inspection of Figure 4-18 it is noted that each of the mixed systems 
settle quicker than the individual systems, suggesting that the different 
simulants are interacting.  
The proposed theory of interaction is that ZMCA-2 is positively charged and 
that the aggregated CPM is slightly negatively charged; resulting in strong 
particle-particle interactions, forming heavy aggregates that results in the 
gravitation force dominating. Additionally, these larger aggregates could repel 
one another, increasing the settling rate. This theory is based upon the 
assumption that ZMCA-2 at low pH is positively charged and CPM is 
negatively charged. The IEP for CPM was not directly measured, so the value 
reported was extrapolated. Therefore, CPM and ZMCA-2 could be oppositely 
charged and consequently attracted to one another. Additionally, as a result 
of the irregular wheatsheaf shape of ZMCA-2, CPM aggregated particles 
could preferentially bind to one face over another dependent on concentration 
ratios. The attraction of the particles to one another could also impact the 
orientation of the wheatsheaf particle, especially CPM particles preferentially 
bind to one face over another. These large aggregated combined particles 
could then potentially repel each other. If they were to orientate in a more 
vertical position this could actually decrease the drag force and increase 
settling rate. Additionally, the aggregates formed could become so heavy that 
the gravitation force overrides any drag resistance.  
Figure 4-19 illustrates a basic schematic of the aforementioned proposed 
theory. 
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Figure 4-19 Illustration of the potential interaction between spherical caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM, yellow circles) particles and wheatsheaf 
zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-2 grey ‘bow ties’), with black arrow 
depicting the settling direction and red arrows depicting potential 
repulsions.   
 
Considering the suggested interaction theory and applying it to the results 
presented in Figure 4-18. The mixed system with the highest mass of CPM 
settled the fastest, with similar settling behaviour observed in both 
environments, a similar trend to that observed for pure CPM in both 
environments. It seems in mixing with some ZMCA-2, the particle-particle 
interaction potentially forces a less stable orientation of the large wheatsheaf 
shape, increasing the settling rate. Although overall the general behaviour of 
the CPM dominates these mixed systems, the settling is around an order of 
magnitude larger. 
For the CPM:ZMCA-2 at a 1:1 weight ratio, the settling in acid is almost the 
same as the 3:1 ratio system, however there is a significant drop within Milli-
Q water. If the interaction suggested were applied it could suggest that the 
drag force in Milli-Q water is increased with a higher presence of ZMCA-2, 
perhaps with the interacting particles forcing a more stable orientation. 
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Additionally, this could highlight the effects of high electrolyte concentration 
on the systems in acid, potentially collapsing the electric double layer around 
the particles, resulting in high levels of instability and increased settling rates. 
Considering the CPM aggregates onto the ZMCA-2, creating large clusters, 
the settling data highlights the change in the structure formed is a complex 
interaction based on varying number densities of each species. This is even 
more of an important finding considering the HASTs, as the settling rates for 
the mixed systems within them could be faster than anyone has previously 
predicted. 
Overall, the results of the mixed systems demonstrate that CPM and ZM do 
interact together, which will impact their dispersion behaviour. Further work is 
recommended in order to understand the interactions between the simulants, 
as the most likely scenario within the HASTs will be a range of ratios of the 
mixed systems.   
4.3.3.5 Temperature Influence on Settling Behaviour 
The settling rate of 4 vol% CPM in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid at 
both 25 oC and 50 oC, is shown in Figure 4-20. This experiment was conducted 
to compare the effects of temperature on settling rate, specifically the 
temperature which would be found within the HASTs. As can be seen an  
increase in temperature did significantly increase the settling rate over a 
magnitude of 1.5. Additionally, the difference between the settling rate of CPM 
in Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid lessened, meaning the temperature 
dominated over the effect of pH. 
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Figure 4-20 Experimentally determined settling rates for caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM)at both 25oC and 50oC  with concentration of 4 
vol% in Milli-Q water (black) and 2 M nitric acid (red). 
Few studies have looked into the effect of temperature on settling rate, 
however there have been contradicting findings, seemingly it is the system 
that dictates whether the temperature increases or decreases the settling rate. 
One study found a decrease in temperature resulted in solids ‘crashing’ out of 
solution. Therefore the temperature actually promoted keeping the solids in 
suspension (Lau, 1994). This is reported to be a result of the increase in 
repulsive forces which are linearly proportional to an increase in temperature 
(van Olphen, 1977). Contradictory to this another study reported that for 
granular sludge that an increase in temperature increased the settling rate, 
which is what this research also found (Winkler et al., 2012). This is a result 
of the decrease in viscosity of the dispersion medium. Using the Stokes 
equation, the settling rates of CPM in the different temperature mediums could 
be estimated to confirm whether the difference is related to the viscosity of the 
medium. As discussed in Section 4.3.3.2, the actual settling rates vary from 
the Stokes estimation, however it is the change of the settling rate not the 
absolute value that is of concern. It was found that a reduction in viscosity 
resulted in an increase of settling rate by one order of magnitude, therefore 
implying the changes between 25 oC and 50 oC are viscosity related.  
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It is likely that each system has a temperature threshold, whereby the settling 
rate increases until a certain value has been reached. Although this cannot be 
confirmed for all the simulants, if a range of temperatures were investigated 
for CPM it could show that at a certain temperature the settling rate decreases. 
It is proposed that at 50 oC all the simulants would settle faster. 
4.4 Conclusions  
This Chapter has presented both results and discussion on the particle size, 
stability and sedimentation behaviour of the nuclear waste simulants both 
procured and synthesised for this research. TiO2 as a commercially available 
alternative was introduced as a comparable simulant material to CPM as a 
result of its spheroidal morphology. CPM was synthesised at 100 oC and found 
to have a bimodal particle size distribution, with a PDI over 4 times larger than 
that of CPM synthesised at 50 oC, demonstrating the presence of large 
agglomerates and its potential breakdown at high temperature. Particle size 
distributions were found to be single modal and increase from CPM<TiO2<ZM-
2<ZM-1<ZMCA-2, with ZMCA-1 displaying a bi-modal distribution. ZMCA-1 is 
suggested to differ as a result of a variation in its surface chemistry, from the 
addition of citric acid into its synthesis.   
The dispersion stability of the simulants in Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid 
were observed by comparing zeta potential, solubility and pH measurements 
with centrifugal sedimentation analysis. All simulants were found to have low 
IEP values; however, acid group leaching reduced the natural pH of Milli-Q 
water suspensions to around or below these values. Therefore, in low pH 
conditions such as those experienced within the HASTs, the nuclear waste 
products are likely to be unstable and coagulate, especially CPM. All 
synthesised simulants were found to be insoluble and despite pH changes 
observed in the equilibrium pH, no measurable dissolution is occurring. 
Stokes Law was applied to the simulants to predict settling behaviour and 
found to inaccurately estimate the settling rates, as a result of the complex 
behaviour they display within dispersions. CPM displayed similar settling 
behaviour in both environments, likely a consequece of both its low IEP and 
equilibrium pH. TiO2, ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 all displayed similar behaviour, 
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settling quicker within the more acidic environment. Additionally at 
concentrations > 4vol%, there were only slight observed decreases in the 
settling rate with an increase in concentration.  Their relatively low settling 
rates in Milli-Q water, suggest a degree of stability that decreases significantly 
in acid, assumed to be caused by coagulation from the collapse of the electric 
double layer. On analysing the results of the mixed system settling behaviour, 
it is clear that there is an interaction between CPM and ZMCA-2, resulting in 
faster settling rates for mixed systems over individual. Temperature was 
reported to increase the settling rate of CPM, suggesting rates reported for 
the various systems will be higher within the HAST conditions. 
Overall, the results highlight the complex surface chemistry of these 
precipitated nuclear wastes, and imply their stability may be critically altered, 
depending on changes in acid levels as waste treatment moves to a POCO 
phase. In considering the settling results for the individual simulants in 
potential POCO environments, lower acidity wash waters may aid in stabilising 
ZM dispersions, reducing issues of sedimentation on transfer, whereas effects 
on CPM will likely be minimal. The settling behaviour of the mixed systems 
suggest that a generalised POCO methodology may be difficult if the 
conditions and ratios vary in each tank. To further the comprehension of the 
behaviours of the systems an understanding of their settled bed strength 
(compressive yield stress) and subsequently their permeability will assist, as 
presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 Compressive 
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5.1 Introduction 
Solid-liquid separation techniques are vital for a number of industrial 
processes, where an understanding of the behaviour of particulate 
suspensions is crucial. This is particularly the case in respect of the 
management of waste slurries, where the separation of the waste into a liquor 
and manageable solids is a desirable outcome (Landman and White, 1994).  
The previous Chapter concluded that the simulants (CPM, ZM-2 and ZMCA-) 
are relatively unstable within 2 M nitric acid and therefore the likelihood is that 
they will settle within the HASTs. Consequently, it would be advantageous to 
know how well packed the simulant beds formed are. Compressive yield 
stress is an implicit function of the strength of interparticle bridging forces, 
effectively the parameter which determines the strength of a settled bed 
(Landman and White, 1994). Over the years, a number of different methods 
have been utilised in determining the compressive yield stress, such as 
pressure filtration (Green and Boger, 1997, Green et al., 1998, Channell et al., 
2000), drying consolidation (Brown and Zukoski, 2003) and centrifugation 
(Buscall, 1982, Buscall and White, 1987, Miller et al., 1996, Green and Boger, 
1997, Yow and Biggs, 2013). The centrifugation methodology was chosen for 
this research, being both easy to implement and requiring a small sample 
volume.  
The compressive yield stress of a settled bed can be linked to the permeability, 
as the more the particle network yields and compresses, the smaller the pore 
spaces for liquid to permeate through, therefore the higher the resistance of 
the cake (Buscall, 1982, Green and Boger, 1997, Channell et al., 2000, 
Antelmi et al., 2001). Typical experiments investigating  permeability require 
large volumes of material, in dead-end filtration tests (Lu et al., 1998, de 
Krester et al., 2001, Teoh et al., 2006). However, an alternative technique 
utilising centrifugation has also been used (Valleroy and Maloney, 1960, 
Green et al., 1996, Smiles, 1999, Chu and Lee, 2002, Barr and White, 2006, 
Usher et al., 2013, Fukuyama et al., 2013). Where Loginov et al. (2014) 
published a novel method of multistage centrifugation in determining 
permeability that required a low volume of suspension material. This method 
was further developed during this research. Therefore, allowing both 
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compressive yield stress and permeability experiments to be conducted with 
the same technique. This is, as far as the author is aware, the first time the 
LUMiSizer® has been used to investigate both the compressive yield stress 
and permeability of a material individually within one study. 
A number of studies have investigated the influence of particle size (Tomas 
and Reichmann, 2002, Wakeman, 2007, Bourcier et al., 2016), morphology 
(Boskovic et al., 2005, Hakkinen A et al., 2005, Wakeman, 2007, Beck et al., 
2009, Bourcier et al., 2016, Perini et al., 2019) and stability (Wiesner M et al., 
1989, Hlavacek and Remy, 1995, Waite et al., 1999, Pignon et al., 2000, 
Antelmi et al., 2001, Guan et al., 2001, Cabane et al., 2002, Hwang and Liu, 
2002) on permeability behaviour. As the simulants (CPM, ZM-2 and ZMCA-2) 
have a range of particle sizes, morphologies and stabilities, it is of scientific 
interest to determine the influence these properties have on their ability to be 
filtered. Furthermore, very little has been done in the way of determining the 
permeability of a mixed particulate system. 
In regards to the POCO of the HASTs, the HAL containing a mix of both CPM 
and ZM will most likely need to be re-suspended and/or washed out with an 
appropriate solution. Therefore, separating the solid and liquid waste forms, 
could be both required and financially beneficial for POCO and onward 
processing for vitrification. For filtering to be considered as a viable option, the 
permeability of these solid beds needs to be understood. Hence, the 
development of permeability experiments in this Chapter.  
5.2 Materials and Methodology 
5.2.1 Materials 
There is one additional simulant introduced in this Chapter from those 
presented in Section 3.2 (Table 2), which is kaolin, a type of natural clay, the 
SEM image of which is shown in Figure 5-1. The SEM image shows the 
layered plate-like structure expected for kaolin. The reason for the introduction 
of kaolin, is that it was one of the materials studied by Loginov et al. (2014), 
who published a novel methodology that was utilised  and developed to study 
permeability for this Chapter. Therefore, in terms of confirming the 
methodology for permeability was repeated accurately, kaolin was used as a 
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preliminary and comparative material. The kaolin suspension was both 
provided and prepared by Maksym Loginov (The Laboratory Science & 
Technology of Milk & Egg ( STLO), Rennes, France) dispersing the kaolin 
powder (The mining company of kaolins of Morbihan, Kerbrient, France) in tap 
water at a 25 vol% concentration, with a reported density of 2.6g/cm3 for the 
solid.  
 
Figure 5-1Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) of kaolin, completed with 
scale bar. The magnification was 12k. 
As a result of lack of material, ZM-1 and ZMCA-1 were not studied for this 
Chapter. In addition, as kaolin was introduced as a preliminary material, it was 
decided that the compressive yield stress and permeability of TiO2 would not 
be investigated. Therefore, kaolin at 25 vol%, CPM at 10 vol % , ZM-2 and 
ZMCA-2  at 16 vol % were the simulants selected for both compressive yield 
stress and permeability investigations. Additionally, mixed systems of CPM 
and ZMCA-2 at 16 vol%, with weight ratios of 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 were also 
studied.  
For both compressive yield stress investigations and permeability 
experiments, the simulants were dispersed in either Milli-Q water or 2 M nitric 
acid, to compare their behaviour in both conditions. For kaolin, as it was 
provided as a made up dispersion in water it was not tested in 2 M nitric acid.  
5.2.2 Compressive Yield Stress  
The LUMiSizer® was used for centrifugal-sedimentation based experiments 
from which the compressive yield stress properties could be determined. The 
experimental method was based upon that published by Yow and Biggs 
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(2013). A detailed explanation of how the LUMiSizer® works can be found in 
Section 4.2.2.5.  
LUMiSizer® polycarbonate (PC) disposable cells (110-135XX) with a 2.0 mm 
optical path length were used for these compressive yield stress experiments. 
CPM at 10 vol%, ZM-2, ZMCA-2 and mixed systems (1:3, 1:1, 3:1 
CPM:ZMCA-2 weight ratio) at 16 vol% dispersions were made up separately 
in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid. Kaolin at 25 vol% in water was 
provided (as previously mentioned in Section 5.2.1). The different starting vol 
% were chosen to ensure the simulants would be in the compressive region 
as shown from the settling experiments, without using excess material. All 
compressive yield stress experiments were conducted at 25 oC and conducted 
in triplicate (with an average standard deviation of 6% of the mean value) for 
each system with an average of the results taken. Standard deviation was 
calculated using the equation displayed in Appendix Fig. 3. Initially, the 
nuclear waste simulants were allowed to form a settled bed over a time frame 
of 100 min for CPM, ZMCA-2 and the mixed systems, 69 min for kaolin and 
16 min for ZM-2. This settled bed was formed at 1000 rpm, with transmission 
profiles taken every 1 min. Subsequently, after the initial settled bed had been 
formed the rpm was increased by 500 rpm every 38 min for CPM, ZMCA-2 
and the mixed systems, 28 min for kaolin and 16 min for ZM-2 until 4000 rpm 
(machine maximum), during which transmission profiles were taken every 15 
s.  
The following equations (40) and (41), were then applied to the raw data 
extracted from the LUMiSizer® in order to determine the equilibrium 
compressive yield stress, 𝑃𝑦(∅𝑒𝑞), and the equilibrium volume fraction of 
particle dispersion, ∅𝑒𝑞 . Table 9 details each of the symbol’s meaning and 
how they were determined.  
𝑷𝒚(∅𝒆𝒒) ≈  ∆𝝆𝒈∅𝟎𝑯𝟎(𝟏 −
𝑯𝒆𝒒
𝟐𝑳
)                                 (40) 
 


















                       (41) 
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Table 9 Symbols and their corresponding meanings from Equations (40) and 
(41), which are used to determine equilibrium compressive yield stress 
and equilibrium volume fraction of particle dispersion of a given sample.   
Symbol  Meaning  Units Determined via 
𝑷𝒚(∅𝒆𝒒) Equilibrium compressive yield 
stress  
Pa Calculated from 
Equation (40) 
∅𝟎 Initial equilibrium volume 
fraction of particle dispersions 
- Set value per 
simulant 
∆𝝆 Density difference between 
particle and liquid 
g/ml Given by Table 4 
𝒈 Centrifugal acceleration at 
the bottom of the bed 
- Calculated  
𝑯𝟎 Initial sediment height  mm Extracted from 
data 
𝑯𝒆𝒒 Equilibrium sediment height  mm Extracted from 
data 
𝑳 Radial distance from 
centrifuge centre to bottom of 
bed 
mm 130 mm for 
LUMiSizer® 
∅𝒆𝒒 Equilibrium volume fraction of 
particle dispersion  
- Calculated from 
equation 41 
 
In order to understand where the values stated in Equations (40) and (41), 
apply in terms of the compressive yield stress experiments, Figure 5-2, shows 
an illustration of a LUMiSizer® cell. This is labelled with the simulant dispersion 
(with various regions), the radial distance from centrifuge centre to bottom of 
bed, L, and the initial and equilibrium sediment height, H0, and Heq, 
respectfully. The initial equilibrium volume fraction of particle dispersions, ∅𝟎 , 
density difference between particle and liquid, ∆𝜌 and the centrifugal 
acceleration at the bottom of the bed, 
𝑔 , are set values for each individual experiment. Section 5.3.1.1, details the 
analytical process step by step for determining compressive yield stress 
though this methodology applied to CPM at 10 vol% in Milli-Q water. 




Figure 5-2 Illustration of a LUMiSizer® cell, labelled with the simulant 
dispersion (with various regions), the radial distance from centrifuge 
centre to bottom of bed, L, and the initial and equilibrium sediment 
height, H0, and Heq, respectfully. 
5.2.3 Permeability Studies  
The most common permeability experiments typically require materials with 
large volumes. However, with the development of the novel methodology from 
Loginov et al. (2014) it has been possible to investigate this property, again in 
both 2 M nitric acid and Milli-Q water environments for both individual and 
mixed systems.   
The LUMiSizer® was used to study the permeability of the simulants with the 
experimental method developed upon that published by Loginov et al. (2014). 
Modified Microcon® Centrifugal Filters (Merck Millipore Ltd, Cork, Ireland) 
were provided by Maksym Loginov. Unmodified Microcon® Centrifugal Filters, 
consist of a polycarbonate (PC) sample tube, a polypropylene filter unit and a 
medical-grade silicone rubber O-Ring. They were modified by an extension of 
the sample tube height, as shown in Figure 5-3.  
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Figure 5-3 Unmodified to modified Microcon® Centrifugal Filters. 
Loginov et al. (2014), previously used unmodified Microcon® Centrifugal 
Filters, the idea in extending the filters was so that the pressure upon the 
sample could be increased (as more sample could be placed within the tube). 
The modified Microcon® Centrifugal Filters were fitted with a nylon 
microfiltration membrane Biodyne A (Pall, USA) with pore size 0.2 µm, which 
was also provided by Maksym Loginov. The Biodyne A membrane was cut to 
size by the use of a cork borer (No.4, 8.75 mm). These modified centrifugal 
filter cells were then placed into modified LUMiSizer® PA disposable cells 
(110-335XX) with 10.0 mm optical path length, again these were provided by 
Maksym Loginov. Modification of the LUMiSizer® cells refers to the widening 
of the upper part of the cells to allow the modified Microcon® Centrifugal 
Filters to fit. Figure 5-4, shows an illustration of the modified LUMiSizer® PA 
disposable cells complete with modified Microcon® Centrifugal Filters and 
simulant dispersion.  
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Figure 5-4 A illustration of the modified LUMiSizer® PA disposable cells 
complete with modified Microcon® Centrifugal Filters and simulant 
dispersion 
All permeability experiments were conducted at 25 oC and were conducted in 
triplicate (with an average standard deviation of 5% of the mean value) with 
an average of the results taken. Standard deviation was calculated using the 
equation displayed in Appendix Fig. 3.The centrifuge speed was set between 
500 - 4,000 rpm (depending on the experiment) and transmission profiles were 
taken every 10 s with the total number of profiles varying per simulant. 
5.2.3.1 Resistance of the Membrane  
Closely following the methodology published by Loginov at al. (2014), the 
initial step for the permeability experiments was to determine the resistance 
of the Biodyne A membrane. This was done by placing approximately 0.5 ml 
of Milli-Q water into the modified Microcon® sample tube, before placing into 
the modified LUMiSizer® cell and sealing with a lid. The sealed cell, was then 
placed into the LUMiSizer® and the centrifugal speed set at 500 rpm. 
Transmission profiles were recorded every 10 s and then the data extracted 
from these used to calculate the height of the filtrate, Hf. This was calculated 
through Equation (42), by taking the initial radial position of the meniscus, Rf,0, 
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from the measured radial position of the meniscus (filtrate surface) Rf  at a 
given time, t, of centrifugation.  
𝑯𝒇 = 𝑹𝒇,𝑶 − 𝑹𝒇(𝒕)                                         (42) 
The resistance of the membrane, rm, was then determined by the analysis of 
the liquid permeation through the clean Biodyne A membrane. In order to 
calculate the resistance a sequence of equations were applied, that are 
detailed in this section. In Section 5.3.2.1,  the analytical process step by step 
for determining the resistance of the membrane though this methodology is 
detailed. Equation (43), shows a constant, k1, that is dependent on the density, 
p1, and viscosity, µ, of the filtrate, the radial position of the membrane, 𝑅𝑚, 





                                       (43) 
The constant, k1, shown in Equation (44), is determined by the slope of the 
plot Y which is a function of liquid height above the membrane, h, against 
centrifugation time, t. 
𝒀 =  𝒌𝟏𝒕                                                  (44) 
The dimensionless, Y, function is calculated through the height of the filtrate 
above the membrane, h, the initial height of the filtrate above the membrane, 







 ]                       (45) 
The height of the filtrate above the membrane, h, is calculated via Equation 
(46), through the volume of the liquid added to the centrifugal filter, Vo, the 
cross-sectional area of the modified LUMiSizer® cells (110-335XX), Sc, and 




                                             (46) 
Table 10, summaries the symbols mentioned in Equations (42)-(46), their 
meaning and how they were determined.  
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Table 10 Summary of the symbols mentioned in Equations (42)-(46), their 
meaning and how they were determined for calculating the resistance of 
the membrane. 
Symbol  Meaning  Units Determined via 
𝑯𝒇 Height of the filtrate m Calculated from 
Equation (42) 
𝑹𝒇,𝑶 Initial radial position of the 
meniscus  
m Experimental value 
𝑹𝒇(𝒕) Radial position of the 
meniscus (filtrate surface) 
m Tracked during 
experiment 
𝒌𝟏 Constant  - Calculated from 
slope of plot Y vs. t 
𝝆𝒍 Density of filtrate  Kg/m3 Known value  
𝜴𝟐 Centrifugal rotation speed  Rad/s Set per experiment  
𝑹𝒎 Radial position of the 
membrane (m) 
m 0.072   
𝝁 Viscosity of filtrate  PaS Known value 
𝒓𝒎 Resistance of the 
membrane  
m-1 1.8 x 1010  
𝒉 Liquid height above the 
membrane  
m Calculated through 
Equation (46) 
𝒉𝟎 Initial liquid height above 
the membrane  
m Calculated through 
Equation (46) 
𝑽𝒐 liquid added to the 
centrifugal filter  
m3 Mass of liquid 
Density of liquid 
𝑺𝒄 Cross-sectional area of 
the modified LUMiSizer 
cells (110-335XX)  
m2 6.30 x 10-5  
𝑺𝑭 Cross-sectional area of 
the modified Microcon® 
Centrifugal Filters  
m2 3.42 x 10-5  
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5.2.3.2 Cake Permeability  
Once the resistance of the membrane was calculated the cake permeability, 
K, of each of the simulants could then be determined by the analysis of the 
liquid permeation through their solid settled bed/cake (Loginov et al. 2014). 
First, the simulant dispersion was placed into the modified sample tube and 
cell, complete with the Biodyne A membrane. The sample cake was then 
formed by the use of the centrifuge set at 1000 rpm over 6 h, which allowed 
the simulant to settle and form a solid cake on the membrane and the filtrate 
(either Milli-Q water or 2 M nitric acid) to filter through the membrane. Once 
the cake was formed its weight was recorded, then approximately 0.5 ml of 
either pure Milli-Q water or 2 M nitric acid was placed on top of the cake, the 
total weight of which was also recorded. The LUMiSizer® centrifugation was 
then set at the same constant rotation speed at it was for the initial cake 
formation stage, i.e. 1000 rpm. The height of the filtrate was then monitored 
until it became constant, taking a varying amount of time dependent on the 
simulant before it was compressed and the process repeated at increasing 
rpm (2000, 3000 and 4000). The step by step process is as follows: 
1. Record weight of ‘dry’ cake, 
2. Add 0.5 ml of pure Milli-Q water or 2 M nitric acid (experiment dependant), 
on top of the cake and record total weight, 
3. Set rpm and allow experiment to run until the height of the filtrate becomes 
constant. 
4. Increase rpm by 1000, to ensure cake is compressed before next step. 
5. Then repeat steps 1-3 until the maximum rpm (4000 rpm) has been set. 
Figure 5-5, demonstrates these steps visually.  
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Figure 5-5 Illustration of the permeability experimental steps.   
In order to actually calculate the cake permeability, K, a sequence of 
Equations (47)-(54) had to be applied to the experimental data (Loginov et al. 
2014). A detailed step by step analytical procedure for determining 
permeability though the application  of these equations applied to the CPM in 
Milli-Q data is provided (in Section 5.3.2.3). Equation (47), shows a constant, 
k2, that is dependent on the density, p1, and viscosity, µ, of the filtrate (Milli-Q 
water or 2 M nitric acid), the centrifugal rotation speed, Ω, the radial position 
of the membrane, Rm, and  the radial position of the cake surface, Rc. 







                                     (47) 
Where k2, could be determined via the slope of the plot y vs. t, shown in 
Equation (48). 
𝒚 = 𝒌𝟐𝒕                                                (48) 
The dimensionless, y, function is calculated through the height of the filtrate 
above the membrane, h, the initial height of the filtrate above the membrane, 
h0, the radial position of the membrane, Rm and the radial position of the cake 
surface, Rc. This is shown by equation (49). 
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]                        (49) 
The radial position of the cake surface, Rc, had to be calculated through the 
use of Equation (50) and (51). Where the height of the filter cake, Hc, is 
dependent on the weight of suspension, m0, the solid weight fraction of initial 
suspension, ci, the density of the solid, 𝜌𝑠, the solid volume fraction in the filter 
cake, 𝜑∞, and the cross-sectional area of the modified Microcon® Centrifugal 
Filters, SF. 
𝑹𝒄 = 𝑹𝒎 − 𝑯𝒄                                                 (50) 
𝑯𝒄 =  
𝒎𝒐𝒄𝒊
𝝆𝒔𝝋∞𝑺𝑭
                                                 (51) 
Once the above equations were utilised the specific cake resistance, α, could 
be calculated from the cake permeability, K, the density of the solid, 𝜌𝑠 and 




                                                 (52) 
The solid volume fraction in the filter cake, 𝜑∞, was calculated through the 
densities of both the solid 𝜌𝑠 and the liquid 𝜌𝑙  in addition to the solid weight 










                                     (53) 
The solid weight fraction of the compressed filter cake, 𝑐∞, was calculated 
through the weight of suspension, m0, the solid weight fraction of initial 




                                          (54) 
 
Table 11, summarises the symbols mentioned in equations (47)-(54), their 
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Table 11 Summary of the symbols mentioned in Equations (47)-(54), their 
meaning and how they were determined for calculating cake resistance. 
Symbol  Meaning  Units Determined via 
K Cake permeability  m2 Calculated from 
Equation (47) 
𝒌𝟐 Constant  - Determined from 
slope of y vs. t 
𝑹𝒄 Radial position of the cake 
surface  
m Calculated from 
Equation (50) and 
(51) 
𝑯𝒄 Height of the filter cake m Calculated from 
Equation (51) 
𝒎𝒐 Weight of suspension  kg Measured value 
𝒄𝒊 Solid weight fraction of 
initial suspension  
- Known value 
𝝆𝒔 Density of solid  Kg/m
3 Known value 
𝝋∞ Solid volume fraction in the 
filter cake  
- Calculated from 
Equation (53) 
α Specific cake resistance m/kg Calculated from 
Equation (52) 
𝒄∞ Solid weight fraction of 
compressed filter cake  
- Calculated from 
Equation (54) 
𝒎𝒄 Weight of the filter cake  kg Measured value 
 
5.2.3.3 Pressure Determination 
The traditional way to present permeability data is specific cake resistance vs. 
pressure. This requires the rpm used in the permeability experiments to be 
converted appropriately to pressure. For this process a methodology was 
developed using the application of Equation (55). Where RCA is the relative 
centrifugal acceleration and r is the radius of the instrument plate where the 
dispersion is housed (130mm for the LUMiSizer®). 
𝑹𝑪𝑨 = 𝟏. 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟖 ×  𝟏𝟎−𝟓  ×  𝒓 ×  𝒓𝒑𝒎𝟐                            (55) 
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The RCA can then be directly equated to acceleration, a, in Equation (56), 
where F, is force, and m is mass of the simulant (can be taken as the mass of 
dispersion added or the end cake mass). 
𝑭 = 𝒎 × 𝒂                                                    (56) 
Once force, F, has been determined the pressure, P, can be calculated from 
Equation (57), where Sf is the cross-sectional area of the modified Microcon® 
Centrifugal Filters. The mass was taken at the start and end of each 
experiment, thus a starting and end force could be calculated and therefore a 
start and end pressure. For presentation of the data the median pressure was 
chosen.  
𝑷 =  
𝑭
𝑺𝒇
                                                    (57) 
A limitation of this chosen methodology is that the mass is assumed to be 
constant, which is not the case. However, it provides a straight forward 
methodology to determine pressure in which the simulants can be compared 
to one another.  
Table 12, summarises the symbols mentioned in Equations (55)-(57), their 
meaning and how they were determined. 
Table 12 Summary of the symbols mentioned in Equations (55)-(57), their 
meaning and how they were determined for calculating pressure. 
Symbol  Meaning  Units Determined via  
RCA Relative Centrifugal 
Acceleration   
- Calculated from 
Equation (55) 
r Radius  Cm 13 cm  
RPM Revolutions per 
minute  
- Varies per 
experiment  
F Force  N Calculated from 
Equation (56) 
m Mass  Kg Measured value  
a Acceleration  m/s2 Equated to RCA 
P Pressure  Pa Calculated from 
Equation (57) 
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5.3 Results and Discussion    
5.3.1 Compressive Yield Stress 
In order to understand the compressive yield stress results presented and 
discussed in this section, a detailed analytical procedure ‘walkthrough’ of 
Equations (40)-(41) applied to the experimental data of CPM in Milli-Q water 
at 10 vol% is detailed. 
5.3.1.1 Analytical Procedure for Determining of Compressive Yield 
Stress  
The LUMiSizer® STEP-Technology software produces transmission vs. 
position plots, as shown in Figure 5-6, for CPM in Milli-Q water at 10 vol%. 
From this raw profile, various data can be extracted and plotted, as explained 
in Section 4.3.3.1 
 
Figure 5-6 Raw compressive yield stress profile for caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM) in Milli-Q water at 10 vol%. Plot is produced 
by the LUMiSizer® which utilises Space and Time resolved Extinction 
Profiles – Technology. The red profile being the first profile, progressing 
to the green, which is the last.   
Figure 5-7, shows a bed height vs. time plot of the CPM in Milli-Q water at 10 
vol% data extracted from the raw profile shown in Figure 5-6 (the process of 
which was the same for determining the bed height vs. time graphs for 
sedimentation data in Section 4.3.3.1). This allows visualisation of what is 
occurring in the sample over time and with the increase in rpm. In addition, it 
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can be shown visually where both the initial and equilibrium heights (H0 and 
Heq, respectfully) are extracted.  
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Figure 5-7 Sedimentation bed height vs. time plot for caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM) in Milli-Q water at 10 vol%. Change in shading 
represents the change in phases from settling to compression. Vertical 
dash lines correspond to an increase in centrifugal force, which is 
donated at the top of the plot.  Both the initial and equilibrium heights 
(H0 and Heq, respectfully) are noted.  
 
Equations (40) and (41), presented in Section 5.2.2, utilise the raw data 
directly extracted from the transmission profiles, in respect to the initial, Ho 
and equilibrium heights, Heq of the settled simulant beds. 
In applying these equations, to CPM in Milli-Q water at 10 vol%, the initial 
equilibrium volume fraction of particle dispersions, ∅0, is 0.10 and the density 
difference, ∆𝜌, between CPM and water is, 3.15 g/ml. Inputting these values 
and the initial, Ho and equilibrium heights, Heq of the settled CPM bed 
(extracted from the transmission profiles), into Equations (40) and (41), allows 
a plot of the equilibrium compressive yield stress vs. the equilibrium volume 
fraction of particle dispersion to be formed. This is shown in Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5-8 Plot of the equilibrium compressive yield stress vs. the equilibrium 
volume fraction of particle dispersion for caesium phosphomolybdate 
(CPM) in Milli-Q water at 10 vol%.  
Presented in the next Section is the full set of final results for the compressive 
yield stress of all systems studied in this Chapter, displayed as plots of both 
bed height vs. time and the equilibrium compressive yield stress vs. the 
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5.3.1.2 Compressive Yield Stress Results 
The bed height vs. time plots are shown for the simulants in Figure 5-9.  
 
Figure 5-9 Sedimentation bed height vs. time plots for 25 vol% kaolin in water, 
10 vol% caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) in both Milli-Q water and 2 M 
nitric acid, and 16 vol% zirconium molybdate (ZM-2) and zirconium 
citramolybdate (ZMCA-2) in both Milli-Q water (black) and 2 M nitric acid 
(red). Vertical black dash lines correspond to an increase in centrifugal 
force. 
For all simulants, an increase in applied centrifugal field resulted in further 
collapsing (lower bed height) of the particle network. This trend is most 
pronounced for kaolin and has previously been reported (Mitchell, 1960, Olson 
and Mesri, 1970, Sridharan and Rao, 1973, Chen et al., 2000, Angle and 
Gharib, 2017). Figure 2-24, in Section 2.3.3 illustrates the clay platelets of 
kaolin, compressing in a parallel fashion. As the pressure is increased upon 
the clay these platelets further compress upon one another therefore 
excluding liquid from the voids.  
The settling behaviour analysed in Chapter 4, concluded that CPM behaves 
similarly in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid, this was determined to be a 
result of its low equilibrium pH 1.5 in water and its low Isoelectric Point (IEP) 
~ pH 1. As a result of the low IEP, CPM is expected to be aggregated in both 
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environments, especially within the nitric acid where the nitrate counter ions 
would contribute to collapsing the electric double layer, destabilising the 
system. Therefore, on observing the bed height vs time compressibility plot, it 
is not unexpected that similar behaviour in both environments is once again 
witnessed.  For both environments an increase in rpm results in a small but 
notable decrease in the bed height. This suggests the aggregated particles of 
CPM sediment into an initial open voluminous bed, that is compressed by 
excluding fluid from the aggregate voids once progressive pressure is applied.  
From the plots shown in Figure 5-9, for the elongated square bipyramid 
shaped ZM-2 within Milli-Q water there is more compression observed than 
within 2 M nitric acid. It appears that initially within water a disordered network 
is formed, that can further compress with an increase in pressure. From the 
stability and settling results, it was suggested that ZM-2 would be more stable 
in water, than within acid, therefore consisting of slightly more discrete 
particles, which could rearrange under pressure. Furthermore, as found from 
the settling experiments, ZM-2 settles faster in 2 M nitric acid and it appears 
to form a harder to compress settled bed than within water as a result of the 
formation of strong aggregates unable to rearrange under pressure. 
For the wheatsheaf shaped ZMCA-2 there is little observed change in bed 
height with increased rpm for the system within 2 M nitric acid, whereas within 
Milli-Q water the change is more noticeable. Due to the elongated shape it is 
possible that within water, where it has a relatively slow settling rate a more 
condensed bed can be formed. Whereas within acid ZMCA-2 appears to form 
dense aggregates that are very strong and unable to rearrange under 
compression.  
Figure 5-10, shows the compressive yield stress plots of all the dispersions.  
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Figure 5-10 Plots of equilibrium compressive yield stress vs. the equilibrium 
volume fraction of particle dispersion for; 25 vol% kaolin in water, 10 
vol% caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), 16 vol% zirconium molybdate 
(ZM-2) and zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-2) in both Milli-Q water 
(black) and 2 M nitric acid (red). Complete with lines of best fits, their 
equation and R2 values. 
For the compressibility of the particle networks, for each simulant it can be 
seen that the equilibrium volume fractions increase with the compressive yield 
stress, which is as expected, as inferred from the bed height vs time plots in 
Figure 5-8. For all the simulants, the settled beds become more compressed 
as the liquid within the voids is expelled as higher pressures are exerted upon 
their settled bed. In general observation, for all the simulants there is a close 
fit of the trends with R2 values all ≥ 0.96. These close fit trends are expected 
for yield stress changes with volume fraction, if there are not significant 
surface changes. A log-linear plot allows for a visualising of data that is related 
according to an exponential relationship. 
Considering kaolin is the most compressible system with the largest change 
in volume fraction of 0.25, it is believed that kaolin forms an initial open 
voluminous bed which when pressure is applied, fluid is excluded from the 
voids. The clay platelets of kaolin, without the influence of contaminants 
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compress in a parallel fashion, forming an ordered bed that is easy to 
compress. Angle and Gahrib (2017), also reported a similar range of volume 
fraction change, although they reported over a larger compressive yield stress 
range. This difference is suggested as a result of the different suspension 
medium and volume concentration. The study used model process water, with 
a concentration of 11 vol%.  
For CPM, it can be seen that within 2 M nitric acid, the compressive yield 
stress is slightly lower than for the equivalent equilibrium volume fraction in 
Milli-Q water, although they both follow the same trend. The determined 
difference is very small considering the bed height plots, Figure 5-9 and is 
likely a result of experimental variance. The reported volume fraction values 
which are derived from the equilibrium height have an error of +/- 0.01, 
therefore the observed difference in Figure 5-10, represents the limit of 
experimental technique. As previously mentioned the IEP and natural 
equilibrium pH of CPM is reported to be low, therefore suggesting it 
aggregates and is unstable in both conditions. The compressive yield stress 
results are in agreement with the settling behaviour with ultimately, similar 
behaviour being shown for CPM in both systems. Paul (2014) reported for 
CPM in water that is was challenging to compress, as a result of requiring an 
increasing amount of compressive steps, which has also been observed here 
for both conditions. This suggests that the aggregates formed are strong and 
difficult to break, as increased pressure has a minor effect.  
For ZM-2 the volume fraction range for the acid is slightly lower and the range 
is smaller, than within water. There is not much difference in volume fraction 
with an increase in pressure for either system, but generally volume fractions 
are slightly lower within acid, as expected when a network is more aggregated. 
It would appear that ZM-2 aggregates in acid, but under the initial 1000 rpm, 
the centrifugal force is great enough to compress the aggregates to a similar 
structure level as the un-aggregated ZM-2 in water. Hence, it may be the 
aggregates are not extremely large, which could be attributed to the unusual 
elongated square bipyramid shape. Therefore, despite differences in the 
settling rates, the strength of the particle network formed is comparable. 
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For ZMCA-2 the equilibrium volume fraction increases as the pH increases, 
meaning that in more acidic conditions the ZMCA-2 particles have a more 
open network, in comparison to the Milli-Q water system where a more dense 
bed is formed. As shown by ZMCA-2’s zeta potential curve (Figure 4-7) in low 
pH conditions, the particles are unstable and are likely to settle quicker and 
as a result of their orientations they will potentially not settle in an ordered 
fashion, therefore forming a more open bed. Once settled within 2 M nitric 
acid, there is little change in the volume fraction with increased pressure, 
suggesting a strong particle network is formed quickly from the aggregates in 
these conditions. The particles in Milli-Q water do form a more compact 
structure, likely from the orientation of the elongated less aggregated particles 
under centrifugal force. The ZMCA-2 compressive yield stress data also 
highlights that the coagulation of the particles appears to form a stronger bed, 
despite the fact that it is more open.  
In considering the HAL simulants, CPM forms, initially, the most open bed 
network, but is also the most compressible simulant, compressing over a 
volume fraction range of 0.2. Whereas, both ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 compress 
over a volume fraction of 0.1, half of that for CPM. Within Milli-Q water this 
was similar to that reported by Paul (2014), with CPM forming an open 
voluminous compressive bed and ZM forming a more dense, less 
compressible bed. Overall, the data illustrates that CPM dispersions are more 
challenging to compress, than  ZM-2 and ZMCA-2.  
Dunnett et al. (2016), found when measuring yield stress that the yield stress 
of liquors containing CPM were generally significantly higher than liquors 
containing ZM. Although not directly comparable, the trend for compressive 
yield stress was found to be different in this study, with all simulants 
compressing over a similar range of pressure. However, CPM was determined 
to be the most challenging to compress in comparison to ZM-2 and ZMCA-2.  
In respect to the HASTs, it is suggested that CPM will be easily suspended, 
in comparison to ZM, in both water and nitric acid. Additionally, in considering 
a wash out reagent, water or nitric acid could be used for CPM as little 
difference is shown in its behaviour. For ZM-2, despite settling faster in 2 M 
nitric acid, its compressive yield stress behaviour is similar in both conditions, 
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whereas for ZMCA-2 a more open but less compressible network is formed. 
This highlights the effect of different ZM morphologies on the compressive 
yield stress, both behaviours need to be considered in determining the most 
advantageous POCO strategy. Finally, for the HAL simulants all compressive 
yield stresses were reported over a similar range, therefore despite 
compressive yield stress reportedly increasing with the inverse of particle size 
(Miller et al. 1996),  it appears in the case of the simulants both stability and 
shape influence their compressive behaviour.  
Figure 5-11, displays the compressive yield stress plots of the mixed systems 
of CPM and ZMCA-2, in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid, respectfully 
(bed height vs. times plots can be seen in Appendix Fig. 2).  
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Figure 5-11 Plots of equilibrium compressive yield stress vs. the equilibrium 
volume fraction of particle dispersion for individual and mixed systems 
of caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM ) and zirconium citramolybdate 
(ZMCA-2) at 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 weight ratios at 16 vol% in Milli-Q water (left, 
black) and 2 M nitric acid (right, red). 
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First, in Milli-Q water it is observed that all the mixed systems form significantly 
more open networks than the individual systems, with volume fractions < 0.2. 
Additionally, it can be seen that these open voluminous beds in water, are not 
very compressible, as there is very little change in volume fraction with 
pressure, therefore suggesting strong particle-particle interactions between 
both CPM and ZMCA-2. In comparing the systems in Milli-Q water, there is 
negligible differences regardless of the weight ratios, whether a higher mass 
of ZMCA-2 or a higher mass of CPM, the overall behaviour is comparable. In 
considering the settling rates of the systems, the 1:1 mix settled the slowest 
in water, followed by the 1:3 mix, then lastly the 3:1, which settled the fastest. 
This same trend of 1:1<1:3<3:1 is actually observed in the compressive yield 
stress behaviour, with 1:1 forming the most open network, followed by the 1:3 
mix and finally the 3:1.  
Within the 2 M nitric acid environments, both the 1:3 and 3:1 (CPM:ZMCA-2) 
systems behave similarly to how they do in Milli-Q water, forming large open 
voluminous beds, larger than for the individual systems, that are difficult to 
compress. There is some variation in behaviour with the volume fractions 
increasing to < 0.23, as opposed to < 0.2 within Milli-Q water. Additionally, 
when comparing to their behaviours in water, the 3:1 and 1:3 mixed systems 
have ‘swapped’, with 3:1 now having the more open bed compared to 1:3.  
The 1:1 CPM:ZMCA-2 system within 2 M nitric does not appear to fit the trend. 
This system forms an initial open network which is highly compressible, over 
a volume fraction of 0.2. As discussed in Section 4.3.3.4, this system had a 
fast settling rate, suggesting high instability. The aggregates within this system 
appear to be easily compressible, perhaps even broken during the increase 
in pressure. This system also appears to follow the trend of the individual CPM 
system.  
The behaviour, of the mixed systems highlight key differences in comparison 
to the individual simulants and consequently the importance of studying the 
systems together. It is likely that within the HASTs there will be some 
combination of CPM and ZM, therefore the settled beds are likely to be open 
and voluminous networks.  
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5.3.2 Permeability  
In order to understand the permeability results presented and discussed in 
this section, a detailed example of the analytical procedure first published by 
Loginov et al. (2014)  is given. Equations (42)-(54) are applied to the data of 
CPM in Milli-Q water for both the resistance of the membrane and the 
permeability.  
5.3.2.1 Analytical Procedure for Determining the Resistance of the 
Membrane  
Before any permeability experiments could begin the resistance of the 
membrane must be determined. First, the data was extracted from the 
LUMiSizer® transmission plots (discussed in Section 4.3.3.1), in the form of 
the radial position of the meniscus, Rf over time, t. This data was then plotted 
(although this is not necessary for the calculations, it helps with understanding 
of where the end result comes from), as shown in Figure 5-12. 

















































Figure 5-12 The radial position of the meniscus in the centrifuge tube vs. 
time, for an experiment determining the resistance of the Biodyne A 
membrane with Milli-Q water. 
 
As the values for Rf are now known (and plotted) over time, t, the height of the 
filtrate, Hf, using Equation (42) can be determined and also plotted against 
time, t, as shown in Figure 5-13. 
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Figure 5-13 The height of the filtrate vs. time, for an experiment determining 
the resistance of the Biodyne A membrane with Milli-Q water. 
Using these determined Hf values, Equation (46) could then be utilised in 
calculating the liquid height above the membrane, h. Where Vo is simply the 
mass of the Milli-Q water added to the sample tube divided by the density of 
Milli-Q water. Note that Sc and Sf remain the same for all simulants and Vo 
varies per experiment. After h was determined it could be plotted against time, 
as shown in Figure 5-14. 






































Figure 5-14 The liquid height above the membrane vs. time, for an experiment 
determining the resistance of the Biodyne A membrane with Milli-Q 
water. 
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Using these determined, h, values and substituting them into Equation (45), Y 
could be determined. The dimensionless Y function is calculated through the 
height of the filtrate above the membrane, h, the initial height of the filtrate 
above the membrane, h0, and the radial position of the membrane, Rm, as 
shown in Equation (45).  Once Y  had been calculated it was plotted against 
time (Figure 5-15), the gradient of the plot being equated to constant, k1. 
Overtime the Y vs time plot can deviate from linear as it is presumed the cell 
is cylindrical, whereas in reality it deviates from this (Loginov et al. 2014).  
















Figure 5-15 Dimensionless value Y vs. time, for an experiment determining 
the resistance of the Biodyne A membrane with Milli-Q water. Shown 
with red line representing the gradient and constant, k1. 
Finally, once k1 had been determined the resistance of the membrane, rm, 
could be calculated, as shown by Equation (58). Where,  𝜌𝑙 , is the density of 
the Milli-Q water and 𝜇 is its viscosity, both are fixed values. Ω is the centrifugal 
rotation speed, which requires the rpm used within the experiment to be 









 𝒓𝒂𝒅/𝒔                               (59) 
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The resistant of the membrane, rm,  was found to be 1.8 x 1010 m-1, which is 
in the same order of magnitude of that reported by Loginov et al. (2014) for 
the same membrane. This value is considered insignificant in comparison to 
the resistance of the simulants filter cakes (Loginov at el. 2014).  
5.3.2.2 Analytical Procedure for Determining the Cake Resistance and 
Pressure  
The initial analysis of the cake resistance follows the same format as that for 
the resistance of the membrane determination. In this case the data is for CPM 
in Milli-Q water, Figure 5-16, displays the graphs of, Rf vs. t, Hf vs. t and h vs. 
t for this data set. 
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Figure 5-16 Plots showing the radial position of the meniscus in the 
centrifuge tube vs. time, the height of the filtrate vs. time and the liquid 
height above the membrane vs. time, for caesium phosphomolybdate 
(CPM) in Milli-Q water, respectfully. 
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The determination of the cake resistance analysis deviates from the 
determination of the membrane resistance at this point, with use of Equation 
(47). 
The radial position of the membrane, Rm, is known to be 0.072 m. The radial 
position of the cake surface, Rc, however, requires the use of the set of 
Equations (50) and (51).  
Once y was determined it could be plotted against time as shown in Figure 
5-17, for CPM in Milli-Q water, the gradient of the plot being equated to 
constant, k2, as shown in Equation (48). 

















Figure 5-17 Dimensionless value y vs. time, for an experiment determining the 
cake resistance of caesium phosphomolybdate  (CPM) in Milli-Q water. 
Shown with red line representing the gradient equivalent to constant, k2. 
Then permeability, K, of CPM in Milli-Q could then be calculated by 
substituting the, k2, constant into Equation (60).  







                                   (60) 
Once the permeability, K, was determined it could then be used to calculate 
the cake resistance, 𝛼, of the CPM in Milli-Q water at that particular rpm, as 
shown in Equation (52). The cake resistance, is the most typical way to 
present permeability data. The cake resistance, 𝛼, of the CPM in Milli-Q water 
could then be plotted against rpm, as shown in Figure 5-18.  
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y = 12.35 + 0.61x




Figure 5-18 Specific cake resistance vs. rpm for caesium phosphomolybdate 
(CPM) in Milli-Q water. 
 
A common way to present permeability data, is cake resistance against 
pressure. Therefore, the pressure had to be determined utilising Equations 
(61) and (62), repeated for ease of reading. Where, the acceleration of the 
centrifuge, a, can be linked to F,  the force applied upon the cake, by m, the 
mass of the simulant.  
𝑭 = 𝒎 × 𝒂                                                     (61) 
Once force, F, has been determined the pressure, P, can be calculated from 
Equation (62), where Sf is the cross-sectional area of the modified Microcon® 
Centrifugal Filters.  
𝑷 =  
𝑭
𝑺𝒇
                                                     (62) 
The mass of the simulant dispersion was taken at the start of the experiment, 
where it will be the heaviest and therefore result in the highest force and 
consequently the highest pressure. Additionally, the mass of the simulant cake 
was taken at the end of the experiment where it will be the lightest and 
therefore result in the lowest force and consequently the lowest pressure.  
Figure 5-19, shows the assumed linear change of pressure over time for the 
CPM in Milli-Q water experiment at 1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000 rpm. For 
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presentation of the data, the median pressure was chosen. A limitation of this 
chosen methodology is that the mass is assumed to be constantly changing 
over time due to a constant rate of fluid loss Although certainly for the initial 
part of the experiment the rate will be constant, as the experiment continues 
the rate will decrease slightly with a decrease in pressure. However, it 
provides a straight forward methodology to determine pressure in which the 





























Figure 5-19 Starting and ending pressures for the caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM) in Milli-Q water experiment at 1000, 2000, 
3000 and 4000 rpm. With green arrow showing the median values which 
were used for calculations. 
 
Once the pressure for each experiment was calculated the specific cake 
resistance vs. pressure for CPM in Milli-Q water could be plotted, as is 
presented in Figure 5-20. This, is how all results in the proceeding sections 
will be presented.  
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Figure 5-20 Specific cake resistance vs. pressure for caesium 
phosphomolybdate (CPM) in Milli-Q water. Completed with 
corresponding rpm values. 
5.3.2.3 Cake Resistance Results 
Figure 5-21, presents the cake resistance vs. pressure plots for all the 
individual simulants in this Chapter. All simulants follow the trend of an 
increase in pressure resulting in an increase in cake resistance. This is a result 
of the cakes being compressed at increasing pressures, therefore limiting the 
available pores for the liquid medium to permeate through (Tien and Bai, 
2003, Vyas et al., 2000).    
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Figure 5-21 Plots of specific cake resistances vs. pressure for; kaolin in 
water, caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) in both Milli-Q water and 2 M 
nitric acid, zirconium molybdate (ZM-2) and zirconium citramolybdate 
(ZMCA-2)  in both Milli-Q water (black) and 2 M nitric acid (red). 
Considering Kaolin, the specific cake resistance is comparable to that 
reported by Loginov et al. (2014). The resistance is spread over a range of 1 
order of magnitude comparable to that published by Loginov et al. (2014). 
However the cake resistance overall is shifted slightly lower, by 0.3 orders of 
magnitude. The extensions of the Microcon® centrifugal filters, allowed for 
more sample into the tubes than the method presented by Loginov et al. 
(2014) and therefore a larger simulant cake could be formed. This 
methodology could be considered more accurate due to a larger cake mass, 
as thinner cakes are more likely to be disturbed by fresh filtrate. 
As it was previously observed, the stability, sedimentation and compressive 
yield stress properties of CPM are almost undistinguishable when comparing 
their results in water to those within 2M nitric acid. Therefore, it was anticipated 
that CPM would also display similar trends in its permeability as its network 
structure in both environments appeared similar. However, at lower pressures 
this does not seem to be the case, although as pressure increases the trend 
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lines within both mediums seem to come closer together. Overall, the 
resistance of the CPM cake in acid is less than within water. 
The compressive yield stress behaviour of a compound is linked to its 
permeability as the more the network yields and compresses, the smaller the 
pore space and therefore the higher the resistance (Buscall, 1982, Green and 
Boger, 1997, Channell et al., 2000, Antelmi et al., 2001). Therefore, the two 
experiments should give complementary data.  
It is suggested that there is a slight degree of difference of the aggregation of 
CPM in the two environments. Where within acid more of the colloidal fines 
may be attached to larger particles, as a result of high effective electrolyte 
concentration decreasing the particle’s stability. Therefore, with less fines 
present in the system a lower cake resistance would be found, as the 
presence of smaller particles are more likely to affect filter pores and 
consequently increase cake resistance (Tomas and Reichmann, 2002). 
However, the bulk densities of CPM in the two systems are considered 
comparable.  
Regardless of the relatively small differences between the specific resistance 
in the two mediums  (<0.5 orders of magnitude), they are collectively higher 
than both ZM simulants. This is because for CPM it is its spheroidal particle 
shape that dominates its cake resistance (Boskovic et al., 2005, Beck et al., 
2009, Bourcier et al., 2016).  
For ZM-2, the same trend of specific cake resistance vs. pressure is observed 
in both systems but with 0.5 order of magnitude difference. There is higher 
resistance observed within the settled bed of ZM-2 within 2 M nitric acid than 
within water. It has previously been found within a high electrolyte 
concentration that the collapse of the electric double layer, results in a higher 
cake porosity and lower specific filtration resistance of cake due to the 
aggregation of particles (and subsequent increase in particle size) (Wiesner 
et al., 1989, Antelmi et al., 2001, Hwang and Liu, 2002). However, in the case 
of ZM-2 within acid although determined to be unstable and likely to 
aggregate, it has a higher cake resistance than within water. It has previously 
been found that cakes formed from aggregates over a length of time have 
higher cake resistance (by over an order of magnitude) than those formed 
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instantly as a result of the strength of the structures formed (Waite et al., 
1999). It is suggested that within acid the unusual ZM-2 shaped particle forms 
strong heterogeneous aggregated structures potentially resulting in increased 
tortuosity with the liquid flow. This is supported by the compressive yield stress 
displaying a small change of volume fraction of <0.5 orders of magnitudes with 
increased pressure.  
For ZMCA-2, its cake resistance data shows an increase of cake resistance 
with an increase in pressure within acid but not within water. Within water 
ZMCA-2 is reported to be relatively stable, therefore once a settled cake is 
formed it will perhaps be difficult to change wheatsheaf orientations and 
consequently the permeability of the bed. It is likely the wheatsheaf shape that 
dominates the cake resistance (Bourcier et al., 2016).  Within 2 M nitric acid 
ZMCA-2 is thought to be aggregated and aggregated particles are reported to 
decrease cake resistance, particularly if irregular packing of the aggregates 
occurs, forming larger pores (Antelmi et al., 2001). However, it is also reported 
that with increased pressure, deformations will occur in the aggregates 
resulting in some interparticle bond breakages, therefore, decreasing 
aggregate size and potentially releasing fines, increasing the cake resistance 
(Cabane et al., 2002). Which is the trend observed for ZMCA-2 within acid. 
The compressive yield stress data shows ZMCA-2 to be very difficult to 
compress within acid, however the release of fines, i.e. one needle from the 
wheatsheaf wouldn’t necessarily affect the yield stress much but would impact 
the permeability.      
In comparing the nuclear waste simulants, CPM has the highest overall cake 
resistance which is, likely a result of its size, as smaller particles tend to form 
less open particle beds (Endo and Alonso, 2001) and spheroidal shape 
(Boskovic et al., 2005, Beck et al., 2009, Bourcier et al., 2016). The overall 
trend of the cake resistance for the simulants CPM>ZMCA-2>ZM-2, is 
comparable to that found by Beck et al. (2009) where is was reported spherical 
particles have a higher cake resistance over needles > polyhera.  
When considering the filterability of a solid bed, CPM will be the most 
problematic of all individual simulant beds. Additionally, it is interesting to note 
that the ZM-2 has a higher resistance in 2 M nitric acid, whereas ZMCA-2 has 
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a higher resistance in Milli-Q water. This highlights once again that the 
morphology of ZM significantly influences its behavioural properties, requiring 
multiple morphologies to be characterised.  
It should be noted that the method for permeability determination described 
has some limitations i.e particle segregation, cake deliquoring and low cake 
compressibility however, it does assist in evaluating the filterability of 
concentrated aggregated and moderately compressible systems which is 
appropriate for this research (Loginov et al. 2014). 
Figure 5-22, displays the cake resistance vs. pressure plot for mixed systems 
of CPM and ZMCA-2, in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid.  
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Figure 5-22 Combined plot of specific cake resistance vs. pressure for mixed 
systems of caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) and zirconium 
citramolybdate (ZMCA-2) at 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 weight ratios at 16 vol% in 
both Milli-Q water (black) and 2 M nitric acid (red). 
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It is observed that within 2 M nitric acid all the mixed systems have lower 
resistance than within Milli-Q water. Which, is a trend also observed for CPM 
and ZMCA-2 individually. Overall the highest resistance shown for the mixed 
system is not as high as that reported for CPM as an individual system. 
Additionally, the lowest resistance observed for the mixed systems, is lower 
than those values reported for either CPM or ZMCA-2 individually. As the 
mixed system is predicted to be aggregated a low cake resistance is expected.  
In terms of comparing the different mixed systems the over cake resistance 
trend is  1:3<1:1<3:1 in 2 M nitric acid, and <1:3<1:1<3:1 in Milli-Q water. This 
trend shows that as the mass of ZMCA-2 decreases, the resistance is 
increased. However, it is clear overall the system medium is the more 
dominant factor. In considering a potential washout reagent regardless of the 
ratio of CPM:ZM within 2 M nitric acid a less resistant bed will form than within 
water. This suggests the particle interactions between the systems are 
allowing a more open pore network to form within nitric acid. Therefore, it is 
proposed that the HAL simulants will be easier to filter through 2 M nitric acid 
than water. 
5.3 Conclusions 
This Chapter has presented both results and discussion on the compressive 
yield stress and permeability of CPM, ZM-2, ZMCA-2  and mixed dispersions 
of CPM:ZMCA-2 in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid, in addition, to a 
mineral suspension of kaolin in water. This is, as far as the author is aware, 
the first time the LUMiSizer® has been used to investigate both the 
compressive yield stress and permeability of a material individually within one 
study. Overall, the compressive yield stress data and permeability data 
provided complementary data, that allowed for an in depth understanding of 
the behaviour of the individual and mixed particulate suspensions. Concluding 
these methodologies could be used in conjunction for future investigations.   
As expected, kaolin was found to be the most compressible material and had 
both a compressive yield stress and permeability behaviour comparable to the 
literature. CPM was found to behave similarly in both environments in terms 
of its compressive yield stress, as expected from the settling data presented 
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in the previous Chapter. However, there was a deviation in regards to its 
permeability behaviour with a lower cake resistance found within 2 M nitric 
acid. It was suggested a slightly more compact bed but with a more open pore 
network was formed within 2 M nitric acid. 
ZM-2 displayed similar compressive yield stress behaviour in both conditions, 
despite having significantly different settling behaviours. It is observed that the 
strength of the particle network formed for ZM-2 seems independent of its 
settling behaviour, it is suggested that this is the result of its irregular 
elongated square bipyramid shape being unable to form a packed cohesive 
settled bed. Therefore, it forms in 2 M nitric acid a relatively strong particle 
network with less available pores, therefore displaying an increased cake 
resistance. For ZMCA-2 within 2 M nitric acid there is little change in the 
volume fraction with increased pressure, however there is change in its cake 
resistance suggesting the slight deformation of strong aggregates releasing 
fines. Within Milli-Q water a more compressible bed is formed. However as a 
result of the wheatsheaf shape orientation, the cake resistance of the bed 
changes little with increased pressure. 
Furthermore, mixed systems of CPM:ZMCA-2 were also investigated where it 
is reported that within both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid regardless of the 
weight ratio of the simulants, an open difficult to compress bed network is 
formed. Within 2 M nitric acid this network is slightly more packed with a lower 
cake resistance. The behaviour of the mixed systems deviates significantly 
from the behaviour of their individual counterparts suggesting there is a strong 
particle-particle interaction between the simulants.    
Overall results highlight the differences in the behaviours of ZM morphologies 
and mixed systems in comparison to individual systems. When considering 
individual HAL systems, CPM is reported to be the most challenging to 
compress with the highest cake resistance. For mixed systems of 
CPM:ZMCA-2, they form an open bed network that displays a lower cake 
resistance in 2 M nitric acid. In considering a wash-out reagent that requires 
to be filtered, it is suggested that 2 M nitric acid would be preferable than 
water.  
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Research has successfully been conducted on non-radioactive simulants of 
two known problematic precipitated fission waste products CPM and ZM 
produced via the reprocessing of nuclear fuel and stored within HASTs before 
eventual vitrification.  
CPM, with spheroidal particle shape and D50 value of 300 nm was 
successfully synthesised, confirmed by both IR spectrum and XRD pattern. 
This CPM was reported to have the formula, Cs3PMo12O40.7H2O, have low 
solubility and form via a first-order reaction with respect to phosphomolybdic 
acid in < 3 h. Furthermore, it was reported to form at both ambient (25 oC) and 
elevated temperatures (100 oC), confirmed via SEM. The speed and ease of 
the formation of CPM suggests it will be easily formed with the HASTs. The 
investigation into the kinetics and of the influence of temperature on the 
formation of CPM is reported for the first time, as far as the author is aware, 
in this study. 
Additionally, ZM, with both a cuboidal morphology (ZM-1) and a wheatsheaf 
morphology (ZMCA-1) were successfully synthesised confirmed by both IR 
spectra and XRD patterns, with a D50 value of 10 µm and 300 nm, 
respectively. Both of these synthesised simulants were also found to be 
insoluble, with no measurable dissolution occurring. The formation of ZM-1 
from CPM was reported to take ~10 days, suggesting a higher ratio of 
CPM:ZM will be present within the HASTs. Furthermore, two provided ZM 
simulants with a unique elongated square bipyramid shape with truncated 
‘pyramid tops’ (ZM-2) and a wheatsheaf morphology (ZMCA-2) were also 
characterised. Displaying comparable IR spectra and XRD patterns, with a 
D50 value of 5 µm and 15 µm, respectively. The range of morphologies that 
ZM can form, suggest its formation is sensitive to a number of parameters and 
that a range of different particle shapes will be present within the HASTs.  In 
comparing the determined bound water molecules of the ZM and ZMCA 
simulants, the ZMCA samples were reported to have more, suggesting a 
difference in surface chemistry attributed to the addition of citric acid within its 
synthesis.  
The dispersion stability of the simulants were investigated as it was 
recognised to be a crucial characteristic in understanding their suspension 
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behaviours at different pH conditions. All HAL simulants were reported to have 
low IEP values, with CPM potentially being negatively charged and the ZM 
simulants being positively charged at low pH. Regardless of potential charge 
at low pH, all simulants are predicted to be unstable within the HAST 
conditions as a combination of their low IEP values and the surrounding high 
electrolyte content, collapsing the electric double layer. Additionally, it was 
reported that acid group leaching though the simulant’s surface molybdate 
groups were found to reduce the natural pH of Milli-Q water suspensions to 
around or below their IEP.  
Stokes Law was used to predict the settling rates of the simulants and found 
to be inaccurate, highlighting the complex settling behaviour of the 
dispersions. Therefore, both the Vesilind and Richardson and Zaki models 
were utilised in analysisig the hindered settling of the simulant suspensions.  
The concentration of CPM correlation to its settling rate was found to be more 
pronounced than for other simulants due to instability and coagulation in both 
Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid environments. Overall, CPM displayed similar 
suspension properties in both conditions, especially for its sedimentation and 
compressive yield stress behaviours. In considering its permeability, it was 
reported to have a slightly lower cake resistance due to the aggregates within 
acid, attracting more of the suspension fines, as a result of high effective 
electrolyte concentration decreasing the particle’s stability. Furthermore, 
CPM’s settling rate was observed to increase with an increase of temperature 
from 25 oC to 50 oC, which is the temperature reported within the HASTs, as 
a result of the change in viscosity of the suspension medium. This temperature 
experiment was not conducted on all simulants but it is proposed that all 
simulants would show an increase in settling rate within the HASTs than 
reported through this research due to a decrease in viscosity of the liquor 
medium. 
For the ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 simulants both displayed lower settling rates within 
Milli-Q water in comparison to 2 M nitric acid, a combination of the effect of 
the increase of drag force relating to their non-spherical morphology and their 
instability at low pH. Within both conditions, ZM-2 displayed similar 
compressive yield stress behaviour forming a more resistant bed within nitric 
acid suggesting a particle network with less pores than within Milli-Q water. 
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This is potentially a result of the irregular shape of the ZM-2 forming strong 
aggregates in nitric acid. ZMCA-2 displayed a less compressible bed within 
nitric acid with irregular packing of the aggregates occurring, forming larger 
pores and a lower cake resistance.  
A novel method was developed for this research in measuring the permeability 
of small volumes of material, utilising the LUMiSizer®. Where, as far as the 
author is aware, is the first time the LUMiSizer® has been used to investigate 
the sedimentation, compressive yield stress and permeability of a material 
within one study. Consequently, providing a varied understanding of 
suspension behaviour for a range of materials.   
Overall, in comparing individual simulants CPM is reported be the most 
challenging to re-suspend and keep within solution as a result of its high 
instability in both water and nitric acid. The difference in suspension behaviour 
for ZM-2 and ZMCA-2 highlights the significant impact of ZM’s morphology, 
where it is suggested a range will be present within the HASTs  
An original aspect to the research presented in this thesis was that done upon 
mixed dispersions of CPM:ZMCA-2. It is unlikely that within the 21 HASTs 
there will be 100% of one or the other of the simulants, most likely there will 
be a mixed ratio. The settling rates, compressive yield stress and cake 
resistance of mixed dispersions all display different properties than those 
presented for their individual counterparts. Most interestingly, within both Milli-
Q water and 2 M nitric acid regardless of the weight ratio of the simulants, an 
open difficult to compress bed network is formed, suggesting strong particle-
particle interactions and high aggregation. It is proposed that CPM is 
negatively charged and ZMCA-2 is positively charged, therefore they attract 
one another forming large aggregates.  
The key message from this research is that the systems are complex, unstable 
and likely to aggregate whether individually or mixed within the acidic 
conditions of the HASTs. POCO is an expensive procedure, even more so if 
the conditions prepared for are not what is encountered. The more information 
the planners are armed with, the less likely they are to encounter unexpected 
and potentially expensive issues. Investing in research and development, 
such as this project allows for further understanding of current conditions. 
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Successful POCO is crucial for safe and effective decommissioning, in which 
we have a moral obligation to provide, in dealing with this legacy waste. 
This research is intended to further current understanding of the suspension 
behaviours of CPM and ZM both individually and as a mixed system in addition 
to highlighting areas which require future research. It is imperative to 
understand the extremes of behaviour of these suspensions, in respect of 
POCO and further processing of the HAL, which will limit the potential for 
unexpected conditions. Ultimately, the conditions of the HASTs are much 
more complicated than the conditions explored in this research but it is 
believed that the results reported will assist further the understanding of two 
of the most problematic reported fission products. 
6.1 Recommended Future Work 
In light of the aforementioned conclusions of this research several areas have 
been highlighted in respect to recommended future work. 
First, as highlighted in Chapter 3, the formation of ZM could be further 
investigated in order to further the understanding of its formation and various 
morphologies. Through this research both IR and XRD has been shown to 
identify the individual compounds. Therefore, in tracking the synthesis of ZM 
an IR diamond probe could be utilised, a diamond probe would be able to 
handle both the temperature and acidity of the ZM reaction. Additionally, the 
reaction could be made to take place in an XRD capillary tube therefore 
directly monitoring the formation of the ZM morphology. Furthermore, Raman 
spectroscopy could be utilised in identifying and comparing the simulants, in-
situ. Alternatively, as UV-Vis was successfully applied in tracking the 
synthesis of CPM, a UV-Vis probe could also be utilised. Furthering the 
understanding of both the formation of CPM and ZM, will allow more accurate 
scale-up of their non-active synthesis and a prediction of their ratios within the 
HASTs. If it was possible to obtain or synthesise a large volume of simulant 
material, easily and cheaply the properties of the systems could be 
investigated in bulk. Furthermore, in understanding the formation of ZM it 
could assist in predicting its morphology within the HASTs. 
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Within this research the behaviour of dispersions of the simulants individually 
and mixed were determined in both Milli-Q water and 2 M nitric acid. It was 
reported at low pH that all simulants were instable and aggregated. Therefore, 
in considering a suitable wash-out reagent, investigations into the suspension 
behaviours of the simulants at a higher pH, could be beneficial.  Specifically, 
as considering the zeta potential data for all the HAL simulants in this study, 
they are predicted to be stable at high pH which could be advantageous.  
There is scope to examine the suspension behaviours of the various systems 
at different temperatures, considering the HAST conditions are around 50 – 
60 oC. This would provide more realistic suspension behaviour data and 
explore the influence of temperature as a parameter on compressive yield 
stress and permeability. Furthermore, in considering once the HAL is removed 
from the HASTs there is potential it will be subjected to different temperatures, 
therefore an understanding of a change in behaviour with this parameter could 
be useful. 
As it has been identified in this research, CPM and ZMCA clearly have some 
form of interaction. This could be further investigated through Atomic Force 
Microscopy (AFM), which is a technique that could be utilised in order to 
understand further the particle-particle interactions. This is a technique that 
has not currently been used for the analysis of either CPM or ZM. It potentially 
could complement the bulk data and provide more insight into the interactions 
between the systems both individually and mixed. It is possible to mount a 
particle onto a probe and use this to investigate its interaction with another 
chosen particle. Through these experiments the Hamaker constant could be 
determined which can then be used to understand the Van der Waals 
interactions of the particles and potentially model their aggregation tendency 
at low pH’s, conditions which they experience in the HASTs. Once this has 
been determined computational fluid dynamics could be utilised in modelling 
the interaction between the systems for a more accurate prediction of their 
behaviour within the HASTs.  
As this is the first time mixed systems have been explored in any depth, it is 
recommended that they are investigated further. Specifically, when 
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considering CPM and various morphologies of ZM and in understanding the 
impact of a suspension of mixed ZM morphologies upon its properties. 
This research has focused on the potential storage behaviour of the HAL 
simulants, as well as further onward processing. In order to complement this 
research pipe flow behaviour could be investigated. 
In comprehensively understanding the behaviour of CPM and ZM within the 
HASTs a full replication of the conditions would be ideal, however that would 
include over 90 elements, which would be both impractical and expensive. 
However, it is recommended to conduct studies with a range of HAL simulants 
to gain more accurate insight into the realistic conditions. Additionally, it is 
suggested to do time based studies, over prolonged periods (i.e. 3 weeks, 3 
months, 3 years) to see the effect this has on the behaviour of the simulants. 
Finally, it would be advantageous to conduct studies on radioactive material 
to determine if the non-active simulants behave similarly to their chemically 
analogous counterparts.  
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Appendix Fig. 1 Bed height verse time plots at various concentrations for 
caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM), titanium dioxide (TiO2), zirconium 
molybdate (ZM-2) and zirconium citramolybdate (ZMCA-2) in both Milli-Q 
water and 2M nitric acid. 
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Appendix Fig. 2 Compressive yield stress - bed height vs. time plots for mixed 
systems of caesium phosphomolybdate (CPM) and zirconium molybdate 
(ZMCA-2) at 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1 weight ratios at 16 vol% in both Milli-Q water 
and 2M nitric acid. 
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Appendix Fig. 3 Equation showing standard deviation σ, where N is the total 
number of values, x represents each individual value and µ is the mean 
value 
